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Resumo

Com o aumento da complexidade dos sistemas computacionais, houve também um aumento da
dificuldade na tarefa de verificação de sistemas. Para lidar com essa complexidade, métodos
formais podem ser usados no desenvolvimento de sistemas, fornecendo técnicas para a mode-
lagem e verificação. No contexto de sistemas concorrentes e distribuídos, a necessidade de uma
abordagem formal é ainda mais proeminente, dadas as inúmeras possibilidades de interação en-
tre seus sistemas componentes. Entretanto, infelizmente, os métodos atuais não se encontram,
de forma geral, completamente aptos a lidar com a análise automática desses sistemas, mesmo
em se tratando de propriedades clássicas como a ausência de deadlocks. A explosão do espaço
de estados a ser analisado é o principal fator para essa ineficácia por parte desses sistemas.

O trabalho apresentado é uma contribuição nesta direção. Considerando o conceito de redes
de processos CSP, o presente trabalho propõe uma estratégia local para a análise de deadlocks
baseada na noção de refinamento de processos. A localidade dessa estratégia previne a explosão
de espaço de estados causada pela interação de sistemas componentes, o que constitui uma
vantajosa característica da nossa estratégia. O trabalho define uma expressão de refinamento
capturando o conceito de ausência de conflito, que pode ser usado para verificar localmente que
uma rede de processos com uma topologia de comunicação acíclica é livre de deadlocks. Para
as redes com topologia cíclica, o trabalho sistematiza e formaliza três padrões comportamentais
que impedem deadlocks: o alocação de recursos, o cliente/servidor e o assíncrono dinâmico.
Esses padrões impõem restrições comportamentais e estruturais para prevenir deadlocks. Es-
sas restrições comportamentais também são capturadas através de expressões de refinamento,
o que possibilita a verificação automática dessas condições com o uso de um verificador de
refinamento.

Além disso, são apresentados quatro estudos de caso usados para avaliar o desempenho da
nossa técnica na prática: um buffer circular, um jantar dos filósofos e duas variações de um
algoritmo para eleição de líder. Uma dessas variações consiste num modelo usado na prática
pela empresa B&O, um parceiro industrial. Nesse estudo, avaliamos a nossa técnica em com-
paração com outras duas técnicas para verificação de ausência de deadlocks, o algoritmo SSD
da ferramenta Deadlock Checker e a asserção de verificação de deadlocks padrão do verificador
de modelos FDR. Esse estudo demonstra como a nossa estratégia é aplicada e que ela pode ser
uma alternativa vantajosa para a verificação de sistemas complexos.

Palavras-chave: Ausência de deadlocks, CSP, FDR, Análise local, Verificação de modelos



Abstract

The increase of computer systems complexity has led to a direct increase in the difficulty of
verifying their correctness. For mastering this complexity, formal methods can be used in
the development of systems providing techniques for both design and verification. Regarding
concurrent and distributed systems, the necessity of a formal approach is more prominent given
the substantial increase in complexity due to the countless number of interactions between
their constituent systems. Unfortunately, however, current methods are not capable of dealing
with the automated analysis of such systems in general, even if we consider only classical
properties such as deadlock freedom; the state explosion problem is the main reason for this
ineffectiveness.

This work is a contribution in this direction. Particularly, considering networks of CSP pro-
cesses, this work proposes a local strategy for deadlock analysis based on the notion of process
refinement. The locality of this strategy prevents the state explosion problem generated by the
interaction of constituent systems, which represents a major asset of our strategy. We define a
refinement assertion for checking conflict freedom between pairs of processes in the network;
this can be used for the local verification of networks with an acyclic communication topol-
ogy. Concerning networks with a cyclic communication topology, we propose three patterns
that prevent deadlocks: the resource allocation, the client/server and the async dynamic. These
patterns impose behavioural and structural restrictions to prevent deadlocks. The behavioural
restrictions are also captured by refinement assertions, which enable one to automatically verify
these conditions using a refinement checker.

Besides this, we develop four case studies to evaluate the efficiency of our strategy in prac-
tice: a ring buffer, a dining philosopher, and two variations of a leadership election algorithm.
One of the variations of the leadership election algorithm consists of a model used in practice by
the B&O Company, an industrial partner. In this study, we compare our strategy with two other
techniques for deadlock freedom verification, the SSD algorithm of the Deadlock Checker tool
and the built-in deadlock freedom assertion of FDR. This study demonstrates how our strategy
can be used and that it might be a useful alternative to analysing complex industrial systems for
deadlock freedom.

Keywords: Deadlock freedom, CSP, FDR, Local analysis, Model checking
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Even though formal methods are not completely integrated in the process of developing soft-
ware, they have an important role to play in this area. Formal methods, which consist of mathe-
matically based languages, techniques and tools used for specifying and analysing systems, can
be used to master the ever increasing complexity of software systems [CW96]. These meth-
ods can be used in several phases of the software construction process, from the conception
to the evolution phase [Win90]. The main goal of the introduction of formal methods in this
process is to increase the quality of the systems, since they help to improve the understanding
and the reasoning about them, throughout their life-cycle [WLBF09]. With the increase of the
complexity of software systems, there has been an increase of the number of bugs and of the
difficulty of finding them [BH95]. Therefore, formal methods seem a promising alternative for
tackling these issues.

Particularly, formal methods typically provide a framework for, systematically, specifying,
developing and verifying systems [Win90]. Specification is the process of describing a system
and its desired properties. A formal specification uses languages with mathematically defined
semantics and syntax [CW96]. These properties and systems can be described in terms of
different aspects, depending on the language used for its design and its properties’ description.
For instance, the specifier might use a language to describe the behaviour of the system, and
use this same language to capture the behavioural properties. With another language, one
can describe a system and its properties in terms of its structure. The great benefits of the
specification process are the gain of deeper understanding of the system and the possibility of
using tools for formally analysing it.

Formal verification consists of the task of checking if a model possesses a given prop-
erty [CW96]. This can be used to guarantee that a given system, represented by the model, has
a desired property, which can be used to check, in some sense, the expected behaviour of a sys-
tem. Two well established approaches for verification are model checking and theorem proving.
These are complementary techniques. While model checking embodies an automatic verifica-
tion strategy, it faces the well-known state explosion problem [BBSN08]. Theorem proving, in
general, is an interactive process, which can be applied both to finite and infinite-state systems.

Within the scope of formal verification of concurrent systems, a common desired property
is deadlock freedom. Deadlocks arise when a system can perform no further action, becom-
ing, as a consequence, useless. In concurrent and distributed systems, this is a very common
pathology, and, in some cases, very difficult to find, due to state space explosion. Moreover,
the fact that the check of safety properties, i.e. properties stating that an undesired state is not
reachable, can be reduced to deadlock verification, corroborates the importance of verifying
this property [GW93].

12
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1.1 Motivation

Deadlock freedom can also be seen as a first step towards proving correctness for these systems.
Despite its importance, there is not an established efficient compositional approach to deadlock
freedom verification. The two traditional approaches, model checking and theorem proving,
although successfully applied for the verification of real and complex industrial applications,
fail to provide an easy-to-use, automatic and efficient mechanism for certain classes of systems.

Model checking relies on building a finite model, from which the state space is derived,
and checking that a desired property holds for that system, by an exhaustive search of this state
space [CW96]. Therefore, the user of this technique must build a system with a formal lan-
guage, and specify a property of the system and the rest of the work for verification is performed
automatically by the model checker. Although automatic and easy-to-use, deadlock verifica-
tion can become unmanageable for systems with complex state spaces, or even inapplicable to
some infinite-state systems.

Theorem proving is a technique by which both the system and its desired properties are
expressed as formulas in some mathematical logic. This logic defines a set of axioms and a
set of inference rules. Theorem proving is the process of finding a proof of a property from
the axioms of the system by applying the inference rules exhaustively or on demand [CW96].
Despite its efficiency and applicability to, possibly, infinite-state systems, this approach is not
fully automatic and requires one to have a vast knowledge of: the semantic model, the notation
employed in the model and the proof system used. Moreover, it typically demands significant
experience of its user.

To illustrate some limitations of these techniques, let us assume that one is trying to prove
that a dining philosophers system is deadlock-free using the CSP notation [Hoa85, Ros98,
Ros10]. In the theorem proving approach, one must be familiar with the stable failures se-
mantic model [BR84, Ros98, Ros10] and with a proof system to carry the proof itself. In the
model checking approach, assuming that we have philosopher and fork processes with 7 and
4 states, respectively, the number of states can grow up to 7N × 4N , where N is the number
of philosophers (and of forks) in the configuration. For instance, to verify that a system with
50 philosophers and 50 forks is deadlock free one has to verify up to 750× 450 states. This
difficulty of both techniques for guaranteeing deadlock freedom comes basically from the fact
that, this problem, when restricted to finite models, is NP-hard [Min07].

Besides these two traditional approaches, there are others that could be used for this purpose
such as testing [ABC82] and static analysis [AHM+08]. Testing verifies whether the behaviour
of a program behaves as expected. In the testing process, there must exist a way of predicting
the expected behaviour of a program for a given input. This is often given by pairs of containing
an input and the expected output by the user of this method. In static analysis, the system
is analysed in the abstract, without running or considering an specific input. Hence, some
details linked to execution, such as the states of the program are not taken into account. These
methods can be very efficient, nevertheless, generally they are not sound [NRTT09]. For testing
this methodology is usually applied for a small subset of the inputs of the program, hence, we
cannot make any considerations about the entire behaviour of the process. In order to guarantee
soundness, one would have to propose a theory to guarantee that the set of tests applied are
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enough for guaranteeing, for instance deadlock freedom. In the case of static analysis, it is
generally not sound thanks to the abstraction of not considering the details linked to execution,
such as the reachable states of the system. Hence a theory apart must be constructed to assure
that these methods can yield a property about the entire behaviour of a system. This need of
another theory for assuring soundness is the reason why we do not use these techniques for
behavioural verification in this work.

An additional approach would be to use an SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories [dMB09,
dMB08, dMDS07]) solver for verification. SMT extends boolean satisfiability by the addition
of some useful first-order theories, such as equality and arithmetic. An SMT solver is a tool that
can be used to check satisfiability of formulas of these theories. Although powerful, in order
to use this approach for the behavioural verification of system, one would have to conceive
a model for representing systems behaviour in these theories. Additionally, one would have
to model the behavioural verification itself as a formula in these theories, so as to have its
satisfiability checked. This issue with translation and the assurance that the translation duly
captures the behavioural property that we intend to capture are the reason why we choose not
to use SMT solvers for behavioural verification.

One alternative to the use of these traditional approaches in separate is to adopt a hybrid
technique, which consists of proving that, using semantic models and a proof system, for a
particular class of well-defined systems, a property can be verified by only checking a small
portion of the system. This principle, called local analysis, is the core technique of some ex-
isting approaches to compositional analysis [AL93, BGL+11, CLM89, BCC97]. Note that, we
do not require the use of theorem proving by the end user of our proposed method, we use it to
demonstrate that our strategy prevent deadlocks of arising. Concerning deadlock analysis, in
particular, the strategy reported in [RD87, BR91] introduces a network model and behavioural
constraints that support local analysis. This strategy has been used in practice for the composi-
tional verification of complex real systems [MS01]. This strategy is used as a foundation to the
contributions presented in this work.

In addition to the motivations already given, this work was developed as an attempt to
improve another strategy for guaranteeing deadlock freedom. BRICK is a strategy presented
in [RSM09, Ram11] that allows the systematic design of deadlock free component based sys-
tems. It is an algebra that has contracts as operands and composition rules as operators. These
contracts are tuples, where one of their elements is the behaviour of a component. In this al-
gebra, this element must be a restricted deadlock-free process. The operations, or composition
rules, are used to compose contracts, generating more complex ones, which have as behaviour
a combination of the behaviours of the two composed contracts. Even though this strategy was
a step towards improving the problem of efficiency and usability for designing deadlock free
systems by construction, one of its rules makes this approach ineffective for systems with a
cyclic communication topology, like the dinning philosophers itself. The re f lexive rule of this
approach, required for the construction of cyclic systems, is non compositional. In order to use
it, one has to guarantee that a particular side condition holds for the entire system. This implies
that this rule will quickly become ineffective when dealing with this sort of network.
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1.2 Contributions

The main contribution of this work is a formal strategy that allows one to locally verify deadlock
freedom for networks. Based on the network model introduced in [RD87, BR91], we create
a hybrid approach for guaranteeing deadlock freedom. We develop an automatic manner of
verifying if a given network belongs to a class of process networks, and demonstrate that the
networks belonging to these classes are deadlock free.

Firstly, we propose an automatic way of identifying conflict freedom for pairs of elements of
a network, these elements being called atoms. This enables one to automatically, and locally,
identify the acyclic networks that are conflict free. Based on this fact and on a fundamental
principle, we can demonstrate that the networks belonging to this class are deadlock free. The
property describing conflict freedom for a pair of atoms is casted as a refinement expression,
which can be automatically verified by a model checker.

Secondly, we propose a systematisation for characterising classes of deadlock free cyclic
networks. The characterisation of these classes are made by predicates, i.e., if a determined
predicate holds for a network then this network belongs to the class or, as we call in this work,
to the pattern defined by this predicate. These predicates are a conjunction of logical formulas
stating structural and behavioural constraints that a network must have to adhere to the relevant
pattern. These constraints can be verified automatically, as they are all formulas of a decidable
theory. We require all structures used, including data types, to be finite, so as to work with a
simple decidable theory. The behavioural constraints are captured by refinement expressions,
which can be automatically verified by a model checker, and the structural constraints are
formulas of the first order logic over finite structures, which can be automatically checked
with an SMT solver [dMDS07, dMB08, dMB09, dMB11]. Moreover, these classes captured
by patterns are proved deadlock free based on the semantics of the stable failures model, and
on some of the results about deadlock freedom from the literature [RD87, MW97, Ros98,
BR91]. With this, we have our hybrid approach, where pattern adherence is made by automatic
methods, and soundness is achieved by theorem proving. Note, however, that the user of the
strategy needs no longer to be concerned with theorem proving, as she only needs to check the
assertions in order to use the strategy.

We present three patterns in our work, the client/server and the resource allocation patterns,
which can be found in the literature [RD87, Mar96, Dij82], with an improved systematisation,
and the Async dynamic pattern, which is a novel pattern proposed in this work.

In order to achieve these results, we also contribute building some foundational infrastruc-
ture. We propose an abstraction function and a result about maximal failures that helps one
to reason about deadlocks in networks, restricted to a reduced state space. We also propose
a refinement relation for networks that preserves a subset of the states, and a refinement re-
lation for atoms of the network that implies network refinement. Additionally, we propose a
relation between the maximal failures (or maximal revival) of a specification and its implemen-
tation considering that the stable failures (revivals) refinement relation holds, which is of vital
importance for proving that our classes of networks are deadlock free.

Another contribution of this work is a validation of the approach in terms of 4 case studies
using: a ring buffer model, a dining philosopher model, and two variations of a leadership elec-
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tion model. Particularly, concerning the leadership election, we explored two formalisations
considering different settings.

1.3 Outline

This dissertation is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 introduces the necessary background. In this chapter, we introduce the language

CSP, describing its notation and two semantic models. The CSP notation is used in this work
both as a modelling and reasoning language. Particularly, we introduce the network model,
which is the model used to describe systems. This model is composed of the definition of a
network and some additional concepts for reasoning about the behaviour of these networks.
Finally, we also present in this chapter some fundamental results for networks drawn from the
literature.

In Chapter 3, we introduce some additional concepts, a refinement relation for networks,
and a refinement expression for capturing conflict freedom for pairs of atoms of a network. We
introduce two notions, maximal states and abstract networks, which allow one to work with
a simpler semantic model when demonstrating deadlock freedom for networks. Additionally,
a refinement relation for networks is introduced in this chapter. This relation can be used
to guarantee the preservation of deadlock freedom throughout the evolution of the network.
We also introduce a notion of atom refinement that implies network refinement, in order to
modularise the concept of network refinement. Lastly, we introduce a refinement expression
that captures conflict freedom for a pair of processes, which can be used to prove deadlock
freedom for acyclic networks.

In Chapter 4, we systematise three patterns, the resource allocation, the client/server and
the Async Dynamic ones. These patterns can be used to verify deadlock freedom for cyclic
networks in a local manner. Deadlock freedom is guaranteed by pattern adherence, as these
patterns prevent deadlock freedom. We also introduce a result guaranteeing that both maximal
failures and revivals of the refined process lie inside a particular subset of the abstract process,
which is used to prove that the patterns prevent deadlock.

Chapter 5 introduces four case studies that can be verified deadlock free, locally, by the
approach presented in this dissertation. We introduce a ring buffer model, a dining philoso-
phers model, and two variations of an algorithm to perform a leadership election, in order to
demonstrate how the approach presented can be used in practice. In addition, we conducted
some experiments to evaluate how our approach performed in practice. We used a dedicated
server to verify the efficiency of our approach and compared it with two other approaches.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we present our concluding remarks, pointing out the main contribu-
tions proposed. We also compare our work with some of the related work in the literature, and
we introduce some directions for future research.



CHAPTER 2

Background

2.1 CSP

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [Hoa85, Ros98, Ros10] is a notation used to model
concurrent systems where processes interact exchanging messages. In this notation, sequential
processes can be defined as a succession of events, which can in turn be combined using high
level parallel operators to create complex concurrent processes. CSP also provides a set of
semantic models that helps one to reason about processes and how they interact.

CSP is a well established notation created in 1985 by Tony Hoare [Hoa85], and, since then,
it has been widely used in different domains [RW06a, CR99a, GMR+03, CGRX06, OPRW13,
RSM09, MS01, SNM09]. Moreover, there are many industrial tools that can be used for refine-
ment checking CSP specifications, such as FDR [Uni12] and PAT [SLDP09]; also, some useful
process animators are available, such as Probe [For03] and ProB [LB05].

2.1.1 Notation

The notation used here for CSP is the machine readable version called CSPM, which is detailed
presented in Appendix A of [Uni12]. This version is the standard version for encoding CSP
processes for analysis by the FDR tool. CSP has two basic processes: STOP, which is the
process that does nothing and deadlocks, and the process SKIP, which does nothing and ter-
minates successfully. Additionally, another useful atomic process, mainly from a theoretical
perspective, of CSP is div, which is the diverging process.

Prefix operator (->)

CSP is a process algebra that has a rich high level set of operators for modelling concurrent
systems. The most fundamental operator is the prefix operator (->) that takes a communication,
say a, and a process, say P, and yields a process a -> P. This process first communicates a
and then behaves as process P. This communication can involve a simple event such as a, or an
input or output on a channel, a!d or a?d, respectively, where a is the name of a channel and
d is the data being transmitted.

The choice operators allow one to combine two processes in different ways.

External choice ([])

The external choice operator ([]), the deterministic choice, combines two processes, let us
say P and Q, in the process P [] Q that offers initially both behaviours of P and Q to the

17
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environment, an external entity interacting with this process, and let the environment choose
which one to perform. Once one of the behaviours is chosen, the process P [] Q behaves as
the chosen process, either P or Q. For example, consider P = a -> c -> STOP and Q =
b -> d -> STOP, then P [] Q first offers events a and b. When it performs a the process
P [] Q behaves as P offering event c. In the same way, if P [] Q performs b it behaves as
Q offering event d.

The external choice operator has also a replicated version, [] e : S @ P(e), where S
is a set of some kind of element and P(e) is a process parametrised by element e. This operator
is equivalent to applying the binary version between every process P(e). For instance, let
P(e) = e -> STOP, [] e : {a,b,c} @ P(e) is equivalent to the process, P(a)
[] P(b) [] P(c). The parenthesis can be omitted, since this operator is associative.

Internal choice (|˜|)

The internal choice (|˜|), non-deterministic choice, also combines two processes but in a
non-deterministic way. In the external choice, the environment has the power of choosing
one of the processes in the combination. One can choose to perform the events of one of the
processes, which automatically chooses this process to take over the control. For the internal
choice operator, the choice is internally made by the process. As a result, only the behaviour of
one of the processes is available. For example, let us assume that P = a -> c -> STOP
and Q = b -> d -> STOP, then the process P |˜| Q offers either event a or b non-
deterministically, behaving either as P or Q.

The internal choice operator also has a replicated version. Given a set of elements and
a process expression, it gives the internal choice of the process expressions parametrised by
an element of the set. For instance, let P(e) = e -> STOP be a parametrised process
and {a,b,c} a set of events. |˜| e : {a,b,c} @ P(e) is equivalent to P(a) |˜|
P(b) |˜| P(c). Parentheses are omitted because the internal choice operator is associative.

Sliding choice (/\)

The sliding choice operator (/\), also called an interruption operator, combines two processes,
say P and Q. The process P/\ Q allows a process Q to take over from another process P: P /\
Q specifies that, while behaving as P, this process always offers the choice of P and Q, once Q is
chosen, then it behaves as Q. For instance, let us assume that P = a -> c -> STOP and Q
= b -> d -> STOP, then P/\ Q offers events a and b. If an event of P is chosen, in this
case a, it remains behaving as P offerring both c and b; whenever b is performed the process
then behave as Q offering only d.

Sequential composition (;)

The sequential composition operator (;), allows the sequential combination of two processes.
Assuming P and Q to be CSP processes, the process P ; Q behaves initially as the process P,
and, once it has successfully terminate, it behaves as process Q. For instance, let us assume that
P = a -> c -> SKIP, then P ; Q offers event a, then event c. After performing these
events it behaves as process Q.
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So far, only sequential processes can be constructed out of basic processes, prefix, choice
operators and sequential composition; the parallel operators enable one to compose those pro-
cesses to create concurrent ones.

Interleaving (|||)

The interleaving operator allows one to compose two processes into a process where both
processes run in parallel and do not interact with each other. This means that in P ||| Q, P
and Q can perform their events independently. Let P = a -> c -> STOP and Q = b ->
d -> STOP, then P ||| Q offers events a and b, and after a the process P moves on and
offers c, if event b is performed then process Q moves on and event c is offered.

A replicated version of this operator is also available. Let P(e) be a parametrised process
expression and S a set of elements. The process ||| e : S @ P(e) corresponds to the
interleaving of the processes resulting from the schematic process expressions parametrised by
the elements of the set. For instance, let P(e) = e -> STOP and {a,b,c} a set of events,
then ||| e : S @ P(e) is equivalent to the expansion using the binary operator P(a)
||| P(b) ||| P(c). The parentheses are omitted since this operator is associative.

Alphabetised parallelism ([A1||A2])

The alphabetised parallel operator allows one to compose two processes into a process that can
only perform events of its declared alphabet and events shared by the declared alphabets must
be performed with the agreement of both processes. This means that in P[A1||A2]Q, P is
only allowed to perform events from A1 and Q from A2. In the case of P or Q be willing to
communicate an event in the set A1∩A2, then both processes must be willing to communicate
this event. If P is trying to perform an event outside is alphabet A1, the operator impedes the
process of performing it; the same holds for Q and A2.

Let P = a -> c -> STOP and Q = b -> d -> STOP, then P [{a,c}||{b,d}]
Q offers both a and b, since they do not belong to the intersection and they do belong to their
respective alphabets. If we augment the declared alphabet of both processes so we have P
[{a,b,c}||{a,b,d}] Q, then, initially, no event is offered, since they must agree in a
and b, as they belong to A1∩A2, but P is offering a and Q is offering b. In the case we have P
[{}||{b,d}] Q, Q is allowed to perform freely {b,d} but P is not allowed to perform any
event since its declared alphabet is {}.

Generalised parallelism ([|X|])

The generalised parallelism operator takes two processes, say P and Q, and a set of events, say
X as arguments. The resulting process P [|X|] Q allows P and Q to act independently when
performing event outside X, but they must synchronise in the events belonging to X. Let P = a
-> c -> STOP and Q = b -> d -> STOP, then P [|{c,d}|] Q offers both a and
b, since they do not belong to the synchronisation alphabet ({b,c}). After performing these
events, this process deadlocks, since they must agree on events in {b,c}, but they cannot
agree, P is offering c and Q is offering d.

It is important to mention that the alphabetised parallelism can be described in terms of this
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operator. The process P [A1||A2] Q is equivalent to process (P [|diff(Events,A1)|]
SKIP) [|inter(A1,A2)|] (Q [|diff(Events,A2)|] SKIP), where the nota-
tion diff, inter and Events stands for the set difference operator, the set intersection
operator and the set containing all events, which is expressed in the CSP theoretical notation
as Σ. Thus, when we show the semantics for the CSP constructs introduced in this section, we
only mention the generalised operator, since the semantics of the alphabetised operator can be
calculated applying this equivalence.

Renaming ([[R]])

The renaming operator allows one to rename an event of a process to another event. R is the
renaming relation, represented by a set of pairs (a <- b), where event a is renamed to event
b. The process P [[a <- b]] behaves like P, but in the states where P offers a, P [[a
<- b]] offers b. For instance, in the case P = a -> STOP, the process P [[a <- b]]
initially offers b and then deadlocks.

In the case that there is a relational mapping, i.e. there exists a unique event being replaced
by more than one event, such as [[a <- b, a <- c]], then the behaviour of the process
being renamed is extended deterministically. In the states where the process being renamed
offers a, the renamed process offers both b and c. For instance, let P be the same process
above, then the process P [[a <- b, a <- c]] behaves the same as b -> STOP []
c -> STOP.

Hiding (\)

Hiding is an operator that is used to abstract or hide the events of the behaviour of a process.
Process P \ S can perform any event that is in the alphabet of P and not in S. On the other
hand, when P performs an event in S, the process P \ S performs the internal event τ .

Recursion

The CSP notation used in this work has no explicit operator for recursion, but it allows one
to use the name of the process in its definition. For instance, P = a -> P performs a, and
then recurses, behaving as P. Even though a formal construct is not available for recursion, we
can define it as an equation where the right hand side is a process context depending on the
definition of the process itself, e.g. X = F(X). For the P given above, we can define it as P =
F(P), where F(X) = a -> X . For the purpose of giving the semantic of a recursive process,
we use this definition.

Functional data constructs

This language has also some interesting features that are borrowed from functional languages.
As everything is an expression, we can define conditional expressions with an if-then-else con-
struct to define conditional behaviour. Hence, the process if b then P else Q behaves
as P if b holds and as Q otherwise. Local definition is also available with the let-within con-
struct. let c = e1 within e2 is equivalent to e2 where c is replaced by e1. Moreover,
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one can define a function by using pattern matching expressions.

2.1.2 Denotational semantics

In order to reason about processes, CSP embodies a collection of mathematical models. The
classical model used in this work is the stable failures one. This work also uses a less conven-
tional model, called stable revivals.

In denotational semantics, a function maps a programming language construct to a mathe-
matical model, which gives meaning to such a construct.

Stable failures model

In the stable failures model (denoted by F ), a process is represented by a pair (F,T ) containing
its stable failures and its finite traces, respectively. The traces of a process are represented by a
set of all the sequences of finite visible events that this process can perform; this set is given by
traces(P). The stable failures of a process are represented by a set of pairs (s,X), where s is a
finite trace and X is a set of events that the process can refuse to do after performing the trace s.
At the state where the process can refuse events in X , the process must not be able to perform
an internal action, otherwise this state would be unstable and would not be taken into account
in this model. The function failures(P) gives the set of stable failures of process P. Hence, the
representation of process P in this model is given by the pair ( f ailures(P), traces(P)).

The choice of this model is based on the fact that it is the standard model that provides
the least, but enough, information for dealing with deadlocks. As the stable failures model
provides a set of events representing the events that this process refuses to do, it can be used
to characterise and analyse deadlocks. Also, ignoring unstable states helps to avoid handling a
more complex model and provides a theoretical mechanism for abstracting behaviour.

The functions traces(P) and failures(P) are calculated inductively based on the constructs
of the CSP language. This means that both functions are defined with clauses for calculating
the semantics of each CSP construct in terms of its arguments. The clauses for calculating the
traces are presented in Table 2.1. In the same way, the clauses for calculating the failures are
depicted in Table 2.2.

Additionally, the pairs representing valid processes in the stable failures model must satisfy
a set of conditions. A pair (F,T ) is a valid representation of a process in this model, if and only
if F ⊆ Σ∗×PΣ, T ⊆ Σ∗, Σ being the set representing the universe of events, and the following
conditions, called healthiness conditions, are respected:

T1: (s≤ t ∧ t ∈ T =⇒ s ∈ T ) ∧ 〈〉 ∈ T

T2: (s,X) ∈ F =⇒ s ∈ T

F1: (s,X) ∈ F ∧ Y ⊆ X =⇒ (s,Y ) ∈ F

F2: (s,X) ∈ F ∧ Y ∩{x|s^〈x〉 ∈ T}= /0 =⇒ (s,X ∪Y ) ∈ F

F3: s^〈X〉 ∈ T =⇒{(s,Σ),(s^〈X〉,ΣX)} ⊆ F
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traces(STOP) = {〈〉}
traces(SKIP) = {〈〉,〈X〉}
traces(div) = {〈〉}
traces(a -> P) = {〈〉}∪{〈a〉^s |s ∈ traces(P)}
traces(P ; Q) = (traces(P)∩Σ

∗)∪{s^t |s^〈X〉 ∈ traces(P) ∧ t ∈ traces(Q)}
traces(P [] Q) = traces(P)∪ traces(Q)

traces(P |˜| Q) = traces(P)∪ traces(Q)

traces(P [|X|] Q) =
⋃
{s‖

X
t |s ∈ traces(P) ∧ t ∈ traces(Q)}

traces(P ||| Q) =
⋃
{s ||| t |s ∈ traces(P) ∧ t ∈ traces(Q)}

traces(P \ X) = {s \ X |s ∈ traces(P)}
traces(P [[R]]) = {t | ∃s ∈ traces(P) • sR∗ t}

Table 2.1 Semantic clauses for the traces model

failures(STOP) = {(〈〉,X) |X ⊆ Σ
X}

failures(SKIP) = {(〈〉,X) |X ⊆ Σ}∪{(〈X〉,X) |X ⊆ Σ
X}

failures(div) = /0

failures(a -> P) = {(〈〉,X) |a /∈ X}∪{(〈a〉^s,X) |(s,X) ∈ failures(P)}
failures(P ; Q) = {(s,X) |s ∈ Σ

∗ ∧ (s,X ∪{X}) ∈ failures(P)}∪
{(s^t,X) |s^〈X〉 ∈ traces(P) ∧ (t,X) ∈ failures(Q)}

failures(P [] Q) = {(〈〉,X) |(〈〉,X) ∈ failures(P)∩ failures(Q)}∪
{(t,X) |(t,X) ∈ failures(P)∪ failures(Q) ∧ t 6= 〈〉}∪
{(〈〉,X) |X ⊆ Σ ∧ 〈X〉 ∈ traces(P)∪ traces(Q)}

failures(P |˜| Q) = failures(P)∪ failures(Q)

failures(P [|X|] Q) =
⋃
{(s‖

X
t,Y ∪Z) | Y 8(X ∪{X}) = Z8(X ∪{X}) ∧

(s,Y ) ∈ failures(P) ∧ (t,Z) ∈ failures(Q)}

failures(P ||| Q) =
⋃
{(s ||| t,Y ∪Z) | Y 8{X}= Z8{X} ∧

(s,Y ) ∈ failures(P) ∧ (t,Z) ∈ failures(Q)}
failures(P \ X) = {(t \ X ,Y ) |(t,Y ∪X) ∈ f ailures(P)}
failures(P [[R]]) = {(t,X) |(∃ t ′ |(t ′, t) ∈ R∗ ∧ (t ′,R−1(X)) ∈ failures(P)}

Table 2.2 Semantic clauses for the failures model
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These conditions are a kind of sanity check to state whether or not a given pair (F,T ) is
a valid representation. T1 states that the traces component of a process must be prefix closed
and non-empty. T2 states that every trace element of a stable failure is a trace. F1 states that
when a process refuses a set X , it must refuse any subset of X . F2 states that when a process
refuses X after s, it also refuses all events that the process can never perform after s. Finally,
F3 states that when a process can terminate, it can refuse to do anything else but terminate, and
it is formally assumed to refuse everything after X.

This model has an associated refinement relation denoted by [F=. A process P is refined
by process Q if and only if the traces of Q are a subset of the traces of P and the stable failures
of Q is a subset of the stable failures of P. This definition is formally defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Stable failure refinement relation). Let P and Q be two CSP processes.

P [F= Q ⇔ traces(Q)⊆ traces(P) ∧ failures(Q)⊆ failures(P)

The definition of the meaning of a recursive process has been delayed up to this point
because it has a particular treatment. The meaning of a recursion in CSP is given by the greatest
fixed-point in the [F= order.

Definition 2 (Greatest fixed-point of P). The greatest fixed point of the recursive process P =
F(P), considering the refinement order in the stable failures model, is given by the following
expression.

P≡u{Fn(div)|n ∈ N}

In order to simplify the notation used for accessing an element of a stable failures pair, we
use f .s to represent the trace element of the stable failure f and f .R to represent the refusal set
of the stable failure f .

Another important notion in specifying some semantic properties in this model is the one
of a maximal failure. Such a failure represents a maximal element in the set of failures sharing
a same trace, considering the subset order over the refusal set as the ordering relation. For
instance, if we consider that process P has only the following stable failures sharing the trace
〈〉, {(〈〉, /0),(〈〉,{a})}, the pair (〈〉,{a}) is a maximal failure for this process. For a particu-
lar set of failures sharing the same trace, there might be more than one maximal failure due
to non-determinism of processes. As an example, considering process a -> STOP |˜| b
-> STOP, its failures after performing 〈〉 are: {(〈〉, /0),(〈〉,{a}),(〈〉,{b})}. Hence, for this
process, both (〈〉,{a}) and (〈〉,{b}) are maximal failures after 〈〉. Formally speaking, a failure
is maximal if the following predicate holds.

Definition 3 (Maximal failure). Let P a CSP process and f be a failure of P.

maxF( f ,P) =̂ ∀ f ′ : f ailures(P) • f ′.s = f .s⇒ f .R 6⊂ f ′.R
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Stable Revivals Model

In the stable revivals model (denoted by R), a process is described by a triple (Tr,Dead,Rev)
containing its traces, its deadlocks and its stable revivals, respectively. The deadlocks of a pro-
cess are given by the set of traces after which the process refuses all the events in its alphabet;
this set is given by deadlocks(P). Lastly, the stable revivals of a process are given by the set
of stable revivals. A stable revival is a triple containing a trace, denoted by s, a refusal set,
denoted X , and a revival event, denoted a. The refusal set X , similarly to the one described in
the stable failures model, describes the set of events that can be refused by the process after the
trace s. The revival event a represents an event that the process can offer after performing s and
refusing X . At the state where the revival is recorded, the process must not be able to perform
an internal action, otherwise this state is unstable, not being taken into account. The function
revivals(P) gives the set of stable revivals of process P. Thus, the representation of a process P
in this model is given by (traces(P),deadlocks(P),revivals(P)).

The necessity of this model comes from the fact that some of the properties that we intend to
capture cannot be captured using failures alone, or they can only be when restricted to maximal
failures. Revivals allow to specify properties with a finer control of what a process is allowed to
do when offering an event. This is useful to reason about responsiveness and stuck-freeness in
distributed systems. An example of such a property states that a process must be able to perform
an event of a certain set S when offering events from set T . This is a property that cannot be
formulated in terms of failures. For instance, we know the events that a process might offer
after trace s, in the failures model, because of the traces component, and we know what are the
maximal failures after this trace. However, we do not know generally if, after performing s and
rejecting X , it can offer a given event, or, the other way round, if s is performed and event a is
offered, whether it can refuse X . As an example, from the semantics of (a -> STOP [] b
-> STOP) |˜| b -> STOP |˜| c -> STOP, in the failures model, we are unable to
express the property when a is offered, so must be event b. We know from the traces that the
process might perform a,b or c initially, it deadlocks after performing any of these events, and
for the empty trace it has as failures (〈〉,R) such that R ⊆ {a,c} or R ⊆ {a,b}. On the other
hand, it is easily expressed in the stable revivals model, since it can be expressed by the fact
that a revival of the form (s,{b},a) must not be present.

The functions traces(P), deadlocks(P) and revivals(P) are calculated inductively based on
the constructs of the CSP language. This means that all these functions are defined with clauses
for calculating the semantics of each CSP construct in terms of its arguments. The clauses for
calculating the traces are presented in Table 2.1. In the same way, the clauses for calculating
deadlocks and revivals are depicted in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, respectively. Note that particu-
larly for calculating deadlocks for the parallel operator, as this model is not congruent, we have
to calculate the failures of both processes involved using their stable revivals semantics. This
calculation is given by the following definition.

Definition 4 (failures from Stable Revivals semantics). Let P = (Tr,Dead,Rev) be a process
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deadlocks(STOP) = {〈〉}
deadlocks(SKIP) = /0

deadlocks(div) = /0

deadlocks(a -> P) = {〈a〉^s |s ∈ deadlocks(P)}
deadlocks(P ; Q) = {s |s ∈ deadlocks(P)}

∪{s^t |s^〈X〉 ∈ traces(P) ∧ t ∈ deadlocks(Q)}
deadlocks(P [] Q) = ((deadlocks(P)∪deadlocks(Q))∩{s |s 6= 〈〉})

∪ (deadlocks(P)∩deadlocks(Q))〈〉}
deadlocks(P |˜| Q) = deadlocks(P)∪deadlocks(Q)

deadlocks(P [|X|] Q) = {u |∃(s,Y ) : failures(P),(t,Z) : failures(Q) •
Y \ (X ∪{X}) = Z \ (X ∪{X}
∧ u ∈ (s‖

X
t)∩Σ

∗

∧ Σ
X = Y ∪Z}

deadlocks(P \ X) = {s \ X |s ∈ deadlocks(P)}
deadlocks(P [[R]]) = {s′ | ∃s • sRs′ ∧ s ∈ deadlocks(P)}

Table 2.3 Deadlocks semantic clauses

represented in R. We can calculate its failures as follows.

failures(P) = {(s,X) |X ⊆ Σ
X ∧ s ∈ Dead}

∪{(s,X),(s,X ∪{X}) |(s,X ,a) ∈ Rev}
∪{(s,X) |s^〈X〉 ∈ Tr ∧ X ⊆ Σ}
∪{(s^〈X〉,X) |s^〈X〉 ∈ Tr ∧ X ⊆ Σ

X}

Moreover, for calculating the revivals of the external choice and the parallel composition
operators, one needs to calculate the failures of the process from its stable revivals just as
before. Nevertheless, in this case, we only need to calculate the failures recording the refusals
of subsets of Σ.

Definition 5 (failures (X-instable) from Stable Revivals semantics). Let P = (Tr,Dead,Rev)
be a process represented in R. We can calculate its failures as follows.

failuresb(P) = {(s,X) |X ⊆ Σ ∧ s ∈ Dead}
∪{(s,X) |(s,X ,a) ∈ Rev}

In addition, the triples representing valid processes in this model must satisfy some condi-
tions. A triple (Tr,Dead,Rev) is a valid representation of a process, i.e. belongs to this model,
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revivals(STOP) = /0

revivals(SKIP) = /0

revivals(div) = /0

revivals(a -> P) = {(〈〉,X ,a) |a /∈ X}∪{(〈a〉^s,X ,b) |(s,X ,b) ∈ revivals(P)}
revivals(P ; Q) = {(s,X ,a) | ∧ (s,X ,a) ∈ revivals(P)}

∪{(s^t,X ,a) |s^〈X〉 ∈ traces(P) ∧ (t,X ,a) ∈ revivals(Q)}
revivals(P [] Q) = {(〈〉,X ,a) |(〈〉,X) ∈ failuresb(P)∩ failuresb

∧ (〈〉,X ,a) ∈ revivals(P)∪ revivals(Q)}
∪{(s,X ,a) |(s,X ,a) ∈ revivals(P)∪ revivals(Q) ∧ s 6= 〈〉}

revivals(P |˜| Q) = revivals(P)∪ revivals(Q)

revivals(P [|X|] Q) = {(u,Y ∪Z,a) |
∃s, t • (s,Y ) ∈ failuresb(P) ∧ (t,Z) ∈ failuresb(Q)

∧ u ∈ s‖
X

t ∧ Y \X = Z \X

∧ ((a ∈ X ∧ (s,Y,a) ∈ revivals(P)

∧ (t,Z,a) ∈ revivals(Q))

∨ a /∈ X ∧ ((s,Y,a) ∈ revivals(P)

∨ (t,Z,a) ∈ revivals(Q))))}
∪{(u,Y ∪Z,a) |
∃s, t • (s,Y,a) ∈ revivals(P) ∧ t ^〈X〉 ∈ traces(Q)

∧ Z ⊆ X ∧ a /∈ X ∧ u ∈ s‖
X

t}

∪{(u,Y ∪Z,a) |
∃s, t • (t,Z,a) ∈ revivals(Q) ∧ s^〈X〉 ∈ traces(P)

∧ Y ⊆ X ∧ a /∈ X ∧ u ∈ s‖
X

t}

revivals(P \ X) = {(s \ X ,Y,a) |(s,Y ∪X ,a) ∈ revivals(P)}
revivals(P [[R]]) = {(s′,X ,a′) | ∃s,a • sRs′ ∧ aRa′ ∧ (s,R−1(X),a) ∈ revivals(P)}

Table 2.4 Revivals semantic clauses

if and only if Tr ⊆ Σ∗,X, Dead ⊆ Σ∗ and Rev ⊆ Σ∗×PΣ×Σ and the following healthiness
conditions are respected:

T1: (s≤ t ∧ t ∈ Tr =⇒ s ∈ Tr) ∧ 〈〉 ∈ T

Dead1: Dead ⊆ Tr

Rev1: (s,X ,a) ∈ Rev =⇒ s^〈a〉 ∈ Tr
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Rev2: (s,X ,a) ∈ Rev ∧ Y ⊆ X =⇒ (s,Y,a) ∈ Rev

Rev3: (s,X ,a) ∈ Rev ∧ b ∈ Σ =⇒ ((s,X ,b) ∈ Rev ∨ (s,X ∪{b},a))

These sanity conditions state whether or not a given triple (Tr,Dead,Rev) is a valid repre-
sentation of a process. T1 states that the traces component of a process must be prefix closed
and non-empty. Dead1 states that every trace leading to a deadlock is a trace of the process.
Rev1 states that the trace formed of the concatenation of the trace of a revival and its revival
event is a trace of the process. Rev2 states that when a process refuses a set X after s and of-
fering a, it must refuse any subset of X after s and offering a. Rev3 states that a process either
accepts or refuses an event after performing s and refusing X . In a certain way, these conditions
represent a set of properties expected by “realistic” processes in this model.

This model has an associated refinement relation denoted by [V=. A process P is refined by
process Q, P [V= Q, if and only if the traces of Q are a subset of the traces of P, the deadlocks
of Q are a subset of the deadlocks of P and the stable revivals of Q are a subset of the stable
revivals of P. This definition is formally defined as follows.

Definition 6 (Stable revivals refinement relation). Let P and Q be two CSP processes.

P [V= Q ⇔ traces(Q)⊆ traces(P) ∧
deadlocks(Q)⊆ deadlocks(P) ∧ revivals(Q)⊆ revivals(P)

The meaning of a recursive process has been intentionally delayed because it requires a
particular treatment. The meaning of a recursion in CSP is given by the greatest fixed-point in
the [V= order.

Definition 7 (Greatest fixed-point of P). The greatest fixed-point of the recursive process P =
F(P), considering the refinement order in the stable revivals model, is given by the following
expression.

P≡u{Fn(div)|n ∈ N}

In order to simplify the notation used for accessing the elements of a stable revivals triple,
say r, we use r.s to represent its trace element, r.R to represent its refusal set and r.a to represent
its revival event element.

2.2 Deadlocks in networks of CSP processes

2.2.1 Network model

The concepts presented in this section are essentially drawn from [BR91, RD87], which presents
an approach to deadlock analysis of systems described in terms of networks of CSP processes.
The most fundamental concept is the one of atomic tuples, also called atoms, which represent
the basic components of a system. These are triples that contain an identifier for the compo-
nent, the process describing the behaviour of this component and an alphabet that represents
the set of events that this component can perform. A network is a finite set of atomic tuples.
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Definition 8 (Network). Let CSP Processes be the set of all possible CSP processes, Σ the set
of CSP events and IdType the set for identifiers of atomic tuples. A network is a set V , such
that:

V ⊂ Atomics

where Atomics =̂ IdType×CSP Processes×PΣ and V is finite.

Even though, a network is not defined as a relation, this can be seen as a function that maps
identifier of the atoms to pairs containing the behaviour and the alphabet of this atom. Hence,
we use the notation domV to denote the set of atom identifier of the network V .

The behaviour of a network is given as a composition of the behaviour of each component
using the CSP alphabetised parallel operator, where processes and alphabets are extracted from
atomic tuples. We use the indexed version of the alphabetised parallel operator. The notations
A(id,V ) and B(id,V ) extract the alphabet and the behaviour of an atomic process identified by
id from the network V . Observe that we use an overloaded version of function B to denote the
behaviour of the network.

Definition 9 (Behaviour of a network). Let V be a network.

B(V ) = || id : domV @ [A(id,V )] B(id,V )

In this work, we consider only a particular kind of network, called live. In order to alleviate
the complexity of analysis, we make some assumptions over the structure and behaviour of the
atoms of the networks. A network is called live if three additional properties hold for it, these
are: busyness, atomic non-termination and triple disjointness.

The first property that a network must have to be termed live is busyness. A busy network is
a network whose atomic components are deadlock free. This obviously facilitates the analysis
of networks, since we do not need to deal with deadlocking atomic processes. In addition,
this is useful if one wants to use this model for developing a kind of algebra of deadlock free
processes, where atomic components are composed to create larger components, i.e. networks
of deadlock free processes. The concept of busyness is formally definded as follows.

Definition 10 (Busyness). Let V be a network. V is busy if and only if:

∀ id : domV • deadlock f ree(B(id,V ))

The second property is atomic non-termination, i.e. every atom must have a behaviour that
does not terminate. This behavioural property, like busyness, helps to alleviate the complexity
of analysing processes, since we consider only process that do not terminate successfully.

Definition 11 (Non-terminating). Let V be a network. V is busy if and only if:

∀ id : domV • termination f ree(B(id,V ))

The last property, which is structural and directly linked with interactions, is called triple-
disjointness. As the behaviour of the network is given by the alphabetised parallel operator,
a necessary condition to an interaction between atoms in the network is alphabet intersection.
Note that alphabet intersection does not guarantee interaction, since they can never agree in
their shared events. A network is triple disjoint if at most two processes share an event, i.e. if
for any three different atomic tuples their alphabet intersection is the empty set.
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Definition 12 (Triple disjointness). Let V be a network. V is triple disjoint if and only if:

∀ id1, id2, id3 : domV • id1 6= id2 ∧ id2 6= id3 ∧ id1 6= id3⇒ A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V )∩A(id3,V ) = /0

After identifying the set of networks that are handled by this work, we define some impor-
tant concepts in the analysis of the structure of networks. This first one is the alphabet of the
network. This alphabet consists of every event that the network can perform.

Definition 13 (Alphabet of a network). Let V be a network.

ΣV =̂
⋃
{A(id,V )|id ∈ domV}

Another important concept in analysing networks for deadlocks is the vocabulary of the
network. It consists of the events that are shared between any two atoms of the network; i.e.,
the events that require the participation of more than one process. Note that, since the networks
present in this work are triple disjoint, interaction between processes means interaction between
two processes. Hence, as the interaction is captured by alphabet intersection, as long as the
behaviour of a network is given by the parallel operator, the vocabulary of a network is given
by the union of the intersections of each pair of alphabets in the network.

Definition 14 (Vocabulary of a network). Let V be a network.

VocV =̂
⋃
{A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V )|id1, id2 : domV ∧ id1 6= id2}

Another concept that is very useful is the one of a communication graph. This graph depicts
the interconnections (possible interactions) between atoms of the network. We represent a
graph by a pair containing its vertices and its edges. In this graph, the vertices represent the
atoms and the edges represent the possibility of interaction between these atoms.

Definition 15 (Communication graph). Let V be a network, the pair (Vtx,E) is the communi-
cation graph, if and only if:

• Vtx = domV

• (id1, id2) ∈ E⇔ A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ) 6= /0

The communication graph represents also the topology of communication of the network
playing an essential role in deadlock analysis. In this work, when we talk about acyclic and
cyclic network, we are talking about its communication graph.

As deadlock is a dynamic phenomenon, we need a notion to reason about the states or the
behaviour of a network at different points in time. For this purpose, we introduce the concept of
a state, which represents the partial information about the behaviour of a network in a certain
time. This state of the network is represented by a pair containing a trace representing the
events already performed by the network, and a vector of refusal sets. This vector contains a
component for each atom of the network representing the events refused by the corresponding
atom after the trace of the state. The following predicate states whether a given pair is a valid
state of a network.
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Definition 16 (State predicate). Let V be a network and σ a pair (s,R), where s is a trace and
R a vector of refusals.

state(σ ,V ) =̂ σ .s ∈ Σ
∗
V ∧ (∀ id : domV • ρ(σ , id,V ) ∈ failures(B(id,V )))

where:

• ρ(σ , id,V ) =̂ (σ .s |̀ A(id,V ),σ .R(id))

In the context of analysing networks, as we will be interested in analysing the state of a
single atom in a particular state, we give a notation for this. As presented in the previous
definition, ρ is a function that given a state σ , an identifier id and a network V , it yields the
failure of the atom id in state σ . In addition to this, we also introduce the notation σ .s and σ .R,
to access the trace s and the refusals vector R of state σ , respectively. The symbol |̀ stands for a
binary operator that takes as arguments a sequence s and a set A and yields s |̀ A, the sequence
s filtered to remove the events that do not belong to A.

As deadlock is represented in terms of a refusal set, we define the set of refusals of a
network in a state. This represents the set of events that is refused by the network in this state.
It is calculated in terms of the atoms constituting the network. The contribution of an atom
to the refusal set of the entire network in a particular state can be calculated from its refusals
component in the refusals vector of this state and its alphabet. As a matter of fact, thanks to the
use of the parallel operator to describe the behaviour of the network, when an event is refused
by an atom which has it in its alphabet, the event is refused by the entire network as well. This
happens because either this event is shared and its offer, by the entire network, relies on the
offer of every atom that can perform it, or it is not a shared event and, as a consequence, the
only atom that could possibly offer it is rejecting it. Therefore, as the contribution of an atom to
the refusal set is given by the intersection between its alphabet and its refusal set; the refusals
of the entire network are merely the union of the contribution of each atom.

Definition 17 (Refusals of a network in a pre-state). Let V be a network and σ a state of this
network; its refusal is given by the following function.

Re f usals(σ ,V ) =̂
⋃
{A(id,V )∩σ .R(id)|id ∈ domV}

After defining the refusals of a network in a state, we can define what is a deadlocked state.
It is a state that refuses to perform the entire alphabet of the network. Hence, it cannot offer
any event.

Definition 18 (Deadlocked state). Let V be a network and σ a state of this network.

Deadlocked(σ ,V ) =̂ Re f usals(σ ,V ) = ΣV

In order to analyse a state of a network and how the interaction between atoms takes place,
some concepts are introduced. These concepts help to define which are the intentions of in-
teraction in a given state, and whether these intentions are fulfilled or not. In order to define
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properly these concepts related to interaction, we have to restrict the states in which these in-
tentions can be calculated. Note that, using the definition of states, one may consider a state
where an impossible event, which is shared by two atoms, is not being refused. This would rep-
resent an intention of interaction, even though this event is an impossible event, i.e., the atoms
offering this event cannot perform this event at this state. This is so because of the structure
of the stable failures model. For instance, as the failure with an empty refusal is present in the
failures of a stable state, one might consider that a deadlocked atom is trying to interact with
another atom, since there is a state where this atom is refusing this very empty set. Therefore,
for the purpose of evaluating this interaction, we need to restrict the states. Hence, we define
the concept of a restricted state, which is a normal state, as already defined, except that the
atoms are forbidden of performing their impossible event in this state.

Definition 19 (Restricted state predicate). Let V be a network and σ a pair (s,R).

r state(σ ,V ) =̂ state(σ ,V ) ∧ (∀ id : domV • σ .R(id)⊇ initials(B(id,V )/s |̀ A(id,V )))

where:

• X = Σ\X

The first concept that helps to identify the intent of interaction between processes is the one
of a request. A request occurs in a state σ between two atoms id1 and id2 if the atom id1 is able
to perform an event shared by them. There must be a simple offer of a shared event by process
id1 to process id2. This event can be either offered or refused by id2.

Definition 20 (Request). Let V be a network, σ an r state of this network and id1 and id2 two
identifiers of atoms of this network. There is a request between id1 and id2 in state σ if the
following predicate holds.

request(σ , id1, id2,V ) =̂ (A(id1,V )\σ .R(id1))∩A(id2,V ) 6= /0

Another concept that is particularly important in the analysis of deadlocks is the one of an
ungranted request. It helps to identify the intentions of interaction that are not corresponded.
As we forbid the networks of having atoms that deadlock or terminate, the only way they
can deadlock is by some sort of ill interaction. This concept captures this idea. There is an
ungranted request between atoms id1 and id2 in state σ if there is a request from id1 to id2 and
the set of events that can be performed in synchrony is refused. In addition, the event that can
be performed by id1 and id2 must be in the vocabulary of the network. This last restriction
is made because if one of the processes is performing an event that is not in the vocabulary,
then this state is deadlock free and its further analysis is pointless for deadlock verification.
Informally speaking, there is an ungranted request when process id1 is offering a shared event
but the process id2 is refusing the shared events offered by id1.

Definition 21 (Ungranted request). Let V be a network, σ an r state of this network and id1
and id2 two identifiers of atoms of this network. There is an ungranted request between id1 and
id2 in state σ if the following predicate holds.

ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) =̂

request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧ ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧ in vocabulary(σ , id1, id2,V )

where:
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• ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V ) =̂ (A(id1,V )\σ .R(id1))∩ (A(id2,V )\σ .R(id2)) = /0

• in vocabulary(σ , id1, id2,V ) =̂ (A(id1,V )\σ .R(id1))∩ (A(id2,V )\σ .R(id2))⊆VocV

2.2.2 Deadlock theory for process networks

After having described the model that is used to describe interacting systems and to rea-
son about them, we introduce some results from previous works by Roscoe, Brookes and
Dathi [RD87, BR91].

Before introducing what is called the fundamental principle, one of the main theoretical
results used in this work, we need to describe a structure that is also fundamental in deadlock
analysis: proper cycles of ungranted requests. Such a cycle consists of a sequence of identifiers,
C, of the network and it represents a cycle of ungranted requests in state σ , if for every identifier
id in a position i in C, there is an ungranted request from id to id′, which is in the next position
i⊕1, in state σ .

Definition 22 (Proper cycle of ungranted request). Let V be a network, C be a sequence of
identifiers of the network V and σ an r state of the network V .

Cycle(C,σ ,V ) =̂ ∀ i : domC • ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

Also for the purpose of deadlock analysis, we classify these cycles into two categories:
conflicts and long cycles. Conflicts are proper cycles of ungranted requests with length equal
to two, and a long cycle is a proper cycle of ungranted requests with length greater than two.
This distinction is made since conflicts and long cycles are treated differently. A conflict only
arises between a pair of atoms, and the task of looking for conflict is a much easier task than
looking for a deadlock globally, since we only need to verify pairs of processes instead of the
entire system. On the other hand, the task of verifying the absence of long cycles might be even
harder than the task of verifying deadlock freedom, because we need to verify the entire system
for long cycles of length equal to the cardinality of the network, and the smaller sub-networks
of the network in question to verify the absence of long cycles of smaller size.

After describing this structure, we introduce some theorems that represent the building
blocks of our theory for analysing deadlock freedom. The fundamental principle is a result
presented in [BR91]. It states that a proper cycle of ungranted requests is a necessary condition
to have a deadlocked state. This theorem allows one to reduce the task of preventing deadlock
to the task of avoiding proper cycles of ungranted requests.

Theorem 1 (Fundamental principle). Let V be a live network. Any deadlocked r state has a
proper cycle of ungranted requests and a network free of deadlocked r state is deadlock free.

It is easy to see that in a deadlocked state each process must be blocked, i.e. it cannot
perform any event, otherwise the network would not be deadlocked. As a consequence, since
we have a live network, the only way in which an atom is blocked is by having only outgoing
ungranted requests. Hence, in such a state, every atom must have an ungranted request leading
from it to another atom. This means that atom id must have a request to atom id′, where
id 6= id′, so as to avoid a cycle. Following this reasoning, id′ must have an ungranted request to
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id′′, where id′′ 6∈ {id, id′}, and so on. Proceeding in this way, we come to the conclusion that the
last identifier in that list must not belong to the set of identifiers of the network, a contradiction
that demonstrates this result. For a more detailed proof, the reader should refer to [BR91].
Also observe that this result elucidate an important fact, in order to prove deadlock freedom
for a network, one needs only to prove that all r state are deadlock-free. This represents a
significant reduction of the set of states to be evaluated.

Another important result concerns decomposition of networks. A powerful tool for enabling
one to verify large networks is decomposition. Instead of checking the entire network for
deadlock freedom, we check smaller sub-networks for deadlock freedom. The next theorem
allows one to decompose a network, provided that some conditions are met. First, we introduce
the concept of a disconnecting edge. These are the edges of the communication graph such that
its removal increases the number of connected components of this graph. This means that such
edges are not part of a proper cycle in the communication graph. The disconnecting edges that
are conflict free might be removed and the sub-networks (or connected components) resulting
after this removal are called essential components. These components are sub-networks that
can be treated as fully independent network for the purpose of deadlock checking. Therefore,
we can reduce the verification of deadlocks in a network to the verification of deadlocks for
essential components.

Theorem 2 (Decomposition). Let V be a live network with essential components V1, . . . ,Vk
where the pairs of processes joined by each disconnecting edge are conflict-free. Then if each
Vi of the network is deadlock free, then so is V.

Observe that both theorems allow one to fully verify an acyclic network in a local manner.
As already mentioned, by an acyclic network, we mean a network whose communication graph
is acyclic. As there is no cycle in its communication topology, the only cycles of ungranted
requests that might arise are conflicts. Therefore, if the network is conflict free, i.e., there are
no conflicts between pairs of atoms in the network, then no proper cycles of ungranted requests
can arise, preventing a deadlocked state of occurring. By Theorem 2, we end up having the
atoms as essential components and each edge of its communication graph is a disconnecting
edge. Hence, by only verifying that disconnecting edges are conflict free, for a live network,
we guarantee that a network is deadlock free.

Even though these theorems enable one to analyse a large set of networks, they are not a
silver bullet in resolving the state explosion problem. There might still be large networks that
cannot be decomposed or that cannot be proved deadlock free simply by demonstrating that a
proper cycle of ungranted requests cannot arise. Hence, even though the set of networks with a
feasible analysis is increased, the presented theorems do not provide a general feasible means
for deadlock analysis.

In addition to these two theorems, we also introduce a complementary rule (theorem)
from [RD87], which allows one to reduce the problem of proving absence of proper cycles
of ungranted requests to the proof that ungranted requests between processes imply a strict par-
tial order that impedes such a cycle of occurring. This theorem states that if, for each pair of
atom, say id1 and id2, in the network, when an ungranted requests occurs between them, then
there is a set of functions g(σ , id) from the ρ(σ , id,V ) (projecting of the state to a particular
atom) to a domain Π, such that g(σ , id1)> g(σ , id2), where (Π,>) is a strict partial order.
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Theorem 3 (Ordering ungranted requests). Let V be a network and (Π,>) a strict partial order.
Provided that the function g(σ , id) has the following property, whenever σ is an r state of any
two-element sub-network, where id1 6= id2, i.e.:

∀σ ; id1, id2 : domV • id1 6= id2 ∧ r state(σ ,V |̀ {id1, id2})
∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V |̀ {id1, id2})⇒ g(σ , id1)> g(σ , id2)

Then V is deadlock free.

The operator |̀ is overloaded here to be used also in the context of a network and a set of
identifiers, such that V |̀ S is the network resulting of the removal of all atoms of V whose
identifiers do not belong to S.

The theorems presented in this chapter are a kind of toolbox that can be used to prove dead-
lock freedom. Their formal proofs can be found in the works mentioned in the beginning of this
section. Each theorem imposes a set of conditions, i.e., predicates involving semantic structures
and predicate logic, which, if met, can simplify or even prove the absence of deadlocks. Even
though these theorems provide the theoretical foundation needed for deadlock analysis, their
direct use requires one to formally prove that the conditions imposed by them hold, a very com-
plex and laborious task. For instance, to apply the first theorem, one has to prove that no proper
cycle of ungranted request happens. In order to do that, one has to know how to elaborate the
proof using a proof system, and how to use the semantics of CSP to elaborate this proof. This
work is neither trivial nor can be automatically performed. Therefore, we need to create some
sort of theory that can abstract both complexity and laboriousness to the end user interested
only in guaranteeing a system to be deadlock free.

In the next chapter, we provide a new set of results that can be used for proving deadlock
freedom. This new toolbox uses the theorems in this section, but, differently from them, it im-
poses a set of simpler conditions that can be automated and requires only a practical knowledge
of the CSP notation.



CHAPTER 3

Refinement based technique for deadlock analysis

This chapter introduces some new concepts that supports the analysis of process networks for
deadlock. First of all, we introduce the notion of a maximal state, drawing a parallel with
maximal failures of the stable failures model. Afterwards, we present a notion of abstraction
for networks that allows one to abstract some states in the analysis of networks. Moreover,
a notion of network refinement is also presented. This relation allows one to refine networks
preserving states and, as a consequence, preserving deadlock freedom. Finally, we introduce a
refinement assertion that can be used to automatically test conflict freedom between processes.
This refinement assertion is a first step towards the automatisation of the strategy presented for
deadlock verification.

3.1 Maximal states

As deadlocks happen in a particular state, to guarantee their absence, one has to guarantee that,
for any state of a network, a deadlock does not happen. For this reason, the theorems presented
in the previous chapter are all quantified for all states of a network. Nevertheless, as a matter
of fact, since the number of states of a network might increase exponentially with the number
of processes, this proof might be unmanageable. Hence, we need a way of restricting ourselves
to a smaller but significant space of states that can guarantee deadlock freedom. Furthermore,
there is a clear motivation for this analysis to be mechanised.

The notion of maximal failures can be used to restrict the states of a given CSP process
in the quest for a deadlocked state. This comes from the fact that a deadlock state gives rise,
mandatorily, to a maximal failure of the form (s,Σ), since there cannot exist a failure with a
refusal set larger than Σ. As a consequence, the analysis of the maximal failures is sufficient
to guarantee deadlock freedom. This notion of maximal failures can be adapted to the realm
of network states, creating the notion of a maximal state. This maximal state has the addi-
tional feature that the projection of this state for each network atom is a maximal failure of the
corresponding atom. The formal definition is as follows.

Definition 23 (Maximal state). Let V be a network and σ a state of this network.

maxS(σ ,V ) =̂ ∀ id : V • maxF(ρ(σ , id,V ),B(id,V ))

This notion of maximal state allows one to perform a substantial restriction in the states,
which need to be checked for guaranteeing deadlock freedom. As mentioned, a state is dead-
locked if its refusal set is the alphabet of the network, Σ. Conversely, a state is not deadlocked

35
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if its refusal set is smaller than Σ, meaning that there is an event which can be performed by
the network, either an event that only requires the participation of a single process or a shared
event. Hence, if deadlock freedom is proved for all maximal states, i.e. for all maximal states
there is an event that can be performed, then the rest of the states can at least accept the event
accepted by its corresponding maximal event. This occurs thanks to the structure of the stable
failures model and to the way in which the refusals of states are calculated, i.e. in terms of the
refusals of the atoms. Therefore, the proof of deadlock freedom can be reduced from a quan-
tification over the set of all failures to the set of maximal failures, which can be a considerably
smaller set. In fact, this represents the first step into simplifying our theory.

As we are proposing a sound formal approach for deadlock verification, we enunciate this
first result as a theorem. In order to present the formal argument used to corroborate this
theorem, we introduce a lemma about the states of a network. This lemma asserts that for all
states of a network (σ1), there is an extended maximal state (σ2) which refuses at least the
same set of events refused in (σ1). It simply states a known fact from the stable failures model
that can also be extended to the network model, that a given state is either maximal or can be
extended to become a maximal one.

Lemma 1 (Maximal state property). Let V be a network.

∀σ1 • state(σ1,V )⇒∃σ2 • state(σ2,V )∧maxS(σ2,V )∧ Re f usals(σ1,V )⊆ Re f usals(σ2,V )

Proof. The proof is given by the fact that each failure of a process has a corresponding maximal
failure that refuses more or the same set of events ( i : ∀ f : f ailures(P) • ∃ f ′ : f ailures(P) ∧
maxF( f ′,P) ∧ f .R ⊆ f ′.R). Thus, for each state there is a corresponding maximal state com-
posed of maximal failures, and whose refusal sets are super or equal sets to the corresponding
ones of the original state, what makes its refusals greater or equal to the refusals of the original
state. The formal proof is given as follows. Let σ1 be an arbitrary state of V.

state(σ1,V ) [Assumption]

=⇒
state(σ1,V ) ∧ ∀ id : domV • ρ(σ1, id,V ) ∈ failures(B(id,V ))

[state def]

=⇒
state(σ1,V ) ∧ ∀ id : domV • ∃ f : f ailures(B(id,V )) •
maxF( f ,P) ∧ ρ(σ1, id,V ).R⊆ f .R

[(i)]

=⇒
∃σ2 • state(σ2,V ) ∧ maxS(σ2,V ) ∧ ∀ id : domV • σ1.R(id)⊆ σ2.R(id)

[max and state def]

=⇒
∃σ2 • state(σ2,V ) ∧ maxS(σ2,V ) ∧ Re f usals(σ1,V )⊆ Re f usals(σ2,V )

[Re f usals def]

As explained, the main result is presented as a theorem. It represents the theoretical founda-
tions for the sound reduction of the states being checked to the set of maximal states. It asserts
that if no maximal state can deadlock, then no state can deadlock.
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Theorem 4 (Maximal state sufficiency). Let V be a network.
if ∀σ • state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V )⇒ Re f usals(σ ,V )⊂ Σ then V is deadlock free.

Proof. In this proof and subsequent ones PC stands for Predicate Calculus. Let V be an arbi-
trary network and σ a state of this network and assume (i) ∀σ • state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V )⇒
Re f usals(σ ,V )⊂ ΣV .

state(σ ,V ) [Assumption]

=⇒
state(σ ,V ) ∧
(∃σ2 • state(σ2,V ) ∧ maxS(σ2,V ) ∧
Re f usals(σ ,V )⊆ Re f usals(σ2,V ))

[Lemma 1]

=⇒
state(σ ,V ) ∧
(∃σ2 • state(σ2,V ) ∧ maxS(σ2,V ) ∧
Re f usals(σ ,V )⊆ Re f usals(σ2,V ) ∧ Re f usals(σ2,V )⊂ ΣV )

[(i)]

=⇒
state(σ ,V ) ∧
(∃σ2 • state(σ2,V ) ∧ maxS(σ2,V ) ∧ Re f usals(σ ,V )⊂ ΣV )

[⊂ and ⊆ transitivity]

=⇒
state(σ ,V ) ∧ Re f usals(σ ,V )⊆ ΣV

[PC]

This result gives an important property of the state based semantic model used. Instead
of having to demonstrate that a deadlock cannot arise for each possible state of a network, we
can focus on the maximal states what might represent only a tiny part of the states space to be
considered. For instance, if we consider the network with a single atom with a process having
a single maximal failure f , where | f .R| = 10, then the number of states of this process might
reach 210, whereas the number of maximal states is 1. Observe that this reduction of the state
space requiring analysis helps in both deadlock freedom guaranteed by manual proof and by an
automated verification such as model checking.

Another important observation that is worth making is that a maximal state is also a r state,
which means that, when analysing maximal states, we can use Theorem 1 to prove deadlock
freedom. A maximal state is an r state simply because a maximal state that is not an r state
would imply a contradiction, since there would be a failure of an atom which would reject
the same set of events as this supposedly maximal atomic failure plus the impossible event
that is missing in this set. This new state, with this larger set, is obviously the maximal one
contradicting the supposition.

3.2 Abstracting deadlock free states

We emphasise that there is a distinction between the internal event of CSP, expressed by τ ,
and an internal action of an atom which can be expressed as a visible event that does not
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require synchronisation with another atom. These internal visible events that do not participate
in communications can be abstracted in deadlock analysis, as they do not lead to deadlocks.
This abstraction represents another step into restricting the states that need to be evaluated for
guaranteeing deadlock freedom.

We argued that, because these internal visible events do not interfere in a deadlock, they
could be abstracted, but further explanation is due to corroborate the validity of the abstraction.
The states where an atom can perform such an event are insignificant in deadlock verification.
Conversely, the meaningful states for deadlock analysis are the ones where the atoms can only
perform events, i.e. events in the vocabulary of the network. These meaningful states are
characterised by the following predicate.

Definition 24 (In vocabulary state). Let V be a network.
in vocabulary(σ ,V ) =̂ ∀ id : domV •VocV ⊆ σ .R(id)

The validity of this abstraction lies in the fact that the states not conforming to this predicate
are trivially deadlock free. Hence, as in deadlock freedom verification we try to prove that every
state is deadlock free, these are irrelevant states. They are trivially deadlock free because, if an
atom does not refuse an internal visible event, then the entire network does not refuse it, as this
internal event does not require synchronisation. This assertion that establishes the validity of
this abstraction is enunciated in the form of a theorem. Observe that with this result one is able
to verify a network by analysing the states that are conform to this predicate. This represents
another restriction into the states requiring evaluation for deadlock analysis.

Theorem 5 (Abstraction validity).

∀σ • state(σ ,V ) ∧ ¬in vocabulary(σ ,V )⇒ Re f usals(σ ,V ) 6= ΣV

Proof. In this proof and subsequent ones ST stands for Set Theory.

state(σ ,V ) ∧ ¬in vocabulary(σ ,V ) [Assumption]

=⇒
state(σ ,V ) ∧ (∃ id : domV • ∃ev : A(id,V ) • ev 6∈VocV ∧ ev 6∈ σ .R(id))

[PC]

=⇒
state(σ ,V ) ∧ (∃ id : domV • ∃ev : A(id,V ) • ev 6∈ Re f usals(σ ,V ))

[Re f usals def]

=⇒
state(σ ,V ) ∧ Re f usals(σ ,V ) 6= ΣV

[PC and ST]

=⇒
Re f usals(σ ,V ) 6= ΣV

[PC]

Differently from the restriction over maximal failures that can only be achieved at the se-
mantic level of a process, the abstraction of internal actions can be achieved by a syntactic
function that generates a modified network. Therefore, instead of filtering the states of a net-
work to get the ones conforming to a predicate, we define a function to simplify a network so
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we can directly work with the states of this simpler network. This modified network, which
does not offer its internal events, is called abstracted network and the mapping from a network,
named the concrete network, to its corresponding abstracted version is given by the function
Abs. When a network is abstracted, the behaviour of its atoms is modified to hide all events
that are not part of the vocabulary of the network. Also, the atoms’ alphabets are modified. As
we are only interested in events in the vocabulary, these alphabets are filtered to contain only
the events that belong to the vocabulary. The formal definition of an abstract network is given
as follows.

Definition 25 (Abstract network). Let V be a network, the abstracted network Abs(V ) is given
by the following set:

Abs(V ) = {Abs((id,B,A),V )|(id,B,A) ∈V}

where:

• Abs((id,B,A),V ) =̂ (id,B |̀ VocV ,A |̀ VocV )

• B |̀ VocV =̂ B \VocV

• A |̀ VocV =̂ A∩VocV

This abstraction is valid because a subset of the states of the concrete network gives rise
to a corresponding abstracted state for the abstracted network. This abstract state is given by
an overloaded version of the function Abs that takes a state and a network as arguments. This
function preservers the vector of refusals of the state and abstracts the trace element of the state
by removing all events that belong to the set of hidden events. The Abs function for states is
given as follows.

Definition 26 (Abstract state function). Let V be a network and σ a state of V and Abs(σ ,V )
the abstraction fuction such that

Abs(σ ,V ) = (σ .s |̀ VocV ,σ .R)

This correspondence between a subset of the states of the concrete network and the states of
the abstract network is a vital property of this natural way of abstraction that helps guaranteeing
its validity. The subset of the states of the concrete network that have a correspondent in the
states of the abstracted networks are exactly the ones that satisfy the predicate in vocabulary,
i.e. the states that are of interest for deadlock verification. This correspondence is assured
by the manner in which the failures of process P \ S are calculated in terms of the failures of
process P. The clause for calculating the failures of P \ S states that if f is a failure of P and
S is a subset of the refusal set of f , i.e. S ⊆ f .R then, the failure ( f .s S, f .R) is a failure of
P \ S. This guarantees that for a state σ of a concrete network, σ satisfying the in vocabulary
predicate, Abs(σ ,V ) belongs to the state of Abs(V ). The reason is that each ρ(σ , id,V ) refuses
VocV and is a failure of atom id, therefore ρ(Abs(σ ,V ), id,Abs(V )) is a valid failure of atom
id of the abstracted network, which is also a valid projection of the abstracted network. In
order words, this means that the set of states of the concrete network that satisfy predicate
in vocabulary when abstracted are a subset of the states of the abstracted network. This formal
result is captured by the following theorem.
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Theorem 6. Let V be a network and V ′ = Abs(V ).

{Abs(σ ,V ) |state(σ ,V ) ∧ in vocabulary(σ ,V )} ⊆ {σ |state(σ ,V ′)}

Proof. Let V be an arbitrary network, σ an arbitrary state of this network, V ′ = Abs(V ) and
σ ′ = Abs(σ ,V ). As an abuse of notation for the sake of simplicity consider f = ρ(σ , id,V )
and f ′ = ρ(σ ′, id′,V ′)

σ ′ ∈ (i)

=⇒
∃σ • Abs(σ ,V ) = σ ′ ∧ state(σ ,V ) ∧ in vocabulary(σ ,V )

[∈ def]

=⇒
∃σ • Abs(σ ,V ) = σ ′ ∧
(∀ id : domV • (σ .s |̀ A(id,V ),σ .R(id)) ∈ f ailures(B(id,V )) ∧
VocV ⊆ σ .R(id))

[state, in vocabulary and maxS defs and PC]

=⇒
∃σ • Abs(σ ,V ) = σ ′ ∧
(∀ id : domV ′ • f ′ ∈ f ailures(B(id,V ′)) ∧VocV ⊆ σ .R(id))

[ f ailures]

=⇒
state(σ ′,V ′)

[state and in vocabulary defs]

=⇒
σ ′ ∈ (ii)

[∈ (ii) def]

This result means that the states of interest for deadlock analysis for a concrete network
have an abstracted correspondent set that lies inside the set of states of the abstracted network.
Note that, because these abstracted states preserve the refusal sets of the states and deadlock is
defined in terms of refusal sets, the vital information for deadlock detection is preserved.

All these results lead us to enunciate the main result of this section, which asserts that it is
sufficient to demonstrate that the abstract version of a network is deadlock free for guaranteeing
that the concrete version is deadlock free as well. In fact, Abs(V ) is deadlock free, if and only
if the Re f usal set of all the states of the abstracted network are different from Σ. As the set
of abstracted states of the concrete network is a subset of the states of the abstracted network
(Theorem 6), this set does not have a state with Re f usals equals to Σ. As the abstracted state
and the concrete state have the same Re f usal set, the set of states satisfying the in vocabulary
predicate does not have a state with Re f usals equals to Σ. Because the states that do not satisfy
the in vocabulary predicate are deadlock free (Theorem 5), then the set of states of the concrete
network, both the ones that respect in vocabulary and the ones that does not, are deadlock free.
This result is formally defined as follows.

Theorem 7 (Abstracted deadlock freedom implies deadlock freedom). Let V be a network and
V ′ = Abs(V ). V ′ is deadlock free⇒ V is deadlock free
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Proof.

∀σ • state(σ ,V ′)⇒ Re f usals(σ ,V ′) 6= ΣV ′ [Assumption]

=⇒
∀σ • state(σ ,V ) ∧ in vocabulary(σ ,V )⇒ Re f usals(Abs(σ ,V ),V ′) 6= ΣV ′

[Theorem 6]

=⇒
∀σ • state(σ ,V ) ∧ in vocabulary(σ ,V )⇒ Re f usals(σ ,V ′) 6= ΣV ′

[Re f usals(σ ,V ′)≡ Re f usals(Abs(σ ,V ),V ′)]

=⇒
∀σ • state(σ ,V ) ∧ in vocabulary(σ ,V )⇒ Re f usals(σ ,V ) 6= ΣV

[in vocabulary(σ ,V ) ∧ Re f usal(σ ,V ′) 6= ΣV ′ ⇒ Re f usals(σ ,V ) 6= ΣV ]

=⇒
∀σ • state(σ ,V )⇒ Re f usals(σ ,V ) 6= ΣV

[Theorem 5]

This main result together with the result about maximal states being sufficient for deadlock
analysis (from the previous section) enable us to state one of the fundamental results for the
soundness of the results presented in this work. These two results combined allow one to
consider only the maximal states of the abstracted version in analysing deadlock freedom for a
concrete network.

3.3 Network refinement relation

A refinement relation is a very useful tool for a language. It allows one to compare terms
of a language in some way. In our case, it gives two new possibilities for our model. The
refinement relation that we propose can be used for capturing properties about networks, and
for safely evolving networks. Our network refinement relation allows one to compare two
networks, V vNet V ′, V being the abstract network or the specification of a network, and V ′

being the concrete or the refined network. This relation holds if and only if the states reached
by the refined network V ′ are a subset of the concrete network V . The formal definition of
refinement is given as follows.

Definition 27 (Network refinement). Let V and V ′ be two networks.

V vNet V ′⇔ states(V )⊇ states(V ′) ∧ domV = domV ′

These two main benefits, the possibility of capturing properties and a notion of safe evolu-
tion, are very similar to the ones that the refinement relation brings to the stable failure model.
This capture of properties allows one to formally describe an abstract network that is the most
non-deterministic network that respects a given property, i.e. the network whose states are all
the possible states respecting the desired property. The notion of safe evolution of networks
takes into account that we use the current version of a network as the specification to evolve it;
in this sense, the evolved version must respect the behaviour described by the current version.
Note also that this evolution might occur in a stepwise way, where the refinement relation is
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used in every step of the evolution of the network or of the system, as the network depicts a
system.

The refinement relation proposed is semantically defined, but it has two drawbacks. In
the way that it is described, network refinement is not calculated in a compositional way. It
requires the states of the entire network to be calculated to verify if the subset relation holds
between the state sets. Also, as this relation is proposed in terms of states, there is no automatic
tool available for the purpose of verifying refinement based on states. As an attempt to solve
these problems, we propose the concept of atom or tuple refinement, which implies network
refinement as well. Atomic refinement or tuple refinement is calculated based on the refinement
relation of the stable failures model and equality of id and alphabet. This gives us the possi-
bility of using the refinement checkers available for this purpose. As this atomic refinement is
calculated based on the semantics of a single atom and as it implies the refinement of the entire
network, it represents a compositional way of refinement for a network.

This tuple refinement is used to compare two atoms of a network. As mentioned, this
relation holds if and only if the id and alphabet are preserved and the behaviour of refined atom
is a refinement of the atom being refined, i.e, if we consider the pair a vAtom a′, then the id
and alphabet of a must be the same as a′, and the behaviour of a′ must be a refinement of the
behaviour of a. This definition is given as follows.

Definition 28 (Tuple refinement). Let a = (id,B,A) an atomic tuple of network V, and a′ =
(id′,B′,A′) another atomic tuple then:

avAtom a′⇔ id = id′ ∧ B [F= B′ ∧ A = A′

As argued, we propose this atomic refinement relation as a means of assuring network
refinement in a compositional way. For this purpose, we prove a theorem that asserts exactly
this: if an atom of a network is refined following the atomic refinement relation, then the
network with the refined atom is a refinement of the network with the original atom. This
theorem holds because atomic refinement guarantees that the failures that a single atom can
perform after refinement are a subset of the failures it could perform before refinement. This
means that all the failures of the refined atom are also failures of the atom before refinement,
which also means that the states of the network with the refined atom are unchanged, except by
the failures of the refined atom. This means that the states of this refined network are obviously
states of the network with the original atom, which implies that there is a refinement between
these networks.

Theorem 8 (Network monotonicity). Let a and a′ be atomic tuples and V a network.

a ∈V ∧ avAtom a′⇒V vNet V [[a← a′]]

where:

• V [[a← a′]] is the network resulting from the substitution of a by a′ in V

Proof. Let a = (ida,Ba,Aa) and a′ = (id′,B′,A′) be two tuples and V and arbitrary network and
V ′ =V [[a← a′]]], and let σ be an arbitrary state of V . In addition, let us assume that a ∈V and
avAtom a′.

state(σ ,V ′) [Assumption]
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=⇒
σ .s ∈ Σ∗V ′ ∧
(∀ id : domV ′ • ρ(σ , id,V ′) ∈ f ailures(B(id,V ′))

[state def]

=⇒
σ .s ∈ Σ∗V ′ ∧
(∀ id : (domV ′ \ id′) • ρ(σ , id,V ′) ∈ f ailures(B(id,V ′)) ∧
ρ(σ , id′,V ′) ∈ failures(B′)

[PC and a ∈V ]

=⇒
σ .s ∈ Σ∗V ∧
(∀ id : (domV ′ \ id′) • ρ(σ , id,V ′) ∈ f ailures(B(id,V ′)) ∧
ρ(σ , id,V ′)′ ∈ failures(B′)

[ΣV ′ = ΣV ]

=⇒
σ .s ∈ Σ∗V ∧
(∀ id : (domV \ ida) • ρ(σ , id,V ) ∈ f ailures(B(id,V )) ∧
ρ(σ , ida,V ) ∈ failures(Ba)

[av a′]

=⇒
state(σ ,V )

[stateV def]

For the purpose of deadlock analysis, as the refinement relation can be used to assure that
the states of an original network are the only candidates for being states of the refined network,
this relation can be used, once a deadlock free network is built, as a manner of assuring deadlock
freedom throughout the evolution of the system.

3.4 Conflict freedom

The goal of this work is to propose an automatic manner of checking some of the behavioural
conditions that are used for assuring deadlock freedom in a local way. Conflict is one of these
concepts of interest for local deadlock analysis. As already discussed, with this concept, one
can locally guarantee that an acyclic network is deadlock free, thanks to the fact that conflicts
are the only type of cycle of ungranted requests that can arise in an acyclic network. A pair of
atoms is conflict free if and only if, for all states of the binary network containing this pair of
atoms, there is no conflict between them. The following predicate characterises this property.

Definition 29 (Conflict freedom predicate). Let id1 and id2 be two identifiers of network V .

Con f lictFree(id1, id2,V ) =̂ ∀σ • r state(σ ,V )⇒¬con f lict(σ , id1, id2,V )

As presented, a conflict arises in a state of a network when two atoms disagree on their
communication. Therefore, conflict freedom is verified in a local way, by examining pairs of
atoms and how they interact. The proposed way of automatically verifying conflict freedom
is by using a refinement expression that holds if and only if a given pair of atoms is conflict
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free. This refinement expression can be intuitively captured using the stable revivals model
and it can be automatically checked in a refinement checker that implements this model. This
proposed expression has, as its right-hand side expression, a behavioural context where the
atoms being verified for conflict freedom are placed. This context abstracts the behaviour of
each atom by hiding all the events that are not in the vocabulary. This abstraction is performed
by function Abs(id,V), where Abs(id,V)≡ B(id,V ) |̀ VocV . Considering that the pair in
analysis for conflict freedom consists of atoms id1 and id2; the extension allows each process
to deterministically offer the special event req whenever an event from A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V )
is offered. This extension is performed by process Ext, and it takes as arguments two atoms
identifiers and a network, let us say id1, id2 and V , and extends the behaviour of atom id1 of
network V . Secondly, it composes in parallel the extended behaviour of both atoms of the pair
using their original alphabet extended with the req event as alphabet. This behavioural context
is given by the Context process. These processes are depicted next.

Definition 30 (Extended behaviour of a pair of processes). Let id1 and id2 be two processes of
network V .

Context(id1,id2,V)=
let

A1 = union(A(id1,V),{req})
A2 = union(A(id2,V),{req})

within
Ext(id1,id2,V)[A1||A2]Ext(id2,id1,V)

where:

Ext(id1,id2,V) =
let

A1 = A(id1,V)
A2 = A(id2,V)

within
Abs(id1,V) [[ x <- x, x <- req | x <- inter(A1,A2)]]

As an illustration of the behaviour of this context, let id1 be an atom, which behaves as
process P = a -> P, id2 be another atom, which behaves as Q = b -> Q, V a network
where these atoms are composed and A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ) = {a,b}. When we put id1 and id2
in this context, as they are able to exclusively perform events of the vocabulary of the network,
the abstraction of both atoms has no effect. The extension enables both processes to perform
event req as an initial event, in addition to their initial events, as they initially offer an event
in their alphabets intersection. Hence, as they can only agree initially on performing the req
event, this context only offers the req event. As this context simply recurses on this behaviour,
it always offers the req event.

When a conflict arises between the pair of atoms put in this context, the req event is offered
and A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ) is refused. This happens because, in a conflicting state, both atoms
must be offering an event from A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ), what makes both extended behaviours
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able to offer the req event. This makes the Context process offer the req event; also, as the
atoms cannot agree on an event, this context must refuse to perform A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ). In
the stable failures model, this means that a conflict between atoms would imply the presence of
a revival in the following form (s,A(id1)∩A(id1),req). Therefore, a conflict free pair of atoms
must not have a revival of the form (s,X ,req) where A(id1)∩A(id1) ⊆ X . In our example of
context, atoms id1 and id2 are in a perpetual conflict, as their context can always offer req, but
it refuses to perform any other events, what includes A(id1)∩A(id1).

As we are looking for an assertion that holds when the atoms are conflict free, we propose a
process, or a specification, to be the left-hand side of the refinement expression. This specifica-
tion has all the possible revivals but the revivals of the form (s,X ,req), where A(id1)∩A(id1)⊆
X . This specification is described by process ConflictFreeSpec, presented next. It speci-
fies all the states such that if req is offered, then A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ) is not refused.

Definition 31 (Extended behavior conflict freedom specification). Let id1 and id2 be two iden-
tifiers of atoms of network V .

ConflictFreeSpec(id1,id2,V) =
let U_A = union(A(id1,V),A(id2,V))

I_A = inter(A(id1,V),A(id2,V))
CF_ = ((|~| ev : I_A @ ev -> CF_)

[] req -> CHAOS(union(U_A,{req})))
|~|
(|~| ev : U_A @ ev -> CF_)

within CF_

where
CHAOS(Alp) = SKIP |~| STOP |~| (|~| ev : Alp @ ev -> CHAOS(Alp))

After presenting the left- and the right-hand sides of the refinement expression, we have
the complete expression for verifying conflict freedom. So far we have argued intuitively how
this expression is structured and why it has the property of capturing conflict freedom, i.e., the
expression holds if and only if the pair of atoms is conflict free, but as we are proposing a
formal strategy, we also formally prove our achievements and cast it in the form of a theorem.

First of all, in order to formally argue about the meaning of the refinement expression, we
calculate the semantics of the ConflictFreedomSpec process and the semantics of the
Context process. The semantics of ConflictFreedomSpec in the stable revival model
is given by the following theorem. As we do not know in advance the alphabet of the atom,
we calculate a symbolic semantics relying on the alphabets of the atoms being given by the A
function.
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Theorem 9 (ConflictFreedomSpec stable revivals). Let A1 =A(id1,V ) and A2 =A(id2,V )

traces(Con f lictFreeSpec(id1, id2,V )) = (A(id1,V )∪A(id2,V )∪{req})∗

deadlocks(Con f lictFreeSpec(id1, id2,V )) = {s|req ∈ doms}
revivals(Con f lictFreeSpec(id1, id2,V )) =

{(s,X ,a)|s ∈ (A1∪A2∪{req})∗ ∧
a ∈ (A1∪A2∪{req}) ∧ a 6∈ X ∧
(a = req⇒ (A1∩A2) 6⊆ X)}

Proof. Traces and deadlocks components are trivially calculated from the clauses. For revivals:

revivals(Con f lictFreeSpec(id1, id2,V ))

=
{(〈〉,X ,a)|a ∈ (A1∩A2) ∧ a 6∈ X}∪
{(〈〉,X ,a)|a ∈ (A1∪A2∪{req}) ∧ b ∈ (A1∪A2) ∧ {req,b} 6⊆ X}∪
{(〈ev〉^s,X ,a)|ev ∈ (A1∪A2) ∧ (s,X ,a) ∈Con f lictFreeSpec(id1, id2,V )}∪
{(〈req〉^s,X ,a)|(s,X ,a) ∈CHAOS(A1∪A2∪{req})}

[revivals clause]

=
{(s,X ,a)|s ∈ (A1∪A2∪{req})∗ ∧
a ∈ (A1∪A2∪{req}) ∧ a 6∈ X ∧
(a = req⇒ (A1∩A2) 6⊆ X)}

[induction and CHAOS def]

Observe that, as a conflict is a notion which is not related to traces, the specification of
conflict freedom imposes no restrictions on the traces component of the Context process.
That is the reason why the traces of the ConflictFreedomSpec process is the set of all
possible traces given the alphabet formed of the union of the alphabets of the pairs and the
req event. The revivals of this specification satisfy the property that we seek for guaranteeing
conflict freedom, i.e. for the revivals where the revival event is the req event, its failures must
not reject the intersection of alphabets. As we discussed, a conflict in a state would imply a
violation of this condition. Finally, the deadlocks semantic element is described as being the
traces that have a req event present. Since a deadlock can only happen because of a conflict, the
specification should forbid any kind of deadlock. Hence this component for the specification
would be empty. Nevertheless, as the analysis for conflict freedom regards only valid states
of the pair of atoms, we should disregard all the behaviours where a req events has happened.
These behaviours are valid behaviours of the Context process, but they represent an invalid
behaviour of the pair of atoms. Therefore, a conflicting state after a req event is not a possible
conflicting state of the original pair of atoms. These all corroborates that this specification is
what we expect from the behaviour of a conflict free pair of atoms.

Concerning the Context process, as we do not know in advance how the atoms behave,
we give its semantics based on the semantics of the behaviour of the atoms in analysis, let us
say id1 and id2.
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Theorem 10 (Context stable revivals). Let P = Ext(id1, id2,V ), Q = Ext(id1, id2,V ) and
X = (A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ))∪{req}, then the following hods.

traces(Context(id1, id2,V ))⊆ (A(id1,V )∪A(id2,V )∪{req})∗

deadlocks(Context(id1, id2,V )) = /0
revivals(Context(id1, id2,V )) =

{(u,Y ∪Z,a) |u ∈ (A(id1,V )∪A(id2,V )∪{req})∗ ∧
∃s, t • (s,Y ) ∈ failuresb(P) ∧ (t,Z) ∈ failures(Q)b ∧
s = u |̀ A(id1,V ) ∧ t = u |̀ A(id2,V ) ∧ Y \X = Z \X
∧ ((a ∈ X ∧ (s,Y,a) ∈ revivals(P)

∧ (t,Z,a) ∈ revivals(Q))

∨ a /∈ X ∧ ((s,Y,a) ∈ revivals(P)
∨ (t,Z,a) ∈ revivals(Q))))}

Proof. Revivals calculated directly with the revivals clauses. The deadlocks equality clause
holds, since the processes are either willing to perform an internal event making the states
unstable, or they can agree on the event req. Hence, no deadlocks can arise. The trace clause is
trivially guaranteed by the revivals model definition.

Based on these two theorems that describe the semantics of the processes involved in the
refinement expression, we propose the refinement expression itself used for the verification of
conflict freedom. Moreover, we demonstrate that this refinement expression holds if and only
if the pair of atoms in analysis is conflict free. The refinement expression and this theorem are
presented next.

Theorem 11 (Soundness of conflict freedom refinement assertion). Let V be a network and id1
and id2 be two atoms of this network.
ConflictFreeSpec(id1,id2,V) [V= Context(id1,id2,V)
⇐⇒ Con f lictFree(id1, id2,V ).

Proof. For the sake of simplicity and clarity in the proof consider:

• CFS =Con f lictFreeSpec(id1, id2,V )

• Cx =Context(id1, id2,V )

• CF =Con f lictFree(id1, id2,V )

First direction(=⇒):

CFS[V=Cx ∧ ¬CF [Assumption]

=⇒
revivals(Cx)⊆ revivals(CFS) ∧
(∃σ • r state(σ ,V ) ∧ con f lict(σ , id1, id2,V ))

[[V= and CF defs]
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=⇒
revivals(Cx)⊆ revivals(CFS) ∧
(∃σ • r state(σ ,V ) ∧
request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
request(σ , id2, id1,V ) ∧
ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
in vocabulary(σ , id1, id2,V ))

[con f lict def]

Because of the in vocabulary predicate, this state is stable and, therefore, a revival is originated
from it. The ungrantedness predicate guarantees that the revival for this state has as refusal set
X , such that A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V )⊆ X . Finally, the two request predicates guarantee that both
P and Q may perform req. Hence, the event req is a revival event of this state. Therefore, if
there is a conflict in the state σ , the revival (σ .s,A(id1,V )∪A(id2,V ),req) is present in the
revivals(Cx).

=⇒
revivals(Cx)⊆ revivals(CFS) ∧
(σ .s,A(id1,V )∪A(id2,V ),req) ∈ revivals(Cx)

[revivals(Cx) def]

=⇒
f alse

[PC and ST]

=⇒
CFS[V=Cx⇒CF

[PC]

The other direction(⇐=):

CF [Assumption]

=⇒
∀σ • r state(σ ,V )⇒¬con f lict(σ ,V )

[CF def]

=⇒
∀σ • r state(σ ,V )⇒
(¬request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∨
¬request(σ , id2, id1,V ) ∨
¬ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∨
¬in vocabulary(σ , id1, id2,V ))

[con f lict def]

Case 1:

∀σ • r state(σ ,V )⇒
(¬request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∨
¬request(σ , id2, id1,V ))

As one of the atoms involved in the pair is refusing to perform an event from its synchronisation
set, then, in each state, one of the atoms is refusing to perform event req. As req is in the
synchronisation set of Context, both P and Q must be able to perform this event to make
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the Context process able to perform it. Hence, by these two facts, the Context process is
impeded of performing event req. So, we can assume that its revivals set is formed of every
possible revival that does not have req as its revival event.

=⇒
traces(Cx)⊆ (A1∪A2)

∗ ∧
revivals(Cx)⊆ {(s,X ,a)|s ∈ (A1∪A2)

∗ ∧ a ∈ (A1∪A2) ∧ a 6∈ X} ∧
deadlocks(Cx) = /0

[Cx stable revival semantics and request def]

=⇒
traces(Cx)⊆ traces(CFS) ∧
revivals(Cx)⊆ revivals(CFS) ∧
deadlocks(Cx)⊆ deadlocks(CFS)

[ST]

=⇒
CFS[V=Cx

[[V= def]

Case 2:

∀σ • r state(σ ,V )⇒
¬ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V )

As the ungrantedness predicate is violated, this means that the atoms id1 and id2 always agree
on an event of the set (A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ). This means that the revivals of their composition
would be able to perform req, as they both can perform an event from A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ).
Nevertheless, as they always agree on an event from this set, the revivals of their composition
have refusal sets X , such that X ⊂ A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ).

=⇒
traces(Cx)⊆ (A1∪A2∪ req)∗ ∧
revivals(Cx)⊆ {(s,X ,a)|s ∈ (A1∪A2∪ req)∗ ∧ a ∈ (A1∪A2∪ req) ∧

a 6∈ X ∧ (A1∪A2) 6⊆ X} ∧
deadlocks(Cx) = {s|req ∈ rans}

[ungrantedness and stable revivals semantics of Cx def]

=⇒
traces(Cx)⊆ traces(CFS) ∧
revivals(Cx)⊆ revivals(CFS) ∧
deadlocks(Cx)⊆ deadlocks(CFS)

[ST]

=⇒
CFS[V=Cx

[[V= def]

Case 3:

∀σ • r state(σ ,V )⇒
¬in vocabulary(σ , id1, id2,V )

If the in vocabulary predicate is not satisfied, then there is an atom that does not refuse all its
internal visible events. As the extension abstracts these events with the hiding operator, a state
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such as the aforementioned one is unstable. As all the states are of this form, then there is no
stable state and, therefore, no revival to take into account.

=⇒
traces(Cx)⊆ (A1∪A2∪ req)∗ ∧
revivals(Cx) = /0
deadlocks(Cx) = /0

[Cx stable revival semantics and in vocabulary def]

=⇒
traces(Cx)⊆ traces(CFS) ∧
revivals(Cx)⊆ revivals(CFS) ∧
deadlocks(Cx)⊆ deadlocks(CFS)

[ST]

=⇒
CFS[V=Cx

[[V= def]

With this characterisation of conflict freedom as a refinement assertion, one can mechani-
cally and locally verify deadlock freedom for an acyclic network, provided the network under
analysis is conflict free. Nevertheless, there is an expressive set of networks that cannot be
proved deadlock free by this concept, that is, cyclic networks.

In this chapter, we create the underpinning model for proving deadlock freedom for net-
works. We demonstrate that, in order to analyse a network for deadlock freedom, instead
of working with the original state model, we can work with only the maximal states of the
abstracted network for proving deadlock freedom. Moreover, we developed the concept of net-
work refinement, enabling us to modularly evolve the atoms preserving deadlock freedom for
the entire network. Also, as we describe the atomic refinement in terms of refinement in the
stable failures model, this means that this modular evolution can be automatically guaranteed
by a refinement checker. Finally, we proposed an automatic way of verifying conflict freedom,
a condition that is able to guarantee deadlock freedom locally. This improves greatly the power
of analysis for networks, as these results help one to: prove in a simpler way deadlock freedom
for networks, preserve deadlock freedom throughout evolutions and locally verify deadlock
freedom for a tree network. Nevertheless, as we want to propose a strategy for dealing with an
expressive set of networks locally and automatically, we still have to propose something to deal
with cyclic networks. In the sequel, we present a strategy for dealing with cyclic network in a
local way, which provides a mechanical way of verification similar to the one used for conflict
freedom.



CHAPTER 4

Behavioural patterns

In this chapter, we introduce a method for locally and automatically handling the verification
of cyclic networks. As mentioned, the results and concepts presented so far are unable to attain
this goal. As presented in the background chapter, there is no general method for locally and
automatically assuring that a network is deadlock free. This means that the solution available
for this problem is to deal with classes of networks that are deadlock free, because they respect
some kind of local property. In this work, we use this approach to identify networks that are
conforming to patterns that ensure they are deadlock free. Two of the patterns formalised here
(Resource allocation and Client/server) come from the literature [RD87, Ros98, BR91, Mar96,
Dij82], whereas the Dynamic async is an original pattern, to the best of our knowledge. Even
though the first two were already presented in the literature, the proposed systematisation,
including the methods for analysing restrictions, is one of the main contributions of this work.
In summary, our contribution concerning the formalisation of these patterns is that the most
laborious aspect of the pattern compliance, which consists basically of behavioural analysis, is
done in a local and automatic manner.

The patterns presented have an informal description that intuitively guides the specifier
in choosing the pattern that best fits her needs, and they are formally systematised by a set
of restrictions, which are classified into behavioural ones and structural ones. Behavioural
restrictions, as the name suggests, deal with the restrictions of the behaviour of the atoms of a
network. They impose that the behaviour of the atoms must have a particular property, which
helps to prevent deadlocks. We cast the behavioural restrictions as refinement expressions,
using the relations of both the stable failure and stable revivals models. The left-hand side of the
refinement expression is a known process which specifies the desired behavioural constraint,
and the right-hand side is the behaviour of the atom candidate for compliance. The use of
refinement expressions (assertions) is justified by the fact that there is a number of tools that
automatically verify the validity of such assertions. This is a major contribution of this work,
making behavioural constraints automatically verifiable, as opposed to the original presentation
of patterns in [RD87, Ros98, BR91, Mar96, Dij82], where these constraints are described as
CSP properties expressed in the semantic models. Also, note that these behavioural restrictions
are locally verifiable, as we impose them on the individual behaviour of the atoms. The other
restrictions, the structural ones, deal with conditions about the structure of the network, i.e. the
alphabets of the atoms and static structures that are intrinsic to the patterns. These conditions
are captured by expressions using first-order logic and set theory. Therefore, a network is
conform to a pattern if it satisfies both behavioural and structural restrictions.

As the behavioural conditions are calculated based on the dynamic behaviour of the atoms,
it is fair to assume, as we stated before, that checking these restrictions is the most laborious task
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in verifying pattern compliance. Hence, an automatic method for verifying these conditions is
essential. Moreover, the structural conditions can be easily translated to a formula that can be
automatically checked by a SMT solver [dMDS07, dMB09, dMB11] with a rich set of theories,
such as Z3 [dMB08]. As all the structures are finite and the quantifiers used are restricted to
these finite structures, this theory used for describing structural properties is decidable, and,
hence, the formulas of this theory can be successfully checked by these solvers. Also, some of
these tools have the same operators used in these formulas as built-in operators, what makes
this translation and verification a fairly easy task. For these reasons, we are only concerned
with proposing an automatic method for verifying behavioural restrictions. Hence, the effort
required by the user of our strategy to verify structural constraints consists of encoding: the
structural elements of the network (identifiers and alphabets) and the predicates describing the
structural restrictions in a SMT solver tool. The satisfaction of the predicates would then be
carried by the tool itself.

In the sequel, we present the three patterns systematised in this work that prevent dead-
lock, these are: the resource allocation pattern, the client/server pattern and the dynamic asyn-
chronous pattern. The formalisation of the first two patterns in the style presented here can also
be found in [ASW14]; the formalisation of the third pattern can be found in [AOS+14].

4.1 Resource Allocation pattern

The resource allocation pattern can be applied to systems that, in order to perform an action,
have to acquire some shared resources. In this pattern, the atoms of a network are divided
into user and resource atoms. A user represents a component of the system that needs to
acquire some resources in order to fulfil its final purpose. A resource depicts a resource at
the disposal of the users of the system. For the purpose of describing some special events of
this pattern, we define two structures intrinsic to this pattern. The functions acquire(idU , idR)
and release(idU , idR) give the event used by the user process idU to acquire (and, respectively,
release) the resource idR. This pattern imposes a behavioural restriction on both resource and
user atoms.

The expected behaviour of a resource is given by the following specification. It offers the
events of acquisition to all users able to acquire this resource and, once acquired, it offers the
release event to the user that has acquired it. Note that this is a schematic process; once the
users(id) structure is defined, this process is fully defined and it becomes an actual process.
This is an artifice used to specify behavioural constraints which are later tailored to a particular
concrete process.

Definition 32 (Resource specification). Let id be an identifier of a resource atom and users(id)
a set of user identifiers used by this resource.

ResourceSpec(id,V) =
let idsU = users(id)

Resource =
[] idU : idsU @
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acquire(idU,id) -> release(idU,id) -> Resource
within Resource

The required behaviour of a user is given by the following process. It first acquires all the
necessary resources, and then releases them. Both acquiring and releasing must be performed
using the order denoted by the resources(id) sequence.

Definition 33 (User specification). Let id be an identifier of a user atom and resources(id) a
sequence of resource identifiers in which this user atom acquires its resources.

UserSpec(id,V) =
let Acquire(s) =

if s != <> then
acquire(id,head(s)) -> Acquire(tail(s))

else SKIP
Release(s) =

if s != <> then
release(id,head(s)) -> Release(tail(s))

else SKIP
User(s) =

Acquire(s);Release(s);User(s)
within

User(resources(id))

These two processes represent the behavioural specification that should be met by the user
and resource behaviours, respectively. The actual imposition of this restriction is guaranteed
by a refinement relation, which represents a notion of conformance of the behaviour of the
atoms to their specification. This conformance notion is given by the stable failure refinement
relation [F=. The predicates used to represent the conformance relation to each atom and,
consequently, to the entire network is given as follows.

Definition 34 (Resource allocation behavioural restriction). Let users and resources be the sets
of user and resource atom identifiers, respectively.

BehaviourRA(V,users,resources) =̂ Behaviour(V,users,UserSpec,[F=) ∧
Behaviour(V,resources,ResourceSpec,[F=)

where Behaviour(V,S,Spec,R) = ∀ id : S • Spec(id,V ) R Abs(id,V )

Aside from the behavioural restriction, this pattern also imposes a structural restriction,
which is given by a conjunction of simpler conditions. The first condition, partitions, ensures
that users and resources are two disjoint partitions of the network identifiers. The dis jointEvents
condition guarantees that the events used for acquiring and releasing resources are disjoint,
whereas controlledAl phaUsers and controlledAl phaResources imposes that the events shared
by a user and, respectively by a resource, must be the set of acquire and release events. Finally,
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strictOrder ensures that the transitive closure of the >RA relation, >∗RA, is a strict order. A strict
partial order is a relation on a set S, such that it is transitive, irreflexive and assymetric. This
last condition intuitively means that the users must respect a general order on resources when
acquiring them, i.e., they all must consistently acquire resources, respecting this general order
on resources.

Definition 35 (Resource allocation structural restriction). Let V be a live network, users a set of
user atom identifiers, resources a set of resource atom identifiers and =name an equality relation
on function names; we actually use f1 6=name f2 as an abbreviation of ¬( f1 =name f2).

StructureRA(V,users,resources) =̂
partitions(domV,users,resources) ∧
dis jointEvents({users,resources}) ∧
controllerAl phaResources(V,resources) ∧
controlledAl phaUsers(V,users) ∧
strictOrder(>∗RA)

where:

• partitions(S,P1,P2) =̂ S = P1∪P2 ∧ P1∩P2 = /0

• dis jointEvents(Fs) = ∀ f1, f2 : Fs • f1 6=name f2⇒ ran f1∩ ran f2

• controlledAl phaUsers(V,S) =̂
∀ id : S • ranresources(id)⊆ resources ∧
A(id1,V )∩VocV = {acquire(id, idr),release(id1, idr) | idr ∈ ranresources(id)}

• controlledAl phaResources(V,S) =̂
∀ id : S • users(id)⊆ users ∧
A(id1,V )∩VocV = {acquire(idu, id),release(idu, id) | idu ∈ users(id)}

• id1 >RA id2 =̂ ∃ id : users • ∃ i, j : domresources(id) •
id1 = resources(id)(i) ∧ id2 = resources(id)( j) ∧ i < j

The compliance with the resource allocation pattern is given by the conformance to both
behavioural and structural constraints, i.e. the network must satisfy both the StructureRA and
BehaviourRA predicates.

4.2 Client/server pattern

The client/server pattern is used for architectures where an atom behaves as a server and as a
client in the network. The events in the alphabets of atoms can be classified into client requests,
server requests and responses. When the process offers a server request event, it is in a server
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state, in which it has to offer all its server requests to its clients. This behaviour is described by
the following specification, which, additionally, allows the process to behave arbitrarily when
performing non server request. The server request events of atom id is given by the function
serverRequests(id).

Definition 36 (Behavioural server requests specification). Let id be an identifier of an atom in
a network V .

ServerRequestsSpec(id,V) =
let sEvs = serverRequests(id)

otherEvs = diff(A(id,V),sEvs)
Server = ((|~| ev : otherEvs @ ev -> SKIP)

|~| ([] ev : sEvs @ ev -> SKIP)) ;
Server

within
if not empty(otherEvs) then

Server
else

RUN(sEvs)

where:
RUN(evs) = [] ev : evs @ ev -> RUN(evs)

In the definition of the process ServerRequestsSpec, we check whether the set of non
server request events is empty, since the replicated internal choice operator is not defined for
an empty set of elements. In the case of this set being empty, the server request restriction
mandates the atom to always offer all its events, since they are all server requests, which is rep-
resented by process RUN(sEvs). Otherwise, the atom must behave according to the Server
process.

There is also an imposition on the behaviour of processes concerning requests and re-
sponses. A process, conforming to the client/server pattern, must be initially offering its re-
quest events. Once a request is performed, it can behave in several ways, according to some
conditions. If the request performed demands no response, then the process must offer, again,
some request events. If the request demands a response, then there are two cases to consider,
when this performed request is a server one and when it is a client one. In the case of a server
request, the process must answer this request with at least one of the possible responses. In the
case of a client request, the process must be able to accept all expected responses. The function
responses gives the set of the expected responses for a request event, and the client requests
of an atom identified by id are given by the function clientRequests(id). The specification of
this behaviour is given by the following process, which also has for dealing with the replicate
internal choice undefinedness for empty sets.

Definition 37 (Behavioural server responses specification). Let id be an identifier of an atom
in a network V .
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RequestsResponsesSpec(id,V) =
let

cEvs = clientRequests(id)
sEvs = serverRequests(id)
ClientRequestsResponsesSpec =

(|~| ev : cEvs @ ev ->
(if empty(responses(ev)) then SKIP
else ([] res : responses(ev) @ res -> SKIP)))

ServerRequestsResponsesSpec =
(|~| ev : sEvs @ ev ->

(if empty(responses(ev)) then SKIP
else (|~| res : responses(ev) @ res -> SKIP)))

C = ClientRequestsResponsesSpec;C
S = ServerRequestsResponsesSpec;S
CS = (ClientRequestsResponsesSpec

|~| ServerRequestsResponsesSpec);CS
within

if empty(cEvs) and empty(sEvs) then STOP
else

if empty(cEvs) then S
else

if empty(sEvs) then C
else CS

The conformance relation of an atom’s behaviour to the ServerRequestsSpec is given
by the refinement relation in the stable revivals model. RequestsResponsesSpec confor-
mance is ensured by the stable failure refinement relation.

Definition 38 (Client/server behavioural restriction). Let V be a network.

BehaviourCS(V ) =̂ Behaviour(V,domV,ServerRequestsSpec,[V=) ∧
Behaviour(V,domV,RequestResponsesSpec,[F=)

Similarly to the resource allocation structural restriction, the structural restriction of the
client/server pattern is composed of a conjunction of smaller clauses. The dis jointEvents pred-
icate ensures that the events used for sever requests, client requests, server responses and client
responses, for an atom, are disjoint. The controlledAl pha predicate guarantees that the com-
munication alphabet is restricted to client and server events. The pairedEvents guarantees that
every server request has a client request pair and vice-versa. Also, the strictOrder predicate
guarantees that the transitive closure of the >CS relation, (>∗CS), is a strict order. In this section,
we use the following abbreviations for the sake of conciseness.

• SRq(id) = serverRequests(id)
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• CRq(id) = clientRequests(id)

• SRp(id) =
⋃

req∈SRq(id) responses(req) and

• CRp(id) =
⋃

req∈CRq(id) responses(req),

The structural restriction is given by the following predicate.

Definition 39 (Client/server structural restriction). Let V be a live network, and =name an equal-
ity relation on function names; we actually use f1 6=name f2 as an abbreviation of¬( f1 =name f2).

StructureCS(V ) =̂ dis jointEvents({CRq,SRq,CRp,SRp},V ) ∧
controlledAl pha(V,domV ) ∧
pairedEvents(V,domV ) ∧ strictOrder(>∗CS)

where:

• dis jointEvents(Fs,V ) =̂

∀ id : domV ; f : Fs • f1 6=name f2⇒ f1(id)∩ f2(id) = /0

• controlledAl pha(V,S) =̂
∀ id : S • A(id,V )∩VocV = SRq(id)∪CRq(id)∪SRp(id)∪CRp(id)

• pairedRequests(V,S) =̂
∀ id : domV • ∀req : SRq(id) • ∃ id′ : domV • req ∈CRq(id′) ∧
∀ id : domV • ∀req : CRq(id) • ∃ id′ : domV • req ∈ SRq(id′)

• id1 >CS id2 =̂CRq(id1)∩SRq(id2) 6= /0

A network conforms to this predicate if the conjunction of the structural and behavioural
restrictions is satisfied.

4.3 Asynchronous dynamic pattern

This pattern can be applied to networks with two different types of nodes: the participants and
the transport layer. The participants of the network do not interact directly with each other, but
exchange messages via the transport layer. A participant recursively sends messages to all its
peer participants and receives messages from them. Both sending and receiving must follow an
order. Furthermore, participants can turn on and off at any time. The transport layer, composed
of a set of transport entities, provides communication point-to-point between participants of the
network. It also has the ability to identify whether participants are on or off.

A transport entity connects two participants: a sender and a receiver. It is entitled to receive
data from its sender participant and to pass this data on to its receiver participant. This com-
munication is unidirectional from the sender to the receiver. It also detects whether its sender
is switched on or off.
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Definition 40 (Transport entity specification). Let id be an identifier of a transport entity,
source(id) and target(id) the identifiers of the sender and receiver participants associated to
the transport entity id, and o f fCh, sendCh, receiveCh, onCh, timeoutCh functions that, given
the identifiers of source and target participants, yield the channels used for detecting that the
sender is off, receiving data, sending data, and that the sender is on, and signalling a timeout,
respectively. The transport entity CSP specification is:

TransportSpec(id) =
let

idS = source(id)
idT = target(id)
On = offCh(idS,idT) -> Off

[] sendCh(idS,idT)?data -> OnF(data)
OnF(d) = offCh(idS,idT) -> Off

[] sendCh(idS,idT)?data -> OnF(data)
[] receiveCh(idS,idT)!d -> On

Off = onCh(idS,idT) -> On [] timeoutCh(idS,idT) -> Off
within Off

The processes On, OnF and Off specify the expected behaviour of a transport entity in a
sender detected as on and no data available state, in a sender detected as off and data available
state, and in a sender detected as off state, respectively. The transport entity initially behaves
as Off, in which case it offers two events to its participants: a timeout that informs the receiver
that the sender is switched off, and a turn on that detects when the sender turns on, in which
case it behaves as the process On. In this state, the transport entity is on and empty: it can
receive data from the sender participant or detect a switching off event from it. In the case of
the latter, the entity behaves as Off again. However, if it receives data, the transport entity
stores this data and starts behaving as OnF. In the OnF state, the transport entity can receive
new data from its sender participant, in which case the new data overwrites the data previously
stored. However, it can also transmit the data stored to its receiver participant, in which case the
transport entity behaves as On again. Finally, it can also detect whether its sender participant
has turned off, in which case it behaves as the process Off.

The participants of the network contain its business logic. They have a dynamic behavioural
feature that allows them to turn on and off and a functional behaviour that involves data ex-
change and any business related function. The behavioural specification of a conforming par-
ticipant is given in the next definition.

Definition 41 (Participant specification). Let id be the identifier of a participant of the network
and sequence(id) a function that yields a sequence of ids representing the order in which this
participant interacts with its neighbours. The participant CSP specification is:

ParticipantSpec(id) =
let s = sequence(id)

SendReceive(id,s) =
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Send(id,s);Receive(id,s);SendReceive(id,s)
within OnDetect(id,s);

(SendReceive(id,s) /\ (SKIP |~|STOP));
OffDetect(id,s); ParticipantSpec(id,s)

A participant first behaves as the process OnDetect, which sends a signal to inform that it
is on to each transport entity to which it acts as a sender. This mechanism abstracts the ability
of the transport layer to detect participant status. The s parameter gives the order in which
the participant interacts with its transport entities. After turning on, it acts recursively, first
behaving as a sender (Send) and then as a receiver (Receive). When behaving as a sender,
it sends messages to all transport entities that have this participant as sender, following the order
recorded in s. When acting as a receiver, in the same way, it interacts with the transport entities
that have it as a receiver, also following the order stated in s: it accepts both the incoming data
and a timeout signal, which indicates that the sender associated with the transport entity is off.

In order to check whether an atom of either a transport entity or a participant conforms
to the corresponding specified behaviour, we use the refinement relation in the stable failures
model of CSP. The behavioural restriction imposed by this pattern is given as follows.

Definition 42 (Dynamic async behavioural restriction). Let V be a network, such that the atoms
of V are partitioned into transportEntities and participants. Then we define

BehaviourAD(V, transportEntities, participants) =̂
Behaviour(V, transportEntities,TransportSpec,[F=) ∧
Behaviour(V, participants,ParticipantSpec,[F=)

In addition to the behavioural restrictions, the pattern also imposes structural restrictions.
The first one restricts the alphabet of any two participants or transport entities to be disjoint.
This restriction is encoded in the dis jointAl pha predicate. This ensures that any two par-
ticipants or two transport entities do not interact directly. The controlledAl pha predicate is
satisfied if the alphabet of the interaction between constituents is the set composed of the send,
receive, on, off and timeout events. This ensures that the behaviour related to the interaction
between constituents of the network is restricted to the controlled behaviour. The sequence of
ids used to guide the order of interaction for the participant’s behavioural restriction must have
only one occurrence of each neighbour of this participant. This restriction is guaranteed by the
validOrder predicate. This structural restriction is given by the following predicate.

Definition 43 (Async Dynamic network). Let V be a network, participants a set of participants
and transport entities a set of transport entities.

StructuralAD(V, participants, transport entities) =̂
dis jointAl pha ∧
partition(V, participants, transport entities) ∧
∀ id : participants• validOrder(id) ∧
∀ id : domV • controlledAl pha(id)

where:
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• dis jointAl pha =̂

∀F1,F2 : {sendCh,receiveCh,onCh,o f fCh, timeoutCh}•
F1 6=name F2⇒{F1(id1, id2)|id1, id2 ∈ participants}∩
{F2(id1, id2)|id1, id2 ∈ participants}= /0

• partition(v,s1,s2) =̂ s1∩ s2 = /0 ∧ s1∪ s2 = domv

• validOrder(id) =̂ f unctional(sequence(id))

• controlledAl pha(id) =̂
A(id)∩VocV = {|sendCh(id, id2),receiveCh(id2, id), id ∈ participants

onCh(id, id2),o f fCh(id, id2),

timeoutCh(id, id2)|id2 ∈ ransequence(id)|}
A(id)∩VocV = {|sendCh(source(id), target(id)), id ∈ transport entities

receiveCh(source(id), target(id)),
onCh(source(id), target(id)),
o f fCh(source(id), target(id)),
timeoutCh(source(id), target(id))}

The conformance of a network to this pattern is given by a conjunction of the restrictions
presented.

4.4 Soundness

In this section, we demonstrate the validity of the patterns introduced, i.e. we argue why the
conditions imposed by the patterns prevent deadlocks. The soundness of the patterns presented
is assured by, among other conditions, behavioural properties of the maximal states of the
abstracted network, i.e. by behavioural properties of the abstracted atoms when considering
maximal failures. When proving soundness, we do this using an arbitrary network which con-
forms to a pattern. This means that we do not know what the exact behaviour of the network
or its atoms is. Hence, we can not deduce anything about the maximal failures based, exclu-
sively, on the behaviour of the network or its atoms. Therefore, we need to find a way, based
on the fact that a network is compliant to a pattern, to demonstrate that the atoms have a given
behavioural property precluding deadlocks. From pattern compliance, and more specifically
from behavioral restriction compliance, we learn that the refinement assertions describing this
restriction hold. Hence, we end up having to find a way to assure that given the validity of
these refinements, the maximal failures of an abstracted atom have a desired property. Thus,
we propose two theorems that help on attaining this purpose.

The first theorem concerns failures and relies on a particular aspect of the maximal failures
of a refined process. It identifies a subset of the failures of a process, called maximal candidate
failures and given by MC f ailures, from which the maximal failures of the refined process,
given by M f ailures, must be drawn. If the refinement relation holds for P and Q (P[F=Q),
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the maximal failures of Q (M f ailures(Q)) must lie within the maximal candidate failures of
P (MC f ailures(P)), which is composed of the failures f , such that they must refuse the set of
impossible events after f .s. We call this set the maximal candidate failures, as it represents the
set of candidate maximal failures for the refined processes. If the maximal failure does not lie
inside this set, then the refinement relation does not hold. If the maximal failure of Q does not
lie in this set, it either lies outside the failures of P or it lies inside but it does not refuse all
impossible events. In the first case, the refinement relation is trivially false. In the second case,
if it does not refuse all impossible events of P, this implies that Q can perform an event that
was impossible for P to perform after f .s, what implies that Q has a trace that is not a trace of
P, also violating the relation. This theorem is formally presented as follows.

Theorem 12 (Maximal failures induced by refinement). Let P and Q be two arbitrary pro-
cesses.

P[F=Q⇒M f ailures(Q)⊆MC f ailures(P)

where:

• M f ailures(P) =̂ { f : f ailures(P)|maxF( f ,P)}

• MC f ailures(P) =̂ { f : f ailures(P)| f .R⊇ initials(P/ f .s)}

Proof. This proof can be found in Appendix A.

Based on this theorem, in order to prove that the maximal failures of the abstracted atom
satisfy a desired property preventing deadlocks, we need only to prove that the maximal candi-
date failures of the behavioural specification satisfy this property. As the specification process
is known, we use its semantics to verify whether it satisfies this behavioural property.

In a very similar manner, we present a theorem concerning stable revivals. As we use the
stable revival for specifying behavioural restrictions, we also demonstrate that if the refinement,
for this model, holds, then there is a specific set of the revivals of P, the maximal candidate
revivals (MCrevivals(P)), in which the maximal revivals of Q (Mrevivals(Q)) must lie. This set
is the set of revivals r of P, such that r must refuse all the impossible events after r.s and, also, it
must refuse all the impossible revival events after the failure (r.s,r.R). In a very similar way, to
the argument constructed for the previous theorem, if any of these conditions is violated, then
the refinement relation is does not hold. This theorem is formally presented as follows.

Theorem 13 (Maximal revivals induced by stable revival refinement). Let P and Q be two
deadlock free processes.

P[V=Q⇒Mrevivals(Q)⊆MCrevivals(P)

where:

• Mrevivals(Q) =̂ {r|r ∈ revivals(Q) ∧ max(r,Q)}

• MCrevivals(P) =̂ {r|r∈ revivals(P)∧ r.R⊇ initials(P, f ailure(r))∧ r.R⊇ initials(P/r.s)}
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• max(r,Q) =̂ ∀r′ : revivals(Q) • r′.a = r.a ∧ r′.s = r.s⇒ r.R 6⊂ r′.R

• initials(P, f ) =̂ {r.a|r ∈ revivals(P) ∧ f ailure(r) = f}

• f ailure(r) =̂ (r.s,r.R)

Proof. This proof can be found in Appendix A.

Note how vital those theorems are for the strategy presented in the sequel, as we cannot
make any assumptions based solely on the behaviour of the atoms, since we do not know,
a priori, what their behaviour is. Nevertheless, because of the refinement relation and these
introduced theorems, we are able to use a known CSP process, the specification of a behavioural
restriction, to prove that the atoms of a compliant network satisfy a property that impedes
deadlock.

4.4.1 Resource allocation

As the purpose of the pattern is to avoid deadlock, we argue how and why compliance to the
resource allocation pattern prevents deadlock. As explained earlier, we rely on properties of
the atoms, in addition to the results presented in Chapter 2, to prove deadlock freedom for
conforming networks.

The behavioural restrictions imposed on the resource atoms ensure that their maximal fail-
ures satisfy the resourceProperty. This property assures that a resource is either acquired by or
released by an user. The AcquiredResource( f , id,V ) predicate holds if and only if the resource
has been acquired by a user. When this happens, the resource’s trace has an odd length. Also,
there must be a user that must have acquired this resource, and this user must be unique. This is
represented by the second part of this predicate, which states that, there must be an identifier of
a user, such that the projection of this resource’s trace over the events of releasing and acquir-
ing has an odd length, and for all the other identifiers of users, their respective projection must
have an even length. The ReleasedResource( f , id,V ) is satisfied if and only if the resource is
free. In such a state, its trace must have an even length, and, for all users that can acquire it, the
projection of its traces over the events of releasing and acquiring shared between the resource
and each of these users must also have an even length. These properties are formally stated as
follows.

Definition 44 (Resource property). Let id be an identifier of network V .

resourceProperty(id,V ) =̂

∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) • AcquiredResource( f , id,V ) ∨ ReleasedResource( f , id,V )

where:

• AcquiredResource( f , id,V ) =̂

(odd( f .s) ∧
(∃ idu1 : users(id) • odd( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)}) ∧
∀ idu2 : users(id) • idu1 6= idu2⇒

even( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)})))
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• ReleasedResource( f , id,V ) =̂

(even( f .s) ∧ (∀ idu : users(id) • acquire(idu, id) ∈ (A(id,V )\ f .R) ∧
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu, id),release(idu, id)})))

This property holds for all the resource atoms of a network compliant to the resource al-
location pattern, as demonstrated by Theorem 18 (see Appendix B). This is so because this
disjunction holds for the MC f ailures of the ResourceSpec(id,V) process, as proved in
Lemma 4 (see Appendix B). Therefore, as the refinement relation holds between this specifica-
tion and abstracted atoms, the maximal candidate set M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) is a subset of the
set MC f ailures(ResourceSpec(id,V)) (Theorem 12). Thus, this disjunction holds for all
the failures in M f ailures(Abs(id,V )).

The users also possess a property that is used in the proof of deadlock freedom. The
userProperty states that, for all maximal failures of the abstracted atom, it is either releas-
ing or acquiring a resource. The UserAcquiring( f , id,V ) characterises the states when the user
is acquiring a resource. In such a state, there is a single resource which is being acquired.
Hence, for the trace of the failure representing this state, its projection, over the events for re-
leasing and acquiring, must have an even length. Note that, because the behaviour is given as
a finite sequence of pairs of acquiring and releasing events, a sequence of even length implies
that the last element of this trace is a releasing event, and that the next event performed by this
process is an acquiring event. In the same way, an odd sequence implies that the last event is an
acquiring event and that the next event of this process must be a releasing event. When acquir-
ing, as our behavioural restriction imposes, the atom must acquire a resource which is smaller
in the >RA order than the last one acquired. The UserReleasing( f , id,V ) predicate holds if
and only if the user is releasing a resource. This happens when the user process is accepting
only a single acquiring event. Also, the projection of the trace of this failure over the events of
acquiring and releasing of the resource being released has an odd length. These properties are
formally captured in the following definition.

Definition 45 (User property). Let id be an identifier of network V .

userProperty(id,V ) =̂

∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) •UserReleasing( f , id,V ) ∨UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

where:

• UserReleasing( f , id,V ) =̂

∃ idr : resources •
((A(id,V )\ f .R) = {release(id, idr)} ∧
odd( f .s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)}))

• UserAcquiring( f , id,V ) =̂

∃ idr : resources •
((A(id,V )\ f .R) = {acquire(id, idr)} ∧
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)}) ∧
min(r( f .s, id)∪{big}))>RA idr
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• r(s, id) =̂ {idr|idr ∈ ranresources(id) ∧ odd(s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)})}

This property holds for all user abstracted atoms, as demonstrated by Theorem 19 (see Ap-
pendix B). This is so because, this disjunction is valid for all failures in the maximal candidate
failures set, MC f ailures(UserSpec(id,V)) (see Theorem 7 in Appendix B), and, as the
refinement relation holds, M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) ⊆ MC f ailures(UserSpec(id,V)) holds
(see Theorem 12). Thus, this disjunction also holds for the failures in M f ailures(Abs(id,V )).

In order to demonstrate the validity of this pattern, we use an auxiliary theorem, which
demonstrates that, whenever an ungranted request arises between a pair of atoms, there is an
induced strict order between a function over semantics of the processes involved in this un-
granted request. This induced strict order is given by the pair (>∗RA′ ,Π), such that:

Π =̂ resources∪{big}∪{id′|id ∈ (resources∪{big})}
a >RA′ b =̂ (a ∈ (resources∪{big}) ∧ b = a′) ∨

(b ∈ resources ∧ (∃c • c >RA b ∧ c′ = a)) ∨ a = big

where ′ is a decoration function that, given an identifier of a resource, id, it generates a different
value id′, which is not an identifier of a resource, and big is the top element of the >RA′ order.
Note that this order is, merely, a sort of extension of the >RA one, presented. We extend this
new order by creating a top element called big, and we add intermediate values between the
pairs of that order, i.e., instead of having a>RA b, we have, in this new order, two pairs a>RA′ a′

and a′ >RA′ b.
The function g from the semantics of an atom’s behaviour to Π, which is used to order the

processes, is as follows.

g(σ , id) =̂
(min>∗

RA′
(r(ρ(σ , id,V ).s)∪{big}))′ id ∈ users

big id ∈ resources ∧ even(ρ(σ , id,V ).s)
id id ∈ resources ∧ odd(ρ(σ , id,V ).s)

where min>∗
RA′

is the function giving the minimal element of a set, considering the >∗RA′ order.
This auxiliary theorem states that whenever there is an ungranted request from atom id1 to

atom id2 in state σ , then g(σ , id1) >
∗
RA′ g(σ , id2) holds. The reason is that, firstly, there can

only be ungranted request between a user and a resource, as they do not interact with their
similar. Secondly, the only case an ungranted request from a user to a resource arises is when
the user is willing to acquire a already acquired resource. In this case, the value of g for the
resource is id and the value of g for the user is a greater than id, since a user always acquires
a resource with a smaller id than the ones it acquired, as the userProperty attests. Hence, for
this case the theorem holds. Regarding ungranted requests from a resource to a user, there are
two cases to consider: when the resource is free and when the resource is acquired and the user
has not released it yet. In the former case, the value of g for the resource is the top value and
as the values of g for a user are always smaller than the top value, for this case, the theorem
also holds. For the latter case, when the user has acquired the resource, the value of g for this
resource is given by its id, and the value of g for the user in question is smaller than the minimal
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identifier of the resources acquired by this user, because of the decoration function and the way
in which g is calculated to a user. Thus, this also holds for this case and, consequently, for all
pair of processes in the network. The theorem is formally given as follows.

Theorem 14 (RA conformance imply ungranted requests strict order). Let V be a network,
users and resrouces two partitions of this network, and id1 and id2 two identifiers of this net-
work, and assume that RA(V,users,resources) holds.

∀σ ; id1, id2 : domV • state(σ ,V ) ∧ max(σ ,V ) ∧ id1 6= id2 ∧
ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V )⇒ g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

Proof. The formal proof can be found in Appendix B.

The main theorem of this section, which establishes that a network which conforms to the
resource allocation pattern is deadlock free, is presented next. It relies on the Theorem 14,
just presented, and on Theorem 3. A deadlock cannot arise because a proper cycle of ungranted
request is impossible to arise. This occurs because, thanks to Theorem 14, an ungranted request
between elements implies that the elements involved are ordered by the >∗RA′ strict order. This
means that a cycle of ungranted requests cannot arise, since this would imply that this strict
order is reflexive, a contradiction. This theorem is as follows.

Theorem 15 (Deadlock free resource allocation network). Let V be a network users and
resources two sets of identifiers.

If RA(V,users,resources) then V is deadlock free.

where: RA(V,users,resources) =̂ StructureRA(V,users,resources) ∧
BehaviourRA(V,users,resources)

Proof. Since (>∗RA,resources) is a strict order, the pair (>∗RA′,Π) is also an strict order. The
reason is that this order is, merely, a sort of extension of the previous one. We extend this new
order by creating a top element called big, and we add intermediate values between the pairs of
that order, i.e., instead of having a >RA b, we have, in this new order, two pairs a >RA′ a′ and
a′ >RA′ b.

Based on the fact that >∗RA′ is a strict order, we prove that an ungranted request between
elements, say id1 and id2, of the network in state σ implies that g(σ , id1) >

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2); this

means that a proper cycle of ungranted requests is impossible, since it would imply in a con-
tradiction of the following form g(σ , id1) >

∗
RA′ g(σ , id1). The formal proof is conducted as

follows.

true [Assumption]

=⇒
∀σ ; id1, id2 : domV •
(state(σ ,V ) ∧ max(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ))⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[Theorem 14]

=⇒
V is deadlock free

[Theorem 3]
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4.4.2 Client/server

In this subsection, we introduce a set of properties that a maximal failure of an atom must have,
if it conforms to the client/server pattern. These properties are used as a specification of the
maximal failures of the atoms in the proof of deadlock freedom. The clientServerProperty
states that the behaviour of an atom must consist of one of the following: a server responding
behaviour, a server requesting behaviour, a client responding behaviour or a client requesting
behaviour. Each of these behaviours are captured by a predicate over the maximal failures of
the process. This predicate is defined as follows.

Definition 46 (Client server property).

clientServerProperty(id,V ) =̂

∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) •
ServerResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨
ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ClientRequesting( f , id,V )

The behaviour of an atom, when acting as a responding server, is characterised by the
ServerResponding predicate. In this state, the atom has handled a request as a server, and is
now responding to the atom that made the request. This means that the last event of its trace is
a server request, and that this request requires a response. When in such a state, the atom must
be offering one of the expected response events. last is the function giving the last event of a
trace.

Definition 47 (ServerResponding predicate).

ServerResponding( f , id,V ) =̂

SResp( f , id,V ) ∧ ∃ev : responses(last( f .s)) • ev ∈ (A(id,V )\ f .R)

where
SResp( f , id,V ) =̂ f .s 6= 〈〉 ∧ last( f .s) ∈ SRq(id) ∧ responses(last( f .s)) 6= /0

The ClientResponding describes the state where an atom, behaving as a client, has re-
quested some information from another atom, and is now waiting for its response. In such a
state, the last event of the atom’s trace must be a client request event, and this last request must
require a response. Differently from what happens when a server is responding, when a client
is in such a state, it must be able to accept all expected responses, since, generally, it cannot
predict what will be the answer of the server.

Definition 48 (ClientResponding predicate).

ClientResponding( f , id,V ) =̂

CResp( f , id,V ) ∧ (A(id,V )\ f .R) = responses(last( f .s))

where
CResp( f , id,V ) =̂ f .s 6= 〈〉 ∧ last( f .s) ∈CRq(id) ∧ responses(last( f .s)) 6= /0
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An atom in this network can also be a server waiting for a request, and the ServerResquesting
characterises this situation. In such a state, the server is not responding and it is waiting for a
request of one of its clients. In this state, an atom must be able to accept any requesting event
from its clients.

Definition 49 (ServerResquesting predicate).

ServerResquesting( f , id,V ) =̂

SReq( f , id,V ) ∧ SRq(id)⊆ (A(id,V )\ f .R)

where

SReq( f , id,V ) =̂

( f .s = 〈〉 ∨ last( f .s) ∈ (SRp(id)∪CRp(id)) ∨
(last( f .s) ∈ (SRq(id)∪CRq(id)) ∧ responses(last( f .s)) = /0)) ∧ SRq(id) 6⊆ f .R

An atom can also be acting as a requesting client, in which case the following predicate
(ClientResquesting) holds. In this state, the atom must not be able to accept any server requests
events, and it is not responding either. It is simply making one or more requests to its server
atoms.

Definition 50 (ClientResquesting predicate).

ClientResquesting( f , id,V ) =̂

CReq( f , id,V ) ∧ ∃req : CRq(id) • req ∈ (A(id,V )\ f .R)

where

CReq( f , id,V ) =̂

( f .s = 〈〉 ∨ last( f .s) ∈ (SRp(id)∪CRp(id)) ∨
(last( f .s) ∈ (SRq(id)∪CRq(id)) ∧ responses(last( f .s)) = /0)) ∧ SRq(id)⊆ f .R

The clientServerProperty holds for all the abstracted atoms of a network conforming to the
client/server pattern, this is ensured by Theorem 22 (see Appendix C). This is so because the
maximal candidate failures of the conjunction of the behavioural specifications satisfying this
disjunction together with the behavioural satisfaction and Theorems 12 and 13, imply that this
disjunction also holds for the maximal failures of the compliant atoms.

The validity of this pattern lies in the following theorem. Its proof can be intuitively argued
as follows. In a network compliant with this pattern, an atom is in one of the states described
by the clientServerProperty. If it is in a client responding or in a server responding state, then
there must exist another atom, which is offering a shared event, making the network able to
perform this event, and, as a consequence, avoiding a deadlock. Hence, a deadlocked state
must consist of atoms either behaving as a server or as a client requesting. Therefore, if a
proper cycle of ungranted requests exists, it must be composed of atoms behaving as a client
requesting or as a server requesting. This means that, we have three types of cycles involving
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these behaviours: a cycle exclusively composed of client requesting atoms, a cycle exclusively
composed of server requesting atoms or a cycle with both types of behaviour involved. For
the last type, if there is a client and a server requesting atoms in a cycle, this implies that there
must be an ungranted request from a client to a server requesting atom. This fact originates a
contradiction, since the client must be performing a client request, which must be accepted by
the server, as the server must be willing to accept all requests from its clients. This contradiction
proves that this type of cycle cannot occur. For the other two types of cycle, as we impose
the >∗CS to be a strict partial order, their existence would originate a contradiction of the form
id >∗CS id, which proves that these two cycles cannot happen. Therefore, there cannot be proper
a cycle of ungranted requests, which, by Theorem 1, proves deadlock freedom for these cases.

Theorem 16 (Network CS conform is deadlock free). Let V be a network.

If Con f ormCS(V ) then V is deadlock free.

where Con f ormCS(V ) = BehaviourCS(V ) ∧ StructureCS(V )

Proof. We conduct the proof by assuming Con f ormCS(V ) and proving that, under this condi-
tion, V is deadlock free. Let σ be an arbitrary maximal state, and f (id) =̂ ρ(σ , id,V ).

=⇒
state(σ) ∧ max(σ ,V )

[Assumption]

=⇒
∀ id : domV • clientServerProperty(id)

[Theorem 22]

=⇒
∀ id : domV • ServerResponding( f (id), id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f (id), id,V ) ∨
ServerRequesting( f (id), id,V ) ∨ClientRequesting( f (id), id,V )

[clientServerProperty(id) def]

Here, we split the proof into 5 cases, and prove that for all cases there cannot be a deadlock.

• ∃ id : domV •ClientResponding( f (id), id,V )

• ∃ id : domV • ServerResponding( f (id), id,V )

• ∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i, i′ : domC •
ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V )

• ∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∀ i : domC •ClientResquesting( f (C(i)), i,V )

• ∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∀ i : domC • ServerResquesting( f (C(i)), i,V )

Case 1 (∃ id : domV • ClientResponding( f (id), id,V )). We start by assuming that there is a
client responding process as denoted by predicate ClientReponding.

∃ id : domV •ClientResponding( f (id), id,V )

=⇒
∃ id : domV • last( f (id).s) ∈CReq(id) ∧ responses(last( f (id).s)) 6= /0

[ClientResponding( f (id), id,V ) def]
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=⇒
(∃ id : domV • last( f (id).s) ∈CReq(id) ∧ responses(last( f (id).s)) 6= /0) ∧
(∃ id′ : domV • last( f (id).s) ∈ SReq(id′) ∧ responses(last( f (id).s)) 6= /0)

[pairedEvents def]

By triple disjointness, responses(last( f (id).s)) contains only events shared between id′ and
id. This means that both processes id and id′ must agree on a response event after last( f (id).s).
Since id has not performed any event after this one, this implies that id′ must not have per-
formed any event after performing last( f (id).s). Thus, the last event of id′ must be the same
as last( f (id).s). Hence, last( f (id).s) = last( f (id′).s).

=⇒
(∃ id : domV • last( f (id).s) ∈CReq(id) ∧ responses(last( f (id).s)) 6= /0) ∧
(∃ id′ : domV • last( f (id′).s) ∈ SReq(id′) ∧ responses(last( f (id′).s)) 6= /0)

[last( f (id).s) = last( f (id′).s)]

=⇒
(∃ id : domV • (A(id,V )\ f (id).R) = responses(last( f (id).s))) ∧
(∃ id′ : domV • ∃ev : responses(last( f (id′).s)) • ev ∈ (A(id′,V )\ f (id′).R))

[ClientResponding( f (id), id,V ) and ServerResponding( f (id′), id′,V ) hold]

=⇒
∃ id, id′ : domV •
∃ev : responses(last( f (id′).s)) • ev 6∈ (A(id′,V )∩ f (id′).R)∪ (A(id,V )∩ f (id).R)

[ST and PC]

By triple disjointness, ev cannot belong to any alphabet other than alphabets A(id′,V ) and
A(id,V ). Hence, ev 6∈ re f usals(σ).

=⇒
∃ id, id′ : domV • ∃ev : responses(last( f (id′).s)) • ev 6∈ re f usals(σ)

=⇒
∃ id, id′ : domV • ∃ev : responses(last( f (id′).s)) • re f usals(σ) 6= Σ

[ev ∈ Σ]

=⇒
re f usals(σ) 6= Σ

[PC]

Case 2 (∃ id : domV • ServerResponding( f (id), id,V )). Regarding this case, we can prove it
with a very similar reasoning as the one used for Case 1. We assume that there is an atom
behaving as a ServerResponding in the network, and we show that there is a corresponding
ClientResponding. Hence, we prove that they agree on a response, which proves that, in this
state, both processes can perform an event making this state not deadlocked.
Case 3 (∃ i, j′ •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (i′),C(i′),V )). Let V
be an arbitrary network, σ an arbitrary state.

First of all, let us assume that there is a proper cycle of ungranted requests in this state.
Also, we introduce addition modulo the size of the cycle (⊕), to work with the indices of this
cycle.

For this case and the two following it, we can assume that no atom behaves as a server
responding or a client responding in the cycle, since this would imply deadlock freedom, as
demonstrated by the previous two cases. Hence, we only consider cycles with atoms behaving
either as ClientRequesting or as ServerRequesting. Thus, for our case, the following predicate
holds.
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• ∀ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V )

∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i, i′ : domC •
ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V )

[Assumption 1]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i⊕1)),C(i⊕1),V )

[Lemma 8]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i⊕1)),C(i⊕1),V ) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

[Cycle def]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
(∃req : CRq(C(i)) • req ∈ (A(C(i),V )\ f .R)) ∧
ServerRequesting( f (C(i⊕1)),C(i⊕1),V ) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

[ClientRequesting def]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
(∃req : CRq(C(i)) • req ∈ (A(C(i),V )\ f (C(i)).R)) ∧
SRq(C(i⊕1))⊆ (A(C(i⊕1),V )\ f (C(i⊕1)).R) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

[ServerRequesting def]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
(∃req : CRq(C(i)) • req ∈ (A(C(i),V )\ f (C(i)).R)) ∧
SRq(C(i⊕1))⊆ (A(C(i⊕1),V )\ f (C(i⊕1)).R) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V ) ∧
∃ id : domV • req ∈ SRq(id)

[pairedEvents definition]

Here we split the proof into two cases:

• id =C(i⊕1)

• id 6=C(i⊕1)

Case 3.1 (id =C(i⊕1)).

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
∃req : CRq(C(i)) • req ∈ (A(C(i),V )\ f (C(i)).R) ∧
SRq(C(i⊕1))⊆ (A(C(i⊕1),V )\ f (C(i⊕1)).R) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V ) ∧
req ∈ SRq(C(i⊕1))

[id =C(i⊕1)]
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=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
∃req : CRq(C(i)) •
req ∈ ((A(C(i),V )\ f (C(i)).R)∩ (A(C(i⊕1),V )\ f (C(i⊕1)).R)) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

[ST and PC]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
(A(C(i),V )\ f (C(i)).R)∩ (A(C(i⊕1),V )\ f (C(i⊕1)).R) 6= /0 ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

[ST and PC]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
¬ungrantedness(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V ) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

[ungrantedness def]

=⇒
f alse

[ungranted request def and PC]

=⇒
(∃ i, i′ : domC •
ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V ))
⇒∀C • ¬Cycle(C,σ ,V )

[PC]

=⇒
re f usals(σ) 6= Σ

[Theorem 1]

Case 3.2 (id 6=C(i⊕1)).

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
∃req : CRq(C(i)) • req ∈ (A(C(i),V )\ f (C(i)).R) ∧
SRq(C(i⊕1))⊆ (A(C(i⊕1),V )\ f (C(i⊕1)).R) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V ) ∧
req 6∈ SRq(C(i⊕1))

[id 6=C(i⊕1)]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
(A(C(i),V )\ f (C(i)).R)∩A(C(i⊕1),V ) = /0 ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

[ST and PC]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∃ i : domC •
¬request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V ) ∧
ungranted request(σ ,C(i),C(i⊕1),V )

[request def and PC]

=⇒
f alse

[ungranted request def and PC]
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=⇒
(∃ i, i′ : domC •
ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V ))
⇒ (∀C • ¬Cycle(C,σ ,V ))

[ungranted request def and PC]

=⇒
re f usals(σ) 6= Σ

[Theorem 1]

Case 4 (∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∀ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V )). For this case,
we prove that a cycle cannot happen since the strict order (domV,>∗CS) prevents it.

∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∀ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V )

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∀ i : domC •C(i)>CS C(i⊕1)

[CRq(i)∩SRq(i⊕1) 6= /0]

=⇒
∃C •Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∀ i : domC •C(i)>∗CS C(i)

[transitivity of >∗CS]

=⇒
f alse

[irreflexivity of >∗CS and PC]

=⇒
(∀ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ))⇒ (∀C • ¬Cycle(C,σ ,V ))

[PC]

=⇒
re f usals(σ) 6= Σ

[Theorem 1]

Case 5 (Cycle(C,σ ,V ) ∧ ∀ i : domC • ServerRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V )). For this case, we
use the same reasoning as the one used in the previous case, but, instead of using the relation
>CS, we use its dual, <CS.

4.4.3 Async dynamic

The proof of validity of the pattern is also argued based on properties that participants and
transport entities have. These properties are denoted as predicates over the maximal failures
of the process, and they serve as an specification in the process of establishing the validity of
our pattern. The first property concerns the participants of the network, and it states that a
participant atom is either turning on, sending, receiving or turning off.

Definition 51 (ParticipantProperty).

participantProperty(id,V ) =̂

∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) •
POn( f , id,V ) ∨ PO f f ( f , id,V ) ∨ PSend( f , id,V ) ∨ PReceive( f , id,V )

Even though we do not demonstrate that the complying abstracted atoms have this property,
this can be achieved using the same reasoning used for the other patterns. We can prove that
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the maximal candidate failures of the participant specification satisfy this disjunction and, as a
consequence of the validity of the refinement assertion in the behavioural restriction, that the
maximal failures of the abstracted participant atoms also satisfy this disjunction.

The predicate capturing a participant in a receiving state is given as follows. In such a state,
the participant might either be accepting the timeout event, the receive event and the off event,
or only the first two. This occurs because the off behaviour is non-deterministic. Also, in such
a state, the process must be willing to receive some data from a neighbour, and, as it acts in a
sending-receiving cycle, the last event of the interaction between itself and this neighbour must
have been a send event. As the atom is on, the transport entity must have detected this fact.
This means that the number of on events communicated to this transport entity must be greater
than the off events.

Definition 52 (ParticipantReceiving).

PReceive( f , id,V ) =̂

∃ id′ : PA •
((A(id,V )\ f .R) = {receiveCh(id, id′), timeoutCh(id, id′),o f fCh(id, id′)} ∨
(A(id,V )\ f .R) = {receiveCh(id, id′), timeoutCh(id, id′)}) ∧
#( f .s |̀ {onCh(id, id′)})> #( f .s |̀ {o f fCh(id, id′)}) ∧
last( f .s |̀ {sendCh(id, id′),receiveCh(id, id′)}) = sendCh(id, id′)

The participant can also be sending data. In such a state, it accepts either the send event and
the off event, or only the send event. This happens because turning off is a non-deterministic
behaviour of the participant. This corresponds to the first part of the predicate. Moreover, the
atom must have performed more on events to the transport entity to which it is attempting to
communicate than off events, as the transport entity must detect that this participant is on.

Definition 53 (ParticipantSending). Let participants be the set of participants of network V ,
PA(id) =̂ participants\ id

PSend( f , id,V ) =̂

∃ id′ : PA •
((A(id,V )\ f .R) = {sendCh(id, id′)} ∨
(A(id,V )\ f .R) = {sendCh(id, id′),o f fCh(id, id′)}) ∧
#( f .s |̀ {onCh(id, id′)})> #( f .s |̀ {o f fCh(id, id′)})

When the participant is turning off, it must be sending off messages. Hence, the predicate
capturing this turning off behaviour holds if in a given state the participant accepts only the
off event. This is described in the first part of the predicate. The second part attests that the
transport entity, to which this off message is being sent, has detected that this participant is on,
i.e. it must have received more on events than off events, coming from this participant. This
predicate is given as follows.
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Definition 54 (ParticipantOff).

PO f f ( f , id,V ) =̂

∃ id′ : PA •
(A(id,V )\ f .R) = {o f fCh(id, id′)} ∧
#( f .s |̀ {onCh(id, id′)})> #( f .s |̀ {o f fCh(id, id′)})

The participant might also be turning on. In such a state, the following predicate must hold.
It states that the process must be offering the on event. Also, the transport entity to which it is
sending the on event must have detected this participant as off, i.e. it must have received the
same number of on events and off events, coming from this participant.

Definition 55 (ParticipantOn).

POn( f , id,V ) =̂

∃ id′ : PA •
(A(id,V )\ f .R) = {onCh(id, id′)} ∧
#( f .s |̀ {onCh(id, id′)}) = #( f .s |̀ {o f fCh(id, id′)})

The maximal failures of the transport entities also satisfy a property which is used as a
specification in our formal argument of soundness. A transport entity must be, according to the
description of its behaviour, either on and empty, on and full, or off, where being on and off
refers to the status of the sender participant of this transport entity. The predicate describing
this property is given as follows.

Definition 56 (TransportEntityProperty).

transportEntityProperty(id,V ) =̂

∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) • T EOnEmpty( f , id,V ) ∨ T EOnFull( f , id,V ) ∨ T EO f f ( f , id,V )

The demonstration that the abstracted transport entity atoms have this properties can be
achieved using the same reasoning used for the participant property. We can prove that the
maximal candidate failures of the transport entity specification satisfy this disjunction and, as
a consequence of the validity of the proposed refinement assertion, that the maximal failures of
the abstracted transport entity atoms also satisfy this disjunction.

When the transport entity is on and empty, the following predicate must hold. In such a
state, the transport entity must be offering an off and a send event. As it is empty, and it is an
one place buffer, the last event performed by this transport entity, involving data, must have
been a receive event. Also, because it is on, it must have performed more on events than off
events.
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Definition 57 (TransportEntityOnEmpty).

T EOnEmpty( f , id,V ) =̂

(A(id,V )\ f .R) = {o f f (source(id), target(id)),sendCh(source(id), target(id))} ∧
#( f .s |̀ {onCh(source(id), target(id))})> #( f .s |̀ {o f fCh(source(id), target(id))}) ∧
last( f .s |̀ {send(source(id), target(id)),receive(source(id), target(id))}) =

receive(source(id), target(id))

In the case that the transport entity is on and full, it must satisfy the following predicate. It
attests that, in this state, a transport entity must be accepting a send, an off and a receive event.
Also, it must have, as last event related to data, a send, so it is full. Additionally, as it is on, it
must have performed more on events than off events.

Definition 58 (TransportEntityOnFull).

T EOnFull( f , id,V ) =̂

(A(id,V )\ f .R) = {o f f (source(id), target(id)),
send(source(id), target(id)),receive(source(id), target(id))} ∧

#( f .s |̀ {on(source(id), target(id))})> #( f .s |̀ {o f f (source(id), target(id))}) ∧
last( f .s |̀ {send(source(id), target(id)),receive(source(id), target(id))}) =

receive(source(id), target(id))

In the case that the transport entity is off, the following predicate must hold. In such a
state, the transport entity must offer the on and the timeout events. Also, as it is turned off, the
number of off events must be equal to the number of on events.

Definition 59 (TransportEntityOff).

T EO f f ( f , id,V ) =̂

(A(id,V )\ f .R) = {on(source(id), target(id)), timeout(source(id), target(id))} ∧
#( f .s |̀ {on(source(id), target(id))}) = #( f .s |̀ {o f f (source(id), target(id))})

After presenting these sketches of the properties describing both the behaviour of partic-
ipants and of the transport entities, we state the theorem that establishes the validity of this
pattern. Its validity is based on the fact that, if there is a participant in a PSending, a POff or
a POn event, then there must be a transport entity, which can cooperate with this participant,
preventing a deadlock. With this, we can consider, for our proof of deadlock freedom, only
the states where the participants are in neither of these states. Hence, we show that, for these
states, there cannot be a proper cycle of ungranted requests, because a particular strict order
arises between the failures of atoms.

Theorem 17. Let V be a network, and participants and transport entities two partitions of
the domain of this network, then:
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AsyncDynamic(V, participants, transport entities)⇒ V is deadlock free

where

AsyncDynamic(V, participants, transport entities) =̂
BehaviouralAD(V, participants, transport entities) ∧
StructuralAD(V, participants, transport entities)

Proof. In order to prove deadlock freedom, we must show that there is no deadlocked state. For
this purpose, we conduct this proof considering the following scenarios for an arbitrary state in
question.

• There exists a participant satisfying PO f f

• There exists a participant satisfying POn

• There exists a participant satisfying PSending

• There exists a transport entity satisfying T EOnFull or T EO f f in a supposed proper
cycle of ungranted requests

• There exists only participants in satisfying PReceiving and transport entities satisfying
the T EOnEmpty predicate in a proper cycle of ungranted requests

Case 1 (There exists a participant satisfying POff). In this case, the transport entity, to which
this participant is attempting to synchronise, is either in a T EOnEmpty state or in a T EOnFull
state. This because the predicate PO f f imposes the transport entity to which it is communi-
cating to be on. In those states, this transport empty accepts the off signal. Hence, the network
can perform this event, and, therefore, it is not deadlocked.
Case 2 (There exists a participant satisfying POn). In this case, the transport entity, to which
this participant is attempting to synchronise, is in a T EO f f state, thanks to the satisfaction of
the POn predicate. Therefore, this transport entity accepts the on event. Hence, the network
can perform this event, and, thus, it is not deadlocked.
Case 3 (There exists a participant satisfying PSending). In a PSending state, the process must
be offering the send event for a transport entity. Additionally, this predicate also implies that
this transport entity is either in a T EOnEmpty state or in a T EOnFull state. Note that, in these
two states, this transport entity is accepting the send event. Hence, in such a state, the network
can perform this send event and, as a consequence, this state is not a deadlocked one.
Case 4 (There exists a transport entity satifying TEOnFull or TEOff in a proper cycle of un-
granted requests). First of all, a proper cycle of ungranted requests must be an alternating
sequence of participants and transport entities. The reason is there cannot be a request between
two participants or two transport entities, since they do not share events. Therefore, the atom
preceding a transport entity in a cycle must be a participant. If a participant is in either a POn
state, a PO f f state or a PSending state, then it lies in one of the previous cases, and, by conse-
quence, the state is not deadlocked. Hence, in this case, we are only interested in showing that,
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if the preceding participant, in this cycle, considering this transport entity, is in a PReceive state,
then this state cannot present a cycle of ungranted requests. If the participant is in a PReceive
state, it must be able to accept both the receive and the timeout event. When the transport entity
is in a T EOnFull state, it offers the receive event, and when it is in a T EO f f state it offers
the timeout event. Hence, this pair of processes can perform one of these events, what violates
the ungrantedness predicate. Therefore, there cannot be a proper cycle of ungranted requests,
what prevents a deadlocks of arising, in these conditions.
Case 5 (There exists only participants in satisfying PReceive and transport entities satisfying
the TEOnEmpty predicate in a proper cycle of ungranted requests). From the previous cases,
we can conclude that the only kind of state that has not been proved deadlock free is the one
that involves participants in a PReceive state and transport entities in a T EOnEmpty state. In
this case, there is a very particular order that arises among processes. Note that, in such a state,
each participant is trying to receive something from one of the transport entities. As each trans-
port entity is empty, there is an ungranted request from the participants to the corresponding
transport entity, from which it is trying to receive data. Note, also, that a transport entity in
these conditions is making an ungranted request to its sender participant, i.e., the participant
that sends data to it. Moreover, the structural conditions impose that a path of ungranted re-
quests must be made of alternating participants and transport entities, since there cannot be
interactions between two transport entities or two participants.

These conditions imply that there are paths of ungranted requests, id1, id2, id3, where id1 and
id3 must be participants, and id2 must be a transport entity. Furthermore, participant id1 must
have started its last broadcast more recently than the start of the last broadcast of participant
id3. This occurs because, in order for id2 to be empty, participant id1 must have read the last
data sent, must have broadcast after that and must be willing to receive from id2 again. During
this time, participant id3 must be stuck, waiting for receive data from another transport entity.
Therefore, the last broadcast of id3 must have started before the start of the last broadcast of
id1.

This means that there is an order on participant which is induced by these ungranted re-
quests. Observe that this relation between last broadcasts of atoms is a strict order. It is ir-
reflexive, since there cannot be a process whose last broadcast started more recently than its
own last broadcast. It is, also, transitive, since if process id1 last broadcast started more recently
than the start of the last broadcast of id2, and the last broadcast of id2 started more recently than
the start of the last broadcast of id3, then, obviously, the last broadcast of id1 has started more
recently than the start of the last broadcast of id3. We use the notation id1 >AD id2, meaning
that process id1 has started to broadcast more recently than process id2.

As a result, there cannot be a proper cycle of ungranted requests in such a cycle, since it
would imply in a contradiction. Observe that, by the facts established, the participants would be
ordered by the >AD relation. Hence, because of transitivity, we would have that the participant
in position i would have started its last broadcast more recently than its own last broadcast,
(i >AD i), a contradiction consisting of the violation of the irreflexivity of this relation. This
demonstrates that no cycle of this type can happen. Hence, there cannot be a deadlock in a state
such as this one.



CHAPTER 5

Case Studies: Application and Performance
Analysis

After proposing an approach for local analysis of deadlock freedom, we introduce four exam-
ples to show the proposed strategy in practice. In this chapter, we demonstrate how to apply
the concepts introduced in this work to the proposed examples, for the verification of dead-
lock freedom. Also, we analyse the efficiency of our strategy, in comparison to other existing
approaches for deadlock freedom verification. The choice of the examples was based on the
methods that are used for the analysis of deadlock freedom. These four examples (together)
require conflict freedom verification, conformance to all the patterns and the application of the
decomposition principle, in order to guarantee them deadlock free. This means that, with them,
we are able to put into practice most of the presented concepts.

In this work, we use the FDR refinement checker [Uni12]. The choice of FDR lies on the
fact that it is a well establish refinement checker for CSP, which has been widely used and
improved for more than 10 years [RW06b, POR09, AGL+12, Ros95]. Nevertheless, any other
refinement checker supporting checking the refinement relation of the stable failures and stable
revivals models could be used.

In addition to the demonstration of how to apply the proposed concepts, we evaluate the
efficiency of this local technique. In this analysis, we measure the time, in seconds, needed
to check the behavioural restrictions, as well as the states checked. Furthermore, we com-
pare these numbers considering our method and two other methods available for deadlock
verification: the Deadlock Checker [Mar12, Mar96] and the built-in deadlock assertion of
FDR [Uni12].

The Deadlock Checker is a tool with the specific purpose of checking deadlock freedom for
live networks. This tool relies on six deadlock verification algorithms. Its main algorithm is
called State Dependency Digraph (SSD) algorithm [Mar96], and it is the one used for compar-
ison in this work. This algorithm builds a digraph called state dependency digraph for the net-
work under analysis, which is a kind of wait-for digraph presenting the dependencies between
states of the processes. These dependencies, which correspond to the arcs of this digraph, are
exactly the ungranted requests between states of the atoms of the network being tested. A
system is considered deadlock free by this algorithm if it has no cycle of dependencies. This
means that the system has no set of states that can cause a cycle of ungranted requests. This al-
gorithm is not complete, in the sense that it is not able to guarantee deadlock freedom for some
deadlock free processes. For instance, there are some processes that cannot fulfil the conditions
to be a live network, what is not allowed by the Deadlock Checker, and still be a deadlock free
system. Also, the network model has some deficiencies presented in the related work section
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that reduces the set of networks that can be demonstrated deadlock free by this method.
The FDR’s deadlock assertion is a built-in assertion of the FDR refinement checker, which

verifies if a CSP process deadlocks. It constructs a transition system representing the behaviour
of the process, and it verifies if this model has no deadlocked states. It is a complete method
for verification, in the sense that, if a system is deadlock free, this assertion will attest so.

It is worth pointing out that, even though we present the number of states for each method,
the comparison between the number of states given for our method or for FDR’s deadlock
assertion with the number of states for the SSD algorithm is meaningless. This is the case
because the number of states given for the SDD algorithm corresponds to the number of states
of a derived digraph, and the number of states for the other two approaches is the number of
states of a transition system being checked. Even so, the number of states can be used for
checking how the complexity of the model being handled raises, as the number of processes
increases. As, for our method and FDR’s assertion, the number of states is calculated based on
a transition system, these numbers can be compared without any bias.

For this efficiency analysis, we used a dedicated server, running Ubuntu 12.04.2 LTS. It
possesses 16GB of RAM, 8 cores Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600K CPU @ 3.40GHz, and a solid-
state hard drive of 160 GB.

5.1 Case Study 1: Ring Buffer

In the first case study, we guarantee that a ring buffer [OSA+13] is deadlock free. The ring
buffer has a cell for storing cached data, and a number N of cells to store additional data. This
first-in-first-out mechanism of storage keeps the current data to be output in a cache slot, and
the rest of data is stored in the cells. These cells act as slots of a circular list; the buffer keeps
information about which cell is the top of the list and which one is the bottom. The top cell is
the one that is going to store new data, and the bottom cell has the data to be output immediately
after the data held in the cache slot. In addition to this information, it also records the current
size of the buffer, considering occupied cells and the cache slot. Note that the information about
top and bottom is updated depending on inputs and outputs of the buffer. Moreover, the buffer
refuses to input data if completely full, and, obviously, refuses to output if empty.

We use the model presented in [OSA+13], which is composed by a controller and a set of
memory cells to store data. The controller is responsible for storing input data in the appropriate
cell, and it possesses the cache slot. The appropriate cell is chosen based on the information
about the top and bottom indices of the buffer, kept by the controller. The controller also keeps
track of the size of the buffer.

The behaviour of the controller is given by the Controller process. This process con-
sists of the deterministic offer of two behaviours given by processes InputController and
OutputController. The InputController is responsible for dealing with the input
behaviour of the controller. This behaviour is only offered if the buffer is not completely full.
This process fist accepts data at its input channel. Once data is input, if the the buffer is empty,
it stores the data on the cache slot; if that is not the case, it offers a write event to the current
top cell. After writing this new data to the top cell, it updates the size of the buffer and which
cell is the new top one. The OutputController is responsible for the part of the behaviour
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of the controller related to outputs. This behaviour is only available if the buffer is not empty.
This process, initially, offers the data in its cache slot at its output channel. After this, it can
move the data contained in the bottom cell to the cache slot, if the size of the buffer is greater
than one, or it does nothing, if there is no data in the bottom cell. Following this, it updates the
size and the bottom cell of the buffer, according to the changes made.

Controller =
let ControllerState(cache,size,top,bot) =

InputController(cache,size,top,bot)
[]
OutputController(cache,size,top,bot)

InputController(cache,size,top,bot) =
size < N & input?x ->

(size == 0 & ControllerState(x,1,top,bot)
[]
size > 0 & write.top!x ->
ControllerState(cache,size+1,(top+1)%NCELLS,bot))

OutputController(cache,size,top,bot) =
size > 0 & output!cache ->

(size > 1 & (read.bot?x ->
ControllerState(x,size-1,top,(bot+1)%NCELLS))

[]
size == 1 & ControllerState(cache,0,top,bot))

within
ControllerState(0,0,0,0)

A cell of the buffer is described by the RingCell process. It has a fairly simple behaviour;
it can either receive data to be written in the cell, via the read.id channel, or send the actual
value stored in the cell, via the write.id channel. As the type of the data in this example is
irrelevant, since we are only concerned with the behaviour of data storage, we set the type of
the storaged data to be an integer ranging from zero to two.

RingCell(id) =
let Cell(val) =

read.id!val -> Cell(val) [] write.id?x -> Cell(x)
within

Cell(0)

After presenting the behaviour of the controller and the cell, we can introduce the network
that represents the ring buffer,which is given by a set containing: a tuple representing the
controller and N− 1 tuples representing the cells. The tuples representing the controller and
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Figure 5.1 The communication graph of a network depicting our Ring buffer implementation with size
four

memory cells are, in that order, as follows. Note that the cells are parametrised by an id, which
identifies them. Recall that each tuple is formed of an identifier, a CSP process and an alphabet.

(CONTROLLER, Controller,{|input,output,read,write|})

(CELL.id, RingCell(id),{|write.id,read.id|})

Additionally, note that we do not establish a fixed number of cells. The reason is that our
model is parametrised so as to be able to change the size of the buffer and, by consequence, the
number of cells, without having to change anything but a variable in the model. This variable
is the N, which represents the total fixed size of the buffer, including the cache slot.

As the network must be live in order to be used by our framework, we also demonstrate
informally that a network of this kind is live. First of all, it is busy and non-terminating, because
the behaviours of our atoms are given by sequential processes, and the only way they can
terminate or deadlock is by having a STOP or a SKIP process in their definitions. By examining
their definitions, we perceive that they do not contain these processes; as a consequence, the
network is non-terminating and busy. A network of this form is also triple disjoint, since an
event of the network is shared by, at most, a cell and the controller.

After describing the network, we start analysing the communication topology of this net-
work. From the alphabets of tuples, we can conclude that there is no interaction between any
pair of cells, as they do not share an event. Each cell has events prefixed by write.id or
read.id, where id is unique. On the other hand, each cell shares its events with the con-
troller, since the controller has, as alphabet, the events prefixed by read and write. Hence, the
communication graph of a network of this kind is acyclic, possessing only edges between the
cells and the controller. For instance, the communication graph for such a network, depicting a
buffer with size four, is given in Figure 5.1

As this network is live and acyclic, it can be demonstrated deadlock free, by verifying that
the pairs of atoms of the network are conflict free. We can achieve this by using our refinement
expression capturing conflict freedom (see Theorem 11) to verify that all the interacting pairs
of atoms of such a network are conflict free. This means that we verify, with our proposed
refinement expression, that the pairs cell-controller are conflict free. For instance, considering
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Proposed method Deadlock checker FDR deadlock assertion
Nodes #Procs States Time (s) States Time (s) States Time (s)

3 4 360 0.114 66 0.253 540 0.03
5 6 1344 0.165 236 0.243 18144 0.078

10 11 6534 1.06 1116 1.431 21434787 96.976
20 21 28614 12.08 4826 36.838 * *
30 31 66294 47.82 *** *** * *

* FDR exceeds the machine’s memory available
*** Method does not support the number of states

Table 5.1 Practical comparison for case study 1

cell CELL.0 and the controller, we would have the following expression for conflict freedom
verification, assuming that RingBufferNetwork is the ring buffer network under analysis.

ConflictFreeSpec(CELL.0,CONTROLLER,RingBufferNetwork) [V=
Context(CELL.0,CONTROLLER,RingBufferNetwork)

For the purpose of evaluating this method of verification, we conduct a practical analysis to
assess how this proposed method performs in practice. As mentioned, in the beginning of this
chapter, we compare it with two other methods for evaluating deadlock freedom and the results
of the three methods are depicted in the Table 5.1.

From the data presented in Table 5.1, we remark that our approach is the only one able to
check a ring buffer with 30 memory cells. FDR fails to analyse an instance of this model with
20 memory cells, as it needs more than the memory available in our dedicated server. Also,
for a model with 10 memory cells, FDR deadlock assertion takes longer than the proposed
strategy with 30 memory cells. The Deadlock checker is able to analyse a model with up
to 20 memory cells, but the 30-memory-cells model has more states than the algorithm can
handle. The SSD algorithm does not accept networks with atoms having a transition system
with more than 10,000 states. In comparison with our model, the deadlock checker takes 3
times as much time to verify a 20-memory-cells configuration. This demonstrates that, for
this example, our approach scales better than both the Deadlock Checker algorithm and FDR’s
deadlock assertion.

5.2 Case Study 2: Dining Philosophers

In this second case study, we demonstrate how to apply our concepts in order to guarantee
deadlock freedom for the dining philosophers problem. This problem consists of philosophers
trying to eat in a shared table. The philosophers have, as main concerns, to think and to eat.
In order to eat, a philosopher must acquire two forks disposed on the table. The table has as
many sits as philosophers. The table is set in a way that a philosopher, when sat, has access
to two forks, one on his left-hand side, and another on his right-hand side. The forks are not
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exclusively acquired by this philosopher, a philosopher sat on his right, can also acquire his
right-hand side fork. In the same way, a philosopher sat on his left, can also acquire his left-
hand side fork. The forks can only be acquired and put back on the table. The goal of this
problem is to propose a system, which respects this definition, and does not deadlock. For
instance, if the philosophers behave acquiring the left-hand side fork and then the right-hand
side one, this system might deadlock. All the philosophers might have their left-hand side fork
in hands, and they might be all waiting to get the right-hand side one.

A known way to prevent deadlocks is to propose an asymmetric behaviour for this system.
This asymmetric version is the one that we verify in this case study. In this system, a philoso-
pher acquires, first, the fork on his left-hand side to, then, acquire the fork on his right-hand
side. After eating, it puts the forks back in the table. This holds for all philosophers but one.
A particular philosopher acquires the forks in the opposite order, first the right-hand side fork
then the left-hand side fork.

We use the model originally presented in [Ros98], which includes processes to describe the
forks and the philosophers. The philosophers can sit, get the forks, eat and get up. The forks can
only be acquired and released. The behaviour of the philosophers, except for the asymmetric
philosopher, is given by process Phil, where the parameter id is used to differentiate the
behaviour of the philosophers. This process describes the behaviour of the philosophers as:
first he sits, then he picks his left-hand side fork, then his right-hand side fork, then he eats,
he puts the forks down in the same order as he acquired them and then he gets up. When up,
the philosopher can start again this behaviour. Note that, the pick up event has a last id, which
serves as a sort of identifier of the fork being acquired. The id fork is the left-hand side fork
and the next(id) fork is the right-hand side fork.

Phil(id) =
sit.id -> pickup.id.id -> pickup.id!next(id) ->
eat.id -> putdown.id.id -> putdown.id!next(id) ->
getup.id -> Phil(id)

The behaviour of the exceptional philosopher (the asymmetric one) is given by process
APhil, A stands for asymmetric. This process describes, exactly, the same behaviour as Phil,
but, instead of acquiring the left-hand side fork to then acquire the right-hand side one, he
acquires the forks in the opposite order. This inversion also holds for putting down the forks.

APhil(id) =
sit.id -> pickup.id!next(id) -> pickup.id.id ->
eat.id -> putdown.id!next(id) -> putdown.id.id ->
getup.id -> APhil(id)

The behaviour of a fork is given by process Fork. This behaviour is fairly simple; the fork
is initially available for the two philosophers that can acquire it. After one acquires this fork, it
can only be released by this philosopher. When released, it can again be acquired and so on. The
i variable in the definition of the behaviour serves as an identifier of the philosopher acquiring
the fork. In this case, philosophers id and prev(id) can acquire this fork. The philosopher
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identified by id is the philosopher who has fork id on his left-hand side, and prev(id) is the one
who has it on his right-hand side.

Fork(id) =
[] i : {id,prev(id)} @

pickup.i.id -> putdown.i.id -> Fork(id)

After the description of these behaviours, we can present the dining philosophers network,
which is composed of philosophers and forks, evidently. The forks, philosophers and the pecu-
liar philosopher have tuples of the following form, respectively, where the id differentiates the
forks and the philosophers.

(FORK.id,Fork(id),
{|pickup.i.id,putdown.i.id | i <-{id,prev(id)}|})

(PHIL.id,Phil(id),
{|pickup.id.i,putdown.id.i,sit.id,getup.id,eat.id

| i<-{id,next(id)}|})

(PHIL.id, APhil(id),
{|pickup.id.i,putdown.id.i,sit.id,getup.id,eat.id

| i <- {id,next(id)}|})

In such a network, the philosophers Phil.id, where id ranges from zero to N− 2, are
the traditional ones and the Phil.(N-1) is the asymmetric one. Note that we parametrised
the network with this N representing the number of philosophers of the network. With this
parametrisation, we are able to obtain arbitrary instances by varying the value of N.

As it is requested by our method, this is a live network. It is non-terminating and busy, by
the same reasoning used for the network in the previous case study. Its behaviour is given by
sequential processes that do not have neither STOP nor SKIP processes in their description.
Triple disjointness is guaranteed by the fact that each event used by a process is prefixed by a
unique prefix, except by the pick up and put down events, which are shared only by a fork and
a philosopher.

In order to start the analysis of this network, we draw its communication graph. From the
description of the network, we perceive that there cannot be interaction between two forks,
or two philosophers. Nevertheless, there can be interactions between some forks and some
philosophers. A philosopher might interact with his left-hand side fork and his right-hand side
fork. As a consequence, a fork might interact with the two philosophers that have this fork
as one of his acquirable forks. The communication graph for an instance of this network with
three philosophers is given in Figure 5.2. Observe that a network of this kind has a ring-like
communication topology. This ring is formed of a cyclic chain of possible communications
between forks and philosophers.

As this network is cyclic, we cannot guarantee deadlock freedom, locally, by simply veri-
fying conflict freedom. We can consider decomposing the network, but as there are no discon-
necting edges, the decomposition cannot take place. Therefore, we need to verify the adherence
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Figure 5.2 The communication graph of an instance of our dining philosopher network with three
philosophers

of this network to one of the proposed patterns. As it turns out, this dining philosophers sys-
tem is an example of a system which adheres to the resource allocation pattern, where the
philosophers are users and the forks are resources.

This pattern requires some additional structures to be completely defined. These structures
(sets and functions) give additional information about the network, helping to identify the ele-
ments of the pattern. The first two sets that need to be defined are the users and resources of the
network. The users set is composed of all identifiers of philosophers. The resources is the set
of all identifiers of the forks of the network. The acquire and release functions are also needed.
The function acquire(PHIL.id p,FORK.id f ) yields the event pickup.idp.idf. In the
same way, the function release(PHIL.id p,FORK.id f ) yields the event putdown.idp.idf.
Lastly, the functions users, defining the users of a resource, and resources, defining the order
that a user interacts with its resources, are defined using pattern matching, as follows.

users(FORK.id) = {PHIL.id,PHIL.prev(id)}

resources(PHIL.id) = <FORK.id,FORK.next(id)>
resources(PHIL.N-1) = <FORK.next(id),FORK.id>

The adherence of a network to the resource allocation pattern is verified by checking
whether this network satisfies the pattern predicate RA (see Theorem 15). Thus, it must sat-
isfy both structural and behavioural restrictions. The dining philosophers network satisfies the
structural restriction imposed by this pattern. The partition is obviously satisfied, since there
are two disjoint sets of resources and users, the forks and the philosophers, that encompass
all identifiers of the network. The dis jointEvents predicate is also satisfied, since the events
for picking up and putting down have different prefixes. Both clauses controlledAl phaUsers
and controlledAl phaResources are respected, since the events of the forks and philosophers,
which are shared, are the pick up events and the put down events. Finally, the strictOrder
clause, which requires the transitive closure of the order imposed by the combination of all
resources(id) sequences to be a strict partial order, is satisfied. Observe that every user re-
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Proposed method Deadlock checker FDR deadlock assertion
Nodes #Procs States Time (s) States Time (s) States Time (s)

3 6 30 0.078 30 0.119 200 0.012
5 10 50 0.105 50 0.127 6875 0.041

10 20 100 0.13 100 0.135 47271875 466.554
20 40 200 0.42 200 0.15 * *
30 60 300 0.66 300 0.185 * *

* FDR exceeds the machine’s memory available

Table 5.2 Practical comparison for case study 2

spects the following order in acquiring resources; they always acquire a fork with a Fork.id
which has an id greater than the last resource acquired, in the traditional > order on integers.

As it satisfies the structural conditions, the behavioural condition is left to be verified. The
behavioural restriction is met if the users and resources respect their corresponding specifica-
tion. For this, we have to verify that, for each philosopher and for each fork, the corresponding
refinement expression, describing this restriction, holds. As an illustration of what these ex-
pressions look like, we present two samples. One for the verification of a fork, and another for
a philosopher, in our case PHIL.0 and FORK.0. Also, we assume the network under analysis
to be DinningPhilosophersNetwork.

UserSpec(PHIL.0) [F= Abs(PHIL.0,DinningPhilosophersNetwork)

ResourceSpec(FORK.0) [F= Abs(FORK.0, DinningPhilosophersNetwork)

After presenting how these concepts can be used for checking deadlock freedom, we con-
ducted a practical experiment to see how our approach performs in practice. As mentioned, we
compare this technique with two others.

From the results presented in Table 5.2, one can see that our strategy has a near-linear
behaviour. In the case of the Deadlock checker, it takes a nearly constant time to analyse the
network. On the other hand, FDR deadlock assertion, for our example, is unable to verify a
network with 20 philosophers and 20 forks. This demonstrates the exponential blow up that
parallel composition can cause and how FDR deadlock assertion is heavily affected by it. Also,
from the number of states, for both our approach and the Deadlock checker algorithm, one can
perceive that this increase is nearly linear, demonstrating that both methods do not suffer with
this exponential blow up in state space, for this case study.

5.3 Case Study 3: Leadership Election

The third case study concerns the leadership election problem. The problem consists in choos-
ing a leader for a distributed system by an election process, which involves the participants of
the network. The problem considers a distributed system, which, initially, does not possess a
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leader, with a certain number of participants. When the participants detect the absence of a
leader, they start an election process, which must end with a leader being elected. This leader
is useful in distributed computing because it acts as a centralised controller for the system.

In this case study, we propose an algorithm to deal with a particular instance of this problem,
where the nodes participating in the network are fully connected. In our model, the participant
communicates with every other participant sending its internal state, and receiving the internal
information of the others. During this process, the participant updates an internal memory,
which stores a snapshot of the states of the other participants of the network. According to
this snapshot, the state of the participant may change. The state of the participant consists
of a priority, which is an integer value randomly chosen, and a claim, which represents the
current status of this participant in the network, either undecided, leader or f ollower. In an
undecided state, the participant is still waiting for data from the other participants to decide its
role in the network. When in a leader or in a follower state, the process has already decided its
status, considering its local information about the network, and it can only change if there is
an inconsistency in the network, or if it resets. The priority corresponds to the eagerness of the
node to become a leader.

Our implementation of a leadership election algorithm relies on four abstractions. The
participants, or nodes, of our model are composed of these four abstractions. A node has a
controller, a memory, a transmitter and a receiver. The controller acts as a coordinator of the
other systems, as it is responsible: for passing data to be stored by the memory, for giving the
appropriate data to the transmitter, and for receiving data from the receiver to be stored. Besides
that, this component also has the election logic used to deduce the leader from the current state
of the network. The transmitter has the simple behaviour of receiving the data to be transmitted
and transmitting it to the other participants. The receiver is responsible for receiving data from
the other participants of the network, passing it to the controller. Finally, the memory stores
data and keeps some additional information, used for deciding the election, in some sort of
cache slots. The general behaviour of the nodes is given by a combination of these behaviours.

The specification of this implementation is given in CSP as follows. First, let us describe
the behaviour of the transmitter, given by the Transmit process. It requests the data to be
transmitted to the controller, it receives the requested data, and then it sends this data to all
other participants of the network. The Send sends the data parameter to all neighbours of this
participant.

Transmit(id) =
requestData.id -> updateXData.id?data -> Send(id,data);

Transmit(id)

The behaviour of the receiver is given by process Receive. This process receives a data
from another participant and passes it to the controller component.

Receive(id) =
transmit?idR!id?data -> updateRData.id!idR!data ->

Receive(id)
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The controller component has the most complex behaviour of the participant. It carries in its
data argument the current state of this participant, and its behaviour consists of a deterministic
choice of either interacting with the transmitter or interacting with the receiver. Aside from that,
it can, also, non-deterministically, choose to reset. When interacting with the transmitter, it first
receives a request for the data to be transmitted, and it sends its current state to the transmitter.
When interacting with the receiver, its behaviour is more complex. It first receives a new data
from the receiver, it then passes this data to the memory to be stored, and then it triggers the
election process, carried out by process Election.

Control(id,data) =
(requestData.id -> updateXData.id!data -> Control(id,data)
[]
updateRData.id?idR?d -> updateMemData.id!idR!d ->

Election(id,data))
|~|
Init(id)

In order to demonstrate how the election process occurs, we present the Election pro-
cess in charge of this task. It first gathers some information from the memory, these are: the
number of leaders, the highest priority known, the identifier of the participant with the highest
priority known, and the number of participants that have voted, i.e., that sent their state to this
participant. After gathering this information, the internal state is changed. If the participant
is a leader and detects another leader, it becomes undecided, as a measure to trigger another
election process, and choose a new leader. If the participant is a follower and detects the ab-
sence of a leader, it goes to the undecided state, trying to elect another leader. If the node is
undecided and it detects a leader, it becomes a follower. If the node is undecided and it has
received the state of every node in the network, it can decide what its state is. If it has the
highest priority, then it becomes the leader; otherwise, it becomes a follower. A tie in highest
priority is resolved by the id argument of nodes. Observe that all components of a node have
the same id argument, which represents an identifier of the node.

Election(id,claim.priority) =
readLeaders!id -> getLeaders.id?leaders ->
readHighestPriority!id -> getHighestPriority.id?hPri ->
readHighestPriorityId!id ->

getHighestPriorityId.id?hPriId ->
readToVote!id -> getToVote.id?toVote ->
(if claim == leader then

if leaders > 0 then
Init(id)

else
Control(id,claim.priority)

else if claim == follower then
if leader == 0 then
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Init(id)
else

Control(id,claim.priority)
else

if leaders > 0 then
Control(id,follower.priority)

else if toVote == 0 then
if hPri < priority or

(hPri == priority and hPriId < id) then
Control(id,leader.priority)

else
Control(id,follower.priority)

else
Control(id,claim.priority))

The behaviour of the memory is described by the Memory process. As we are more inter-
ested in validating the behaviour of the system concerning the absence of deadlock, we describe
the memory as being a non-deterministic memory. It has all the behaviours we expect from a
memory, but, instead of truly storing data and returning the correct data, it does not actually
store data. It simply answers data requests with random data. This was done because we did not
want to bother describing a deterministic memory, and due to the fact that, as a deterministic
memory is a refinement of the non-deterministic one, if this system is proved deadlock free,
the system with the actual memory is deadlock free as well. It simply offers the behaviour for
reading the cached information about: the number of leaders, the highest known priority, the
identifier of the participant with the highest known priority, and the number of participants that
have voted. It also accepts incoming data to be stored. As mentioned, the data for storage is
discarded and the data read is random.

Memory(id) =
let

Mem =
readLeaders!id ->
(|~| leaders : {0..N} @ getLeaders!id!leaders -> Mem)

[]
readHighestPriority!id ->

(|~| hP : {0,1} @ getHighestPriority!id!hP -> Mem)
[]
readHighestPriorityId!id ->

(|~| hPId : NODE_IDS @
getHighestPriorityId!id!hPId -> Mem)

[]
readToVote!id ->

(|~| toVote : {0..N} @ getToVote!id!toVote -> Mem)
[]
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updateMemData!id?idR?newC?newP -> Mem
within

Mem

After the description of the behaviour of the elements of our network, we can describe the
network. There are tuples to describe each of the elements presented. The tuples describing
the transmitter, receiver, controller and memory components are of the following form, respec-
tively. The id is an integer used to differentiate the components of the same kind. It also can be
seen as an identifier of a participant, since all components of a participant possess the same id.
NODE IDS is a set containing an id (integer) for each participant of the network.

(TRANSMIT.id,Transmit(id),{|updateXData.id,transmit.id,
requestData.id|})

(RECEIVE.id,Receive(id),
{|transmit.idR.id, updateRData.id | idR <- NODE_IDS|})

(CONTROL.id,Init(id),{|updateRData.id, requestData.id,
updateXData.id, updateMemData.id, reset.id, getLeaders.id,
getHighestPriority.id,getHighestPriorityId.id, getToVote.id,
readToVote.id,readHighestPriority.id,readLeaders.id,
readHighestPriorityId.id|})

(MEMORY.id,Memory(id),{|updateMemData.id, getLeaders.id,
getHighestPriority.id,getHighestPriorityId.id,
getToVote.id,readToVote.id,readHighestPriority.id,
readLeaders.id,readHighestPriorityId.id|})

Note that the controller’s initialisation procedure is given by the Init process, which, after
initialisation, behaves as the Control process presented. Also, we create our model, like the
previous ones, to be parametrised by N, representing the number of participants. Hence, we can
work with a model with as many participants as we wish, by only changing this N and creating
the appropriate number of tuples for each of the presented elements.

As we only work with live networks, we argue why this network is live. First of all, as
explained for the other case studies, it is busy and non-terminating simply by the absence of
processes SKIP and STOP in the definitions of the behaviour of the elements of this network.
Triple disjointness comes from the fact that the events are shared by at most two processes.
Inside a participant, there is a sharing between memory and controller, between controller
and receiver, and between controller and transmitter. Considering the communication of two
participants, there exists a sharing in events between transmitters and receivers. However, the
way in which these events are described, with a pair of integers to identify the participants
sending and receiving, prevents an event from being shared by more than two processes.

After describing the network, as a first step in analysing it, we draw its communication
graph. Based on the description of our network, we conclude that there are edges: between the
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memory and the controller, between the controller and the transmitter, between the controller
and the receiver, all these inside the participant. As participants interact sending messages
from one participant’s transmitter to another participant’s receiver, there are edges between
these components as well. As an example of a communication graph for such a network, we
present, in Figure 5.3, this graph for an instance with N = 3. From the graph, we can infer that
there is a cycle, involving transmitters, receivers and controllers for networks of this kind.

Figure 5.3 The communication graph of an instance of our leader election network with four partici-
pants

As this network is not acyclic, we try to decompose it to see if we can work with smaller
sub-networks. In such networks, each pair of memory-controller is a disconnecting edge. In
this case, we have to verify that these edges are conflict free, and, in fact, that is the case
for our case study. Hence, instead of dealing with the entire connected network, we can deal
separately with the memories, individually, and the sub-network composed of the controllers,
receivers and transmitters. In order to verify conflict freedom, we use the proposed refinement
assertion. As an example of how it is used, we show the refinement assertion for checking
conflict freedom (see Theorem 11) between a memory and a controller of a given instance.

ConflictFreeSpec(MEMORY.0,CONTROL.0,Network) [V=
Context(MEMORY.0,CONTROL.0,Network)
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After the decomposition, we have to verify that the essential components found are dead-
lock free, as Theorem 2 dictates. For the memories, this is a simple matter. As they are atoms
of the network, and the network is live, these memories are, consequently, deadlock free. For
the other essential component under analysis, i.e., the sub-network composed of the network’s
components excluding the memories, as it is a cyclic network, we need to make it adhere to
one of our patterns. As a matter of fact, this sub-network adheres to the client/server pattern.

In order to verify the network to be conform to the client/server pattern, we first need to
identify the elements of this pattern. Firstly, we identify the server requests and the client
requests of an atom with the appropriate serverRequests and clientRequests. The function
serverRequests(id) is given by the following pattern matching expressions. Observe that, as
we apply this pattern only to this sub-network, we only define the elements of the structure of
the pattern for the components of this sub-network.

serverRequests(TRANSMIT.id) = {}
serverRequests(RECEIVE.id) = {|transmit.idR.id|idR <-NODE_IDS|}
serverRequests(CONTROL.id) = {|requestData.id,updateRData.id|}

In a very similar way, we also describe the clientRequests function.

clientRequests(TRANSMIT.id) = {|requestData.id,transmit.id|}
clientRequests(CONTROL.id) = {}
clientRequests(RECEIVE.id) = {|updateRData.id|}

Finally, we present the responses associated to these requests, given by the responses func-
tion. It is given by a pattern matching expression that yields the empty set to every event, except
for the events prefixed with requestData.id, in which case it yields the set of all events prefixed
by updateXData.id.

responses(requestData.id.x) = {|updateXData.id|}
responses(any) = {}

With these structures, the network is described and so are the elements of the client/server
pattern, therefore, we can start verifying if this sub-network adheres to this pattern. In order to
be conforming, this network must satisfy both structural and behavioural constraints. Firstly,
the structural restrictions are met. The dis jointEvents restriction is met, since, from our de-
scription, for all components, their set of client requests, server requests, client responses and
server responses are mutually disjoint. The controlledAl pha is also satisfied, since we can see
that all the components share only events classified as requests or responses. The pairedEvent
condition is also met, since there is always a correspondence for each server request to a client
request, and vice-versa. Lastly, the strictOrder is also satisfied. This condition imposes that
there cannot be a cycle in the graph of client server dependencies. Analysing these dependen-
cies, we notice that these dependencies create paths from the receivers and transmitters to the
controllers, what means that there is no such a cycle of dependencies.

Even though the structural conditions are met, in order to guarantee pattern conformance,
we have to demonstrate behavioural conformance as well. In order to demonstrate this, we use
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Proposed method Deadlock checker FDR deadlock assertion
N #Procs States Time (s) States Time (s) States Time (s)
3 18 8097 0.691 565 0.655 * *
5 50 24865 3.125 1423 3.962 * *

10 200 134930 30.78 5248 110.249 * *
20 800 853660 525.74 20098 5133.368 * *
30 2,048 16,414 80,939 * * * *

* FDR exceeds the machine’s memory available

Table 5.3 Practical comparison for case study 3

the refinement expressions presented, as Theorem 16 requires. One should use the refinement
expressions for each atom of the network so as to verify conformance. We exemplify how to
use this refinement expression, for this purpose, with a single atom of our network. Assuming
that the name of this network is Subnetwork and that the atom that we are analysing is the
CONTROL.0 atom, the assertion would be as follows.

ServerRequestsSpec(CONTROL.0,Subnetwork)
[V= Abs(CONTROL.0,Subnetwork)

RequestsResponsesSpec(CONTROL.0,Subnetwork)
[F= Abs(CONTROL.0,Subnetwork)

After describing how we can employ the concepts presented in this work to verify locally
that this network is deadlock free, we present some practical results about this application. The
results are summarised in Table 5.3.

The results of the experimentation demonstrate that, for this case study, our strategy seems
to scale better than the others. The reason is that the growth of time to check the instances of
our network is smoother for our proposed method. This is corroborated by the fact that, for a 3-
node and a 5-node configuration, the time spent in verification, for both the Deadlock Checker
and our strategy, is similar. On the other hand, for a 10-node and a 20-node, our strategy
takes considerably less time to carry out the verification of deadlock freedom. For a 30-node
configuration, the Deadlock Checker algorithm takes, approximately, 10 times as much time as
our method. The exponential blow up of this example quickly makes it unmanageable by FDR’s
deadlock assertion. This technique is not able to cope with a 3-node configuration, failing to
provide an answer, as it needs more memory than is provided to carry out this verification. Also
note that there is an increase of complexity in the processes being verified, as the number of
nodes grows. This means that the growth in time cannot be linear with the linear increase of
processes.
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5.4 Case Study 4: Dynamic Leadership Election

The fourth case study is very similar to the third one. It is also a model of a leadership election
algorithm, but this new implementation, based on the requirements of an industrial partner, the
B&O1 Company, does not conform to the client/server pattern nor can be redesigned to conform
to it without violating the desired functional requirements. Differently from the previous case,
where the participants communicated with each other directly and synchronously, this model
assumes a transport layer to ensure the transmission of messages.

A critical concept in B&O product networks is that of the dynamic global system configura-
tion, which describes the current combined configuration of all the products in the network. For
example, the currently active user experiences (such as current song, planned playlist, volume)
are stored in the system configuration, enabling the B&O system to allow the experiences to be
reproduced as the user moves around the home, thus giving the impression that the experiences
“follow” the user.

The requirements for availability and consistency of the system configuration must be re-
alised by the communications architecture, which is based on a publisher-subscriber pattern.
To enable this communication pattern the underlying network must always be able to identify
a leader (the publisher). Conceptually the architecture of a B&O product network contains two
global states:

• The publisher-subscriber state: a single publisher (the leader) is present and the product
network can guarantee availability and consistency of user experience. All other con-
nected products are subscribers (followers), and newly joined products are undecided,
until they learn the identity of the leader.

• The election state: no publisher is present and the user experiences are inconsistent or
unavailable. In this state all connected products are undecided.

In the election state a leadership protocol is executed by the products in the network. During
this state each product reacts to a set of local transition rules that will guarantee the desired
emergent property. A B&O network is inherently asynchronous, and therefore the algorithm
must tolerate the following cases:

• Products may join or leave the network at any point during or after an election. Products
may enter a power-saving state, restart because of defects, or be turned on or off by their
users. As a consequence, the algorithm must handle the disappearance of leaders and the
appearance of new contenders for leadership.

• Communication is asynchronous, with some latency in the network. There is, therefore,
no coordination of when an election is started, and so any product can initiate an elec-
tion independently. The likelihood of simultaneously initiated elections is increased by
network latency.

1http://www.bang-olufsen.com/

http://www.bang-olufsen.com/
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One of the risks that such a fluid environment increases is that the protocol might reach a
deadlocked state. To mitigate this, we develop a formal model of the B&O leadership election
protocol and show that it is deadlock-free. B&O invests in a formal analysis of this kind
because of its desire to develop and analyse models in the early design stages, before expensive
implementation commitments are made.

The proposed model has distributed nodes, which are composed of a node controller, a
set of memory cells to store data, and a memory controller. The controller stores internal
data in a set of memory cells; this data storage is managed by the memory controller. A
node communicates with another node through a bus cell, which provides a point-to-point
unidirectional communication.

The node controllers are distinguished by their id parameter, which is drawn from the set
{0..N}. We developed our model in a way that we can build an instance, with an arbitrary
number of nodes, by only changing a parameter, which, in our case, is a N representing the num-
ber of nodes. The processes prefixed with BroadCast specify the order in which messages are
sent and received by nodes: the process BroadCastData(id,data) is used by node id
to broadcast data to all other processes, while the process BroadCastControl(id,..)
distributes status messages throughout the network. A node controller that is off is modelled
by the process OffNode:

OffNode(id, priority) = switchOn.id ->
BroadCastControl(id,onSource,

OnNode(id, max(LOWER_LIMIT_PET,priority-1)))

When a node is turned on, the controller broadcasts that fact, then behaves as the controller
of a switched node, described by process OnNode. The priority, which represents the priority
of this node to become a leader, is decremented as a heuristic strategy to elect a stable leader,
i.e. the one that has the least occurrences of leaving the network. Following an initialisation, the
process Node repeatedly checks for updates in the network configuration. Using the CSP inter-
ruption (/\), we specify that this behaviour can be interrupted at any time via a switchOff
event. When switched off, the node first informs all other nodes that it has been turned off (by
broadcasting the message offSource). This behaviour of broadcasting messages after hav-
ing been turned off abstracts the behaviour of a protocol, in which any node can always detect,
via the transport layer, when another node is off.

OnNode(id, priority) =
Node(id, <id..N>, priority, undecided)
/\
((switchOff.id ->

BroadCastControl(id,offSource,OffNode(id, priority)))
|~|
STOP)

The main behaviour of a node controller, given by process Node, regulates the status ex-
change cycle between nodes, controlled by the list <id..N>, as well as the election process.
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The process Node either broadcasts its local state or receives status updates from other nodes.
The list of nodes is re-initialised to <id..N> when it is empty. The local state is given by
the priority of a node and its claim: its current state in the election process – undecided,
leader or follower. After this initial broadcast, it waits for the local state of each of its
neighbours in turn. The node receives either the current state of the neighbour (through chan-
nel cp_pack.in.a.id) or a timeout event (through channel timeout.in.a.id) if the
corresponding neighbour is turned off.

Node(id, <a>^list, mypriority, myclaim) =
if a == id then BroadCastData(id, myclaim.mypriority);

Node(id, list, mypriority, myclaim)
else

((cp_pack.in.a.id?valC?valP ->
setPack.id.a!valC!valP -> SKIP)

[]
(commTimeout.in.id.a -> setPack.id.a!off!0 -> SKIP));
Choice(id, <a>^list, mypriority, myclaim)

Each incoming message is stored, and the node reassesses its own local state in Choice.

Choice(id, <a>^list, mypriority, myclaim) =
if myclaim == undecided then

Undecided(id, <a>^list, mypriority)
else

if myclaim == leader then
Leader(id, <a>^list, mypriority)

else
Follower(id, list, mypriority)

A Leader begins by retrieving the number of other nodes that are also claiming to be
leaders. If this is not zero, the node becomes undecided; otherwise it remains a leader. The
priority of a leader node is incremented (up to an upper limit) when it has completed a full
cycle of status exchanges. This ensures that stable nodes are more likely to become leaders.

Leader(id, <a>^list, mypriority) =
nleaders.id?valLeaders ->

if valLeaders > 0 then
Node(id, list, mypriority, undecided)

else
if id == next(a) then

Node(id, list, min(UP_LMT,mypriority+1),leader)
else

Node(id, list, mypriority, leader)

A Follower remains so if there exists a leader; it becomes undecided, otherwise.
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Follower(id, list, mypriority) =
nleaders.id?valLeaders ->

if valLeaders == 0 then
Node(id, list, mypriority, undecided)

else
Node(id, list, mypriority, follower)

An Undecided node decides to lead or to follow by first retrieving the number of compet-
ing leaders, the value of the highest priority among these, and the value of the greatest identity
among the highest priority nodes. The node follows a leader if it finds one. Otherwise, it
remains undecided until the end of the status exchange cycle (id = next(a)). It then be-
comes a leader if its priority is higher than all other nodes. If multiple nodes have the same
priority, the node becomes a leader if it has the highest id.

Undecided(id, <a>^list, mypriority) =
nleaders.id?valLeaders ->
hpetition.id?highest ->
hpetitionid.id?highestid ->
(let myclaim =

if valLeaders > 0 then follower
else if id == next(a) then

if highest == mypriority and highestid < id
or highest < mypriority then

leader
else
follower

else
undecided

within
Node(id, list, mypriority, myclaim))

Communication between nodes takes place over a Bus that provides bidirectional commu-
nication between every pair of nodes. The Bus is composed of various BusCells, each of
which provides an unidirectional channel between a source and a target node.

BusCell(idSource,idTarget) =
let On(data) = cp_pack.out.idSource.idTarget?val -> On(val)

[] data != -1 &
cp_pack.in.idSource.idTarget!data -> On(-1)

[] offSource.idSource.idTarget -> Idle
Idle = timeout.idSource.idTarget -> Idle

[] onSource.idSource.idTarget -> On(-1)
within

Idle
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The memory controller is responsible for managing the storage process. It basically controls
the storage of new data, and makes available the cached information. Concerning new data, this
controller receives data from the node controller, and finds the appropriate cell in which it stores
this new data. As this data contains new information about the general state of the network,
it also updates the cached information. For instance, if this new data is from a neighbour that
used to be undecided and now is claiming to be a leader, the number of leaders increases.

ControllerPack(id,highest_petition,highest_petition_id,leaders)=
let

InnerControllerPack(highest_petition,
highest_petition_id,leaders)=

(setPack.id?idN:diff(NODES_IDS,{id})?valNewClaim?valNewPet ->
getCellPack.id.idN?valOldClaim?valOldPet ->
setCellPack.id.idN.valNewClaim.valNewPet ->

(let
new_highest_petition =

if valNewPet > highest_petition then
valNewPet

else
highest_petition

new_highest_petition_id =
if valNewPet > highest_petition then

idN
else

highest_petition_id
new_leaders =

if valNewClaim != valOldClaim and
valNewClaim == leader and
leaders < NODES then

leaders+1
else

if valNewClaim != valOldClaim and
valOldClaim == leader and
leaders > 0 then

leaders-1
else

leaders
within

InnerControllerPack(new_highest_petition,
new_highest_petition_id, new_leaders)

))
[] nleaders.id!leaders ->
InnerControllerPack(highest_petition,

highest_petition_id, leaders)
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[]
hpetition.id!highest_petition ->
InnerControllerPack(highest_petition,

highest_petition_id, leaders)
[]

hpetitionid.id!highest_petition_id ->
InnerControllerPack(highest_petition,

highest_petition_id, leaders)
within

InnerControllerPack(highest_petition,
highest_petition_id, leaders)

The memory cell offers a writing behaviour and a reading behaviour. This process is a
parametrised cell, where chSet is the channel used for writing, chGet is the channel used for
reading, idd is an identifier for the cell, and vald is the initial value that the cell has.

Cell(chSet, chGet, idd, vald) =
let

CellI(value) =
chSet.idd?val -> CellI(val)
[]
chGet.idd.value -> CellI(value)

within
CellI(vald)

After describing the behaviour of these elements, we describe the network used to model
our system. In this network, there are tuples to represent each of the components presented.
As a node is composed of a node controller, a memory controller, and memory cells, we have
these tuples for each node of our architecture. For the bus cells, we have a set of N−1 bus cells
for each node to transport messages, where N is the number of nodes. The tuples of this type
of network are of the following forms.

(BUS_CELL.idS.idR,BusCell(idS,idR),alpha(BUS_CELL.idS.idR))

(NODE.id,OffNode(id, LOWER_LIMIT_PET),alpha(NODE.id))

(MEMORY_CONTROLLER.id, ControllerPack(id, 0, 0, 0),
alpha(MEMORY_CONTROLLER.id))

(MEMORY_CELL.id.idN,CellPack(id,idN, off.0),
alpha(MEMORY_CELL.id.idN))

The alphabets are as follows:
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Figure 5.4 The communication graph of an instance of our complex leader election network with two
participants

alpha(NODE.id) =
{| cp_pack.in.a.id, cp_pack.out.id.a, timeout.a.id,
offSource.id.a, onSource.id.a, switchOn.id, switchOff.id,
setPack.id.a, nleaders.id, hpetition.id, hpetitionid.id
| a <- NODES_IDS, a != id |}

alpha(BUS_CELL.idS.idR) =
{|cp_pack.in.idS.idR, cp_pack.out.idS.idR,
timeout.idS.idR, offSource.idS.idR, onSource.idS.idR|}

alpha(MEMORY_CELL.id.idN) =
{| setCellPack.id.idN, getCellPack.id.idN |}

alpha(MEMORY_CONTROLLER.id) =
{| setCellPack.id.a, getCellPack.id.a, setPack.id.a,
nleaders.id, hpetition.id, hpetitionid.id
| a <- NODES_IDS, a != id |}

After describing the network, we start to use our framework to verify deadlock freedom.
In order to use it, we have to demonstrate that this network is live. First of all, it is busy
and non-terminating, since its process definitions are sequential and the SKIP process only
appears followed by a sequential composition, avoiding termination. Additionally, it is also
triple disjoint, since the events are shared by at most two atoms. Events for transmitting data
across the network, and for controlling on/off status of nodes, are shared between a bus cell and
a node controller; events used for storing data and to get cached information are shared between
a node controller and a memory controller. Finally, events for storing data in a memory cell are
shared between a memory controller and a memory cell.

As this network is live, we begin our analysis by drawing the communication graph of such
a network. This graph has edges from a node controller to N− 1 bus cells used to send data,
and to N−1 other bus cells used to receive data. Besides that, the node controller is connected
to the memory controller, and the memory controller is linked to the memory cells. This gives
a particular topology, which is similar to the communication graph presented in the third case
study. For illustrating this graph, we present it for an instance with two nodes in Figure 5.4.

With the communication graph, we can study the topology of the network, and we can
look for ways of decomposing this system. As one might notice, the edges between node con-
trollers and memory controllers, and the ones between memory controllers and memory cells
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are disconnecting ones. Therefore, we can decompose this system, so as to work with smaller
independent sub-networks, provided that these disconnecting edges are conflict free. In order
to prove conflict freedom, we use our refinement expression (see Theorem 11), and, in fact,
these edges are conflict free. In our case, after decomposition, we end up with a complex sub-
network composed of node controllers and bus cells, and networks composed of a single tuple
for each memory cell and for each memory controller. Note that, even though this sub-network
is complex, it has fewer components, being, as a consequence, simpler. As an example of the
expressions used for checking conflict freedom, we present two instances of them: one for
checking conflict freedom between memory controller MEMORY_CONTROLLER.0 and mem-
ory cell MEMORY_CELL.0.1, and another for the verification of conflict freedom between
memory controller MEMORY_CONTROLLER.0 and node controller NODE.0, the network un-
der analysis being LeaderElectionNetwork.

ConflictFreeSpec(MEMORY_CONTROLLER.0,
MEMORY_CELL.0.1,LeaderElectionNetwork)

[V= Context(MEMORY_CONTROLLER.0,
MEMORY_CELL.0.1,LeaderElectionNetwork)

ConflictFreeSpec(MEMORY_CONTROLLER.0,NODE.0,LeaderElectionNetwork)
[V= Context(MEMORY_CONTROLLER.0,NODE.0,LeaderElectionNetwork)

After decomposing the network, in order to guarantee deadlock freedom for the entire sys-
tem, one has to prove that each essential component, coming from the decomposition, is dead-
lock free. For the atomic essential components, this has been made. When we guaranteed
busyness, we demonstrated that they were deadlock free. For the complex sub-network, this
is a hard task. As this network is cyclic, we have to find a pattern to which this sub-network
adheres. The client/server is not an option in this case, because of the transport layer. Observe
that, in the client/server pattern, the transitive closure of the client-server relation between tu-
ples, given by >∗CS, is assumed to be a strict order. This means that there must not be a cycle in
the >CS relation. Nevertheless, in our model, the bus cells act as both client and server to the
nodes. This means that there is a cycle in this relation between node controllers and bus cells.

In order to show that this complex sub-network is deadlock free, we demonstrate that it
adheres to the Async Dynamic pattern. In order to demonstrate this, we have to, first, present
the auxiliary structures used to define the elements of this pattern, which are: the sequence(id)
function that gives the sequence in which a node controller interacts with the other node con-
trollers, the functions giving the special channels of the pattern (send, receive, on, off and
timeout), and the functions giving the source and target node controllers of a given bus cell.
These are described as follows.

sequence(NODE.id) = <NODE.n| n <- <0..N>, n != id>

receiveCh(NODE.idS,NODE.idR) = cp_pack.in.idS.idR
timeoutCh(NODE.idS,NODE.idR) = timeout.idS.idR
sendCh(NODE.idS,NODE.idR) = cp_pack.out.idS.idR
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Proposed method Deadlock checker FDR deadlock assertion
Nodes #Procs States Time (s) States Time (s) States Time (s)

3 18 578 9.696 ** ** * *
5 50 18319 220.225 ** ** * *
10 200 1510827 18501.51 ** ** * *
20 800 1.085×1011 1948887.38 ** ** * *

* FDR exceeds the machine’s memory available
** Fails to verify deadlock freedom

Table 5.4 Practical comparison for case study 4

onCh(NODE.idS,NODE.idR) = onSource.idS.idR
offCh(NODE.idS,NODE.idR) = offSource.idS.idR

source(BUS_CELL.idS.idR) = NODE.idS
target(BUS_CELL.idS.idR) = NODE.idR

After defining the elements of the pattern, we can verify adherence. In order to adhere to
a pattern, a network must conform to the structural and behavioral restrictions. The structural
constraints required by the pattern are satisfied by our sub-network. First, the partition pred-
icate is satisfied, since the tuples are divided into participants, which are the node controller
identifiers, and into transport entities, the bus cell identifiers. In addition, the dis jointAl pha
is met, as the send, receive, on, off and timeout events have all different prefixes. The valid
order is preserved, as the nodes communicate with their peer only once per cycle. Lastly, the
controlledAl pha is also satisfied, as the set of the alphabet used for communication of both
participants and transport entities is composed of the send, receive, off, on and timeout events.

Additionally to structural constraints satisfaction, the network must also satisfy the be-
havioural restrictions imposed. In order to check behavioural conformance, one can use the
refinement expressions presented for this pattern. We present, as an example, two expressions:
one to check a participant conformance applied to a node controller, and another to check a
transport entity conformance applied to a bus cell.

ParticipantSpec(NODE.0) [F= Abs(NODE.0,Subnetwork)

TransportSpec(BUS_CELL.0.1) [F= Abs(BUS_CELL.0.1,Subnetwork)

After explaining how to locally verify such a network, we introduce the results of our prac-
tical analysis, comparing this proposed approach with two other methods used for the verifi-
cation of CSP specifications. In the Table 5.4, we summarise the results obtained with this
experimentation.

The results of our strategy are promising for this case study. Note that the time does not
grow linearly with the number of processes. This comes from the fact that, as we increase
the number of processes in the network, by increasing N (the number of nodes), the behaviour
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of the process increases in complexity. This growth in complexity lies in the fact that, as the
number of nodes grows, the nodes of the network must extend their behaviour to deal with
these new nodes. They must communicate with an additional number of nodes, and they must
store additional information in the memory. This addition in complexity can also be noted by
the fact that the number of states analysed does not grow in a linear pace.

In comparison with the other methods, for this case study, our method is outstanding, as
FDR is unable to check a 3-node configuration, and, because of a known problem of the SSD
algorithm employed in treating cyclic processes [Mar96], this alternative method is also unable
to guarantee deadlock freedom for this example.

5.5 Discussion

In addition to the fact that the conducted examples were chosen to illustrate all the concepts
presented, the achieved results are an indicator that our method, using decomposition and pat-
tern adherence, with an automated verification for behavioural validation, might be the only
alternative, among the three considered, for scaling deadlock analysis for large and complex
systems. For the four case studies, our strategies showed promising time in verification. Our
strategy was the more efficient considering time, for all but one case study. For the dining
philosophers case study, despite the fact that it took a longer time to verify the instances of
this model, when compared with the Deadlock checker, the growth in verification time is linear
with the increase in the number of process. This means that, even though our strategy is slower
than the SSD algorithm, this linear growth makes our strategy capable of efficiently dealing
with such networks.

In the cases where the analysis time for our strategy does not seem to increase linearly,
with the increase of processes, the behaviour of atoms of the network raises in complexity,
as we introduce more atomic tuples. This is the reason why, for the ring buffer and the two
variations of the leadership model election, the strategy appears to be inefficient. This growth
in complexity is evidenced by the exponential increase in the number of states of the system
under analysis with the linear increase of the number of processes. In order to analyse how this
growth in complexity affects the analysis time, it would be a worthy exercise to find the function
giving the number of states in terms of the number of processes, and to examine whether this
function has a similar behaviour when compared to the one giving the time based on the number
of processes. Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that the goal of our strategy is not to treat
this growth in the complexity of single atoms, but to give concepts enabling a local deadlock
analysis of networks.

Another point deserving mention is the potential for parallelisation of this strategy. As our
approach is local, since we need at most a pair of processes, we could verify the behavioural
expressions in parallel. This would imply in a significant reduction of the amount of time spent
for these verifications. For instance, if we have a machine with as many cores as the sum of
forks and philosophers, we could have checked the different instances of the dining philoso-
phers example in a constant time. Observe that the other methods cannot benefit directly from
parallelisation, since they need to be aware of the entire system in order to build a transition
system or a dependency digraph.
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Additionally, from the results obtained, we also realise how a complete (non-local) strat-
egy is deficient in the analysis of deadlock freedom. For the first two case studies, which can
be considered as toy examples, the FDR’s deadlock assertion is not able to analyse the con-
figurations with a larger number of processes. For the other two, which, certainly, are more
complex and industrial-like models, this complete strategy is not able to analyse even a very
small instance with only a few processes.

Lastly, from the ad-hoc application of the concepts presented in these case studies, we can
perceive a recurrent pattern concerning the steps used for the analysis of the networks in these
exercises. This recurrent pattern in the application of the concepts can originate a framework
for applying these notions to networks. These analysis steps are as follows:

1. Verify that the network being analysed is live.

2. Draw the communication graph for this network.

3. Check for disconnecting edges for decomposition.

4. Verify automatically using the conflict freedom refinement assertions that the disconnect-
ing edges found are conflict free

5. For the essential components, originated from the decomposition, if it is an atomic tuple,
this essential component is already deadlock free because of busyness. If the essential
component is not atomic, it means that the network is a cyclic one.

6. Apply pattern to cyclic essential components.

7. Verify pattern adherence, and if it fails, redesign until it adheres.

These steps provide a guideline on how to employ these concepts for deadlock analysis.



CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

Formal methods can bring helpful benefits for the process of constructing systems, mainly,
by the possibility of analysing models in the very early phases. These analyses can help to
gain deeper understanding about the system under construction, but they also provide a way of
formally analysing properties of the system. These methods are particularly important when
dealing with concurrent systems, since these systems are more complex, requiring much effort
in order to be understood and analysed. This happens mainly because, for these systems, one
has to consider different combinations of the behaviour of its components, which might lead to
an exponential explosion in the state space. Hence, a formal model for guiding the reasoning
and for helping with the prediction of their behaviour is a vital tool. However, even though
formal analysis can be extremely useful, the general methods for analysing complex system
do not seem to cope with the current large scale systems. Therefore, in the area of formal
verification, finding means to cope with these systems is a constant research challenge.

In this work, we have proposed a number of concepts that can be used to automatically
guarantee deadlock freedom for systems. We introduce a set of refinement expressions that
can be used together with some foundational results to verify deadlock freedom locally. This
verification is basically achieved by conflict freedom verification and pattern adherence. More-
over, we have verified in practice the gains of using a local approach for this kind of analysis.
Mainly, this paper contributes to:

• The abstraction of a network behaviour for deadlock analysis. This work proposes
a theorem that demonstrates that the set of maximal failures is sufficient for the analysis
of deadlock verification, which is a first step towards abstraction. Moreover, we propose
the concepts of an abstracted network, which hides the internal visible events of the
network, that has fewer states, when compared to the original one, and that is sufficient
for deadlock analysis. Hence, instead of exploring the entire state space, one can focus
on the maximal states of the abstracted network.

• A refinement relation for networks. We propose a refinement relation which guarantees
that the behaviour of the network is preserved considering the states of the network.
The refinement relation allows one to, from a deadlock free network, derive refinements
of this network preserving deadlock freedom, what can be very useful for a step-wise
development.

• A refinement expression for conflict freedom verification. We propose a refinement
expression for capturing conflict freedom, which allows automatic verification of this
property with the support of a refinement checker. This expression, together with the
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decomposition principle, can be used for the verification of acyclic networks for deadlock
freedom.

• The systematisation and formalisation of three patterns and the respective refine-
ment expressions for their behavioural conformance. We systematise and formalise
three behavioural patterns, two of which are present in the literature and a novel one,
with a structural and a behavioural predicate. In addition, we introduce these behavioural
predicates as a conjunction of refinement expressions. This enables one to automatically
verify these constraints using a refinement checker.

• A novel pattern to deal with consensus problems in fully connected networks. The
Async Dynamic pattern was introduced as a solution to a problem of an industrial part-
ner. It might be used to verify deadlock freedom for models proposing a solution to a
consensus problem [OSM04, OSFM07], such as the leadership election problem.

Despite the contributions mentioned, the methods and concepts used in this work also have
some limitations.

• Incompleteness. The method herein proposed is far from being complete, in the sense
of giving a positive answer to all deadlock free networks. The concepts we propose help
to automatically and locally identify a subset of the deadlock free networks. These are
the acyclic conflict-free networks, and the networks adhering to one of the presented
patterns. Therefore, there is a broad class of networks that are deadlock free and that
are not guaranteed deadlock free by the current version of the proposed method. As
discussed in the future work section, considering additional patterns seems a promising
way to proceed.

• Lack of automatic support for structural restrictions. We do not provide any actual
manner of automatising the verification of structural conditions. This should be fairly
simple to do with an SMT solver possessing a rich set of theories. Nevertheless, we do
not provide any directions in that sense.

• Lack of support for application of concepts. These concepts lack in systematisation
in terms of application. We have established concepts, but we did not propose a guide
on how to apply them. A sketch of such a framework is drawn in the end of Chapter 5,
but much effort and much research is needed to make the strategy more easily applicable
by non-experts. Hence, a step-by-step guideline for applying the strategy is a vital future
improvement for this method.

In the sequel, we summarise in more details the contributions of this work in Section 6.1. In
Section 6.2, we compare our work with other works in the literature and, finally, in Section 6.1,
we conclude this chapter with some future research directions.
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6.1 Summary

This work relies on the network model to reason about concurrent and distributed systems. In
the network model, concurrent systems are represented as a set of atoms which describe their
components. These atoms are triples composed of an identifier, a behaviour and an alphabet.
Besides the definition of a network, a set of concepts are presented in order to reason about
them, and about deadlocks on networks. Moreover, together with the network model, we in-
troduce a set of results found in the literature, which can be used for simplifying the task of
proving deadlock freedom. These concepts, serving as a foundation for the findings of this
work, are presented in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3, based on this model and these results, we proposed ways of restricting the
analysis of deadlock to a subset of the states of the network. First, we presented some results,
which demonstrate that we can concentrate on the maximal failures, for deadlock analysis,
since a deadlock failure is obviously maximal. Also, we proposed a function to abstract the
behaviour of a network. We proposed a function that modifies the behaviour of a network by
hiding the visible events of the network which do not participate on communications. This
allows to reduce the state space under analysis, as the removed states are trivially deadlock
free.

After this restriction on the state space, we presented a notion of refinement for networks.
With this relation, we give the user a notion which guarantees that the behaviour of a concrete
network, i.e. the network in the right-hand side of the refinement relation, is a subset of the
behaviour of the network serving as specification, the left-hand side network. This can be used
in practice as a tool for guaranteeing deadlock freedom preservation throughout the evolution of
the network. Provided that the evolutions are valid refinements, the user might find a suitable
deadlock free network locally, and can, subsequently, guarantee that each evolution of this
network is deadlock free. Note that this refinement relation might be very expensive to verify,
since the state space of a network might suffer from exponential explosion. Therefore, we
also propose a refinement relation for atoms that implies a refinement for the network. The
verification of this refinement relation for atoms can be easily automatised, as it relies on the
refinement relation of the stable failures model. With this refinement relation, one can evolve
the network compositionally, preserving deadlock freedom, and this can be a considerably
simpler verification to be made, since the behaviour of components tend to be simpler than the
one of the network.

In addition to the refinement relation, we proposed a refinement expression, in the stable
revivals model, to capture conflict freedom. The proposed expression holds if a pair of atoms
is conflict free. This is an important contribution because it allows one to fully automatise the
verification of conflict freedom. Furthermore, conflict freedom is of vital importance in local
analysis, as it can be used to locally verify that an acyclic network is deadlock free.

In Chapter 4, we propose a relation that is fundamental in proving correctness for the pat-
terns presented. With this relation, we know which are the failures of the specification process
that can be maximal failures of the atom conforming to this specification. Besides this funda-
mental relation, this chapter systematises three patterns. The first two can be found in the liter-
ature, and the last one is a novel contribution of this dissertation. The systematisation defines
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a pattern as a conjunction of behavioural and structural restrictions. The structural restrictions
are given as first-order logic predicates, and the behavioural ones as refinement expressions. It
is important to mention that, as we use only finite structures in this work, the predicates de-
scribed can be translated to propositional predicates. This means that our theory uses a subset
of the predicate logic that is decidable. Hence, the structural and behavioural constraints can
be verified. The characterisation of behavioural constraints as refinement expressions is a new
contribution of this paper, as well. The main advantage of this approach is the possibility of an
automatic support by a refinement checker, a fairly common tool nowadays. Also, it gives new
insights about the restrictions needed to guarantee the validity of the pattern.

In Chapter 5, we introduce four case studies to demonstrate how the presented concepts can
be used in deadlock verification. The case studies are: a ring buffer system, a dining philoso-
phers system, and two versions of a leadership election system. Moreover, we also conduct
some practical analysis to study how the introduced concepts would perform in practice. We
compare the application of the introduced concepts with two other methods used for deadlock
checking: the Deadlock Checker and FDR’s deadlock assertion. With the results of the anal-
yses, we were able to notice the improvements that this specific local approach for deadlock
freedom can bring to system verification. We were able to analyse more effectively most of the
case studies proposed. In some cases, this method seems to be the only solution for deadlock
freedom assurance, among the three that have been considered in our study and considering
the settings used for the experiments. Also, we sketched a framework that can be used in the
application of these concepts for deadlock checking.

6.2 Related work

As the main topic of this dissertation is formal verification of concurrent systems for deadlock
freedom, we analyse and compare several alternative approaches for formal deadlock verifica-
tion of concurrent systems.

Roscoe and Brookes developed a structured model for analysing deadlock in networks
[BR91]. They created the model based on networks of processes and a body of concepts
that helped to analyse networks in a more elegant and abstract way. Roscoe and Dathi also
contributed by developing a proof method for deadlock freedom [RD87]. They have built a
method to prove deadlock freedom based on variants, similar to the ones used to prove loop
termination. In their work, they also start to analyse some of the patterns that arise in deadlock
free systems. They prove for some classes of networks that they are deadlock free using their
proof rules. Nevertheless, they do not clearly and systematically identify which networks be-
long to those classes. Although their results enable one to verify locally a class of networks,
there is no framework available that implements their results such as the one presented here. A
more recent work by Roscoe et al. [RGG+95] presents some compression techniques, which
are able to check the dining philosopher example for 10100 processes. Compression techniques
are an important complementary step for further improving our strategy.

Following these initial works, Martin defined and formalise some design rules to avoid
deadlock freedom [MW97]. These design rules are similar to our patterns in the sense that they
describe some constraints to be followed while designing a network so as to avoid deadlocks.
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Nevertheless, eventually, they lack in systematisation and formal rigour, and more importantly,
they describe behavioural constraints as semantic properties that the processes in the network
must have. Hence, in order to use its technique the end user would have to prove that the
processes proposed have this given property, which is a far more complex and less automatic
than simply verifying a given refinement assertion. He also developed an algorithm and a
tool with the specific purpose of deadlock verification, the Deadlock checker [Mar12], which
reduces the problem of deadlock checking to the quest of cycles of ungranted requests, in live
networks. The algorithm used by this tool can also incur an exponential explosion in the state
space to be verified, as the quest of a cycle of ungranted request can be as hard as the quest
of finding a deadlocked state. Additionally, the algorithms have some limitations, such as
they failed to identify cycles involving states of a same process, which is a clear impossible
conjecture. Also, for some networks behaving in a cyclic manner, the algorithm fails to give an
appropriate deadlock freedom answer for some deadlock free networks. This is so because it
does not keep track of an invariant of the network stating which states can be combined. Hence,
for some states that cannot arise in combination, the algorithm fails to detect that a potential
deadlocked combination is impossible. Therefore, the algorithm does not state its deadlock
freedom.

Considering expressiveness of the proposed method and the Deadlock Checker, we cannot
affirm exactly which one is more expressive. The method used by the Deadlock Checker seems
to be more general, since it should be able to give a correct answer to every network which
does not possess a cycle of ungranted requests in their states. Hence, it should have been able
to deal with the networks adherent to our patterns. Nevertheless this is not what happens in
practice due to some limitations already discussed. For instance, for the second version of the
leadership election system the SSD algorithm fails to give the correct answer. Therefore, there
is a set of networks which can be handled by both methods and two disjoint regions where, only
one of the methods can act. This demonstrate that none of this method is a silver bullet in this
aspect, and that further studies on this matter should be conducted to precisely identify these
disjoint areas. Considering efficiency, as we demonstrates with our case studies, our strategy
tends to be more efficient simply because we chose to use only local analysis in detriment of
expressiveness. We can only guarantee deadlock freedom for adherent networks, but we do this
without exponential growth of state space.

In [IRG05], the authors propose an encoding of the network model and of a rule from
[RD87], which allows a local proof of deadlock freedom, in a theorem prover. Even though
this encoding provides mechanical support for deadlock analysis and allows one to reason
locally, it does not resolve some of the problems that motivated this work, which is to insulate
the user as much as possible from the details of the formalisation. For instance, in order to
carry out the proof using the approach in [IRG05] one has to understand the stable-failures
semantic model, has to directly interact with the theorem prover, and has to provide some
mathematical structures that are not evident, such as a partial order that breaks the cycles of
ungranted requests. On the other hand, our work could benefit from this encoding to mechanise
the formalisation of our patterns using a theorem prover. Also, an encoding of our patterns
brings the alternative of proving deadlock freedom via pattern adherence.

In [GS10], the authors carried out a proof demonstrating that the networks belonging to
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the class of hexagonal systolic arrays are deadlock free. Nevertheless, they do not propose
a systematic way for verifying that a given system is a hexagonal systolic array, and the au-
thors recognise that the proof is theoretically error-prone, and practically infeasible, if carried
manually, as they did. Our work could be combined with this one, so as to create a pattern to
systematically capture networks of this kind. This new method would benefit from the system-
atisation we have proposed, in terms of refinement expressions, for automatic verification that
a network is a hexagonal systolic array.

FDR’s deadlock freedom assertion is a complete method discussed, as it is the only one able
to verify deadlock freedom for every finite state deadlock free system. The FDR refinement
checker creates a transition system for the CSP process being analysed, and searches for a
deadlocked state, i.e., a state with no outgoing transitions. Because of this completeness, this is
the most robust and easy-to-use approach. The user of this approach has no need to provide any
additional information besides the description of the process, and the FDR refinement checker
does the rest. A down side of this approach, as evidenced in the practical analysis, is the fact
that it becomes quickly ineffective as networks grow in complexity, being unable to check some
small networks. This happens because the construction of the transition system for a concurrent
system is likely to grow exponentially with the linear increase of the number of processes. This
means that this approach might not be an option for models that involve complex interactions.

The SSD algorithm is one of the algorithms used by the Deadlock Checker, the other being
extensions of it. This algorithm constructs, based on the transition system of the atoms of the
network under analysis, a digraph, where the vertices are states of the atoms of the network
and the edges are ungranted requests between these states. The SSD algorithm attests that a
network is deadlock free if it cannot find a cycle of ungranted requests between the calculated
states. This algorithm is very efficient, as the results presented in Chapter 5 corroborate, and it
tackles state space explosion by examining the atoms of the network and building a far simpler
model than the entire transition system of the complete network. Nevertheless, even though this
approach tackles at some extent the exponential explosion, as it combines states of the atoms
of the network, it can still suffer with this conundrum. Aside from this, the SDD algorithm
has some known issues, in particular with some cyclic processes; because of the way in which
the states of the atoms are calculated, there might be a confusion whether the states generating
the cycle of ungranted requests are a reachable combination of states or not. Hence, the SSD
algorithm might refuse to assure deadlock freedom for a system that might have cycles between
states of the atoms that can never be reached together. Also, another very similar problem, re-
lated to bogus cycles, occurs in this algorithm. For some cases, it may detect a cycle containing
two states of a same process, a clearly impossible situation.

BRICK [Ram11] is an alternative approach for designing deadlock free systems. This ap-
proach represents systems as contracts and proposes rules for composition of systems that as-
sure deadlock freedom. The BRICK contracts are represented by tuples (B,R, I,C,K), where
B is the behaviour of the system, described as a restricted CSP process; R is a function that,
given a channel of this contract, yields the data type used by this channel; I is the set con-
taining the data types of system channels; C is the set of channels of this system; and K is a
structure containing meta-data used for facilitating the application of the rules. Based on the
contracts created, one can use one of the four rules proposed (interleaving, communication,
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f eedback and re f lexive) to compose systems, creating more complex ones. These rules have
side conditions that ensure deadlock freedom for the compositions, and the meta-data is useful
to alleviate the complexity of the verification of satisfaction of these conditions. An important
advantage of using BRICK is its systematisation. A BRICK user can create basic contracts
from scratch, and start designing deadlock free systems, in a step-by-step fashion, guided by
the proposed rules. With this, the user gets a systematic development and deadlock freedom by
construction. Although this algebra of contracts and compositions provides systematic design
of deadlock free systems, this approach is neither fully compositional nor complete. BRICK is
not complete, since it assumes a restricted type of process, called I/O− process, to be the be-
haviour of systems. BRICK is not fully compositional because of the side conditions of one of
its rules, the re f lexive rule. These side conditions impose a restriction on the behaviour of the
resulting composition, rather than on its components, like the other rules require. This means
that, in order to use this rule, one has to verify a condition over the entire set of states of this
composition. As this composition is a combination of components in parallel, this verification
can become quickly unfeasible.

Differently from the approaches presented so far, the next two do not use the CSP notation.
In [BBNS09, BGL+11], the authors propose a compositional verification strategy together with
a tool, which checks deadlock freedom, based on component and global invariants (what they
call interaction invariants), using automata theory and first order logic. In this work, a system
is described as the composition of a set of atomic components, which are automata extended
with data and functions written in C. The interaction invariants express global synchroniza-
tion constraints between atomic components. The D-Finder tool, interactively, tries to check
satisfiability for a boolean formula, derived from the invariants, which guarantees deadlock
freedom. It progressively and interactively tries to find stronger invariants for the components
and checks satisfiability of the deadlock freedom formula. If it is unsatisfiable then system
is proved deadlock-free, else it may continue or give up, according to the user choice. Al-
though powerful and efficient, these strategies can still suffer from combinatorial explosion in
calculating interaction invariants between system components.

Another approach for compositional verification is the use of the assume-guarantee prin-
ciple. In this paradigm, the properties are decomposed in two parts: an assumption about
the global behaviour of the environment in which the systems are inserted and a property that
must be guaranteed by a given system once the assumption for the environment holds. These
frameworks rely on a particular notation for describing a system and temporal logic formulas
to encode the assumptions and guarantees used in their framework. Although this principle
has been used in many works [AL95, CLM89, GL94], a recent work has shown that it might
not be effective due to the difficulty of decomposing the system and finding assumptions for
these smaller parts [CAC08]. One drawback of these techniques is the need for learning two
different notations: one for specifying the system and another for specifying the properties to
be verified.
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6.3 Future work

In this section, we present some directions for future research to improve this work. We in-
troduce some new ideas that can help to make our approach even more efficient and more
systematic. Some of the improvements proposed include:

• Systematisation of the presented concepts. Even though we provide an informal frame-
work of application and mechanical support for these concepts and we state, for each one
of them, in which situation they should be applied, this work lacks rigour in proposing
a systematic framework for applying these concepts. A very useful improvement would
be to create a formal step-by-step framework for applying these concepts. One interest-
ing perspective in this area would be to integrate the proposed concepts with BRICK.
We could use pattern adherence as side conditions to new rules (as specialisations of the
reflexive rule) that could be used for the verification of cyclic networks. With these new
rules, BRICK would be able to locally verify cyclic networks, what would increase the
number of networks that can be practically analysed by this method. For instance, we
could have a specialised rule that would enable one to build a resource allocation network
without making use of the more general reflexive rule.

• Use of data abstraction. Note that most of our processes used in the case studies are very
similar, being differentiated by a single parameter in most of the cases. This means that,
for some networks, the behaviour of the processes is very similar, being differentiated
only by the type of communication. Therefore, data abstraction could be a manner of
inferring from the verification of only a few atoms that the entire network possesses a
certain property. Hence, instead of verifying each process of the network for checking
adherence to a pattern, or each pair of processes to check conflict freedom, we could
verify a very small group of processes. For instance, we could be able to assure that the
ring buffer network presented in Chapter 5 is conflict free by analysing only a single pair
of controller and memory cell, instead of analysing each pair of processes. Also note
that we could use data independence for demonstrating that, for some cases, with the
growth of processes, their behaviour does not change. This would allow one to check
a single instance of a parametrised model, and, from this analysis, to guarantee that all
other instances of this model have the same property. This technique could be based
on [LR99], which presents a data abstraction technique for analysing CSP processes.

• Use of data independent induction. Differently from the last improvement consid-
ered, some networks might have their behaviour changed when incorporating additional
processes. For instance, a network such as the leadership election ones presented in
Chapter 5, which have to be aware of all other nodes in the network, has to change its
behaviour to recognise the new nodes. This means that data abstraction techniques alone,
considering this problem of behavioural changes, would not be enough for guaranteeing
the preservation of deadlock freedom. One possible alternative to analyse a single el-
ement in order to guarantee deadlock freedom for the entire family of instances would
be to implement a technique similar to the one presented in [CR00, CR99b]. With such
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a technique, we would be able to verify, for instance, the entire family of leadership
election networks, based on a small instance of it.

• Use of compression techniques. We did not consider how this work could be affected
by compression techniques. Hence, a good research direction would be to conceive how
compression techniques could be used to help tackling complexity even more. Compres-
sion techniques could be a very interesting tool in helping to analyse networks where the
atoms are very complex. Observe that our methods do not propose any special treatment
to tackle the complexity of atoms. This could follow the example set in [RGG+95], where
the authors where able to verify a dining philosophers network with 1020 philosophers
for deadlock freedom, using compression techniques. The methods employed could be
the ones presented in [GSL96, BCM+92]

• Experimentation with a broader class of networks. Another future work which would
be useful for gaining new insights about the strategy is to conduct more formally con-
trolled experiments with a broader class of networks. By doing this, we could state
with greater confidence that this approach is efficient in practice. Also, we could have a
clearer picture of what is the class of networks that can be proved deadlock free by these
concepts.
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APPENDIX A

General theorems

This appendix contains the proof of the two relations that link maximal failures (and respec-
tively, revivals) of an abstract process and a concrete one, when the stable failure refinement
relation ( and the stable revival one) holds for these processes.In the steps of proof:

• PC: stands for Predicate Calculus

• ST: stands for Set Theory

• SQT: stands for SeQuence Theory

Theorem 12 (Maximal failures induced by refinement). Let P and Q be two arbitrary processes.

P[F=Q⇒M f ailures(Q)⊆MC f ailures(P)

Proof. The proof is conducted by contradiction.

P[F=Q ∧M f ailures(Q) 6⊆ { f | f : f ailures(P) ∧ f .R⊇ initials(P/ f .s)} [Assumption]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ ∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • m f 6∈ { f | f : f ailures(P) ∧ f .R⊇ initials(P/ f .s)}

[6⊆ def]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ ∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • m f 6∈ f ailures(P) ∨ m f .R 6⊇ initials(P/m f .s)}

[6⊆ def]

Here we have to prove the contradiction for two cases:

• m f 6∈ f ailures(P)

• m f .R⊇ initials(P/m f .s)

Case 6. m f 6∈ f ailures(P)

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ ∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • m f 6∈ f ailures(P)

[m f 6∈ f ailures(P) holds]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ ∃m f : f ailures(Q) • m f 6∈ f ailures(P)

[M f ailures def]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ f ailures(Q) 6⊆ f ailures(P)

[6⊆ def]

=⇒
f alse

[[F= def and PC]

120
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Case 7. m f .R⊇ initials(P/m f .s)

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧
∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • m f .R 6⊇ initials(P/m f .s)

[m f .R⊇ initials(P/m f .s) holds]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧
∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • ∃ev : initials(P/m f .s) • ev 6∈ m f .R

[6⊇ def]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧
∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/m f .s) ∧ ev 6∈ m f .R

[initials(P/m f .s) def]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧
∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/m f .s) ∧ ev ∈ initials(Q/m f .s)

[Healthiness F2]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧
∃(m f : M f ailures(Q) •
(∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/m f .s) ∧ ev ∈ initials(Q/m f .s)) ∧ m f .s ∈ traces(Q))

[Healthiness T2]

Case 7.1. m f .s ∈ traces(P)

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ (∃m f : M f ailures(Q) •
(∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/m f .s) ∧ ev ∈ initials(Q/m f .s))
∧ m f .s ∈ traces(Q) ∧ m f .s ∈ traces(P))

[m f .s ∈ traces(P) holds]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ (∃m f : M f ailures(Q) •
∃ev : Σ • m f .s^〈ev〉 6∈ traces(P) ∧ m f .s^〈ev〉 ∈ traces(Q))

[initials def]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ (∃m f : M f ailures(Q) •
∃ev : Σ • ∃s • s 6∈ traces(P) ∧ s ∈ traces(Q))

[PC]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ ∃s • s 6∈ traces(P) ∧ s ∈ traces(Q)

[PC]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ traces(P) 6⊇ traces(Q)

[6⊇ def]

=⇒
f alse

[[F= def and PC]

Case 7.2. m f .s 6∈ traces(P)

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ (∃m f : M f ailures(Q) •
(∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/m f .s) ∧ ev ∈ initials(Q/m f .s))
∧ m f .s ∈ traces(Q) ∧ m f .s 6∈ traces(P))

[m f .s 6∈ traces(P) holds]
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=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ (∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • m f .s ∈ traces(Q) ∧ m f .s 6∈ traces(P))

[m f .s 6∈ traces(P)]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ (∃m f : M f ailures(Q) • ∃s • s ∈ traces(Q) ∧ s 6∈ traces(P))

[PC]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ (∃s • s ∈ traces(Q) ∧ s 6∈ traces(P))

[PC]

=⇒
P[F=Q ∧ traces(Q) 6⊇ traces(P)

[6⊇ def]

=⇒
f alse

[[F= and PC]

Theorem 13 (Maximal revivals induced by stable revival refinement). Let P and Q be two
deadlock free processes. max is the predicate attesting whether a revival is a maximal one, and
we define another initials(P, f ) that receives a processs and a failure and return what are the
event that P can perform after presenting the failure f .

P[V=Q⇒Mrevivals(Q)⊆MCrevivals(P)

where:

• Mrevivals(Q) =̂ {r|r ∈ revivals(Q) ∧ max(r,Q)}

• MCrevivals(Q) =̂ {r|r∈ revivals(Q)∧ r.R⊇ initials(Q, f ailure(r))∧ r.R⊇ initials(Q/r.s)}

• max(r,Q) =̂ ∀r′ : revivals(Q) • r′.a = r.a ∧ r′.s = r.s⇒ r.R 6⊂ r′.R

• initials(P, f ) =̂ {r.a|r ∈ revivals(P) ∧ f ailure(r) = f}

• f ailure(r) =̂ (r.s,r.R)

Proof. This proof is very similar to the previous one. We conduct it by contradiction.

P[V=Q ∧Mrevivals(Q) 6⊆MCrevivals(P) [Assumption]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ ∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • r 6∈MCrevivals(P)

[6∈ def]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • r 6∈ revivals(P) ∨
r.R 6⊇ initials(P, f ailure(r)) ∨
r.R⊇ initials(P/r.s))

[MCrevivals def and ST]

Case 8. (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • r.R 6⊇ initials(P, f ailure(r))) holds.

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • r.R 6⊇ initials(P, f ailure(r)))

[Assumption]
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=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : initials(P, f ailure(r)) • ev 6∈ r.R)

[ST]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P, f ailure(r)) ∧ ev 6∈ r.R)

[initials(P, f ailure(r)) def and ST]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧
(∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P, f ailure(r)) ∧ ev ∈ initials(Q, f ailure(r)))

[Healthiness Rev3]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧
(∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • (r.s,r.R,ev) 6∈ revivals(P) ∧ (rs.r.R,ev) ∈ revivals(Q))

[initials def]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃r : revivals(Q) • r 6∈ revivals(P))

[PC]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • revivals(Q) 6⊆)revivals(P)

[ST]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ revivals(Q) 6⊆ revivals(P)

[PC]

=⇒
f alse

[[V= def and PC]

Case 9. (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • r.R⊇ initials(P/r.s)) holds.

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • r.R 6⊇ initials(P/r.s))

[Assumption]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R)

[ST]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R)

[initials(P/r.s) def and ST]

Case 9.1 (ev 6∈ initials(Q/r.s)).

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧
(∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R ∧ ev 6∈ initials(Q/r.s))

[Assumption]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧
(∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R ∧
∀r′ : revivals(Q) • r′.s = r.s⇒ r′.a 6= ev)

[Healthiness Rev1]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R ∧
∀r′ : revivals(Q) • f ailure(r′) = f ailure(r)⇒ r′.a 6= ev)

[ f ailure(r′) = f ailure(r)⇒ r′.s = r.s and PC]
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=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R ∧
(r.s,r.R∪ ev,r.a) ∈ revivals(Q))

[Healthiness Rev3]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ (∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R ∧
(∃r′ : revivals(Q) • r′.s = r.s ∧ r′.a = r.a ∧ r.R⊂ r′.R)

[PC]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ ∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R ∧
¬max(r,Q)

[max def]

=⇒
f alse

[Mrevivals(Q) def and PC]

Case 9.2 (ev ∈ initials(Q/r.s)).

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ ∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ev 6∈ initials(P/r.s) • ev 6∈ r.R ∧ ev ∈ initials(Q/r.s)

[Assumption]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ ∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • r.s^〈ev〉 6∈ traces(P) ∧ r.s^〈ev〉 ∈ traces(Q) ∧

[initials def]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ ∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • ∃s : traces(Q) • s 6∈ traces(P)

[PC]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ ∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • ∃ev : Σ • traces(Q) 6⊆ traces(P)

[ST]

=⇒
P[V=Q ∧ traces(Q) 6⊆ traces(P)

[PC]

=⇒
f alse

[PC and [V= def]

Case 10. The case where ∃r : Mrevivals(Q) • r 6∈ re f usals(P) is trivial.
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Resource allocation auxiliary lemmas

In this appendix, we prove some auxiliary results used to prove the resource allocation pattern.
In the steps of proof:

• PC: stands for Predicate Calculus

• ST: stands for Set Theory

• SQT: stands for SeQuence Theory

Theorem 14 (RA conformance imply ungranted requests strict order). Let V be a network,
users and resources two partitions of this network, and id1 and id2 two identifiers of this net-
work, and assume that RA(V,users,resources) holds.

∀σ ; id1, id2 : domV • state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧ id1 6= id2 ∧
ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V )⇒ g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

where:

g(σ , id) =̂
(min>∗

RA′
(r(ρ(σ , id,V ).s)∪{big}))′ id ∈ users

big id ∈ resources ∧ even(ρ(σ , id,V ).s)
id id ∈ resources ∧ odd(ρ(σ , id,V ).s)

and min>∗
RA′

is the function giving the minimal element of a set, considering the >∗RA′ order.

Proof. Let V be an arbitrary network, id1 and id2 two identifiers of this network, σ an arbitrary
state of this network, and f1 = ρ(σ , id1,V ) and f2 = ρ(σ , id2,V ).

id1 ∈ domV ∧ id2 ∈ domV ∧ state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V )

[Assumption]

Since the partitions predicate holds, there are 4 cases for combinations of id1 and id2:

• Case 1: id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users

• Case 2: id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ resources

• Case 3: id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources

125
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• Case 4: id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ users

Case 11 (id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users).

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V )

[id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users holds]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
resourceProperty(id1,V ) ∧ userProperty(id2,V )

[Theorem 18 and Theorem 19]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(AcquiredResource( f1, id1,V ) ∨ ReleasedResource( f1, id1,V )) ∧
(UserAcquiring( f2, id2,V ) ∨UserReleasing( f2, id2,V ))

[Definition 45 and Definition 44]

Case 11.1 (AcquiredResource( f1, id1,V ) holds).

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
AcquiredResource( f1, id1,V )

[AcquiredResource( f1, id1,V ) holds]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(odd( f .s) ∧
(∃ idu1 : users(id) • odd( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)}) ∧
∀ idu2 : users(id) • idu1 6= idu2⇒
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)})))

[AcquiredResource( f1, id1,V ) def]

We consider two cases for the idu1 in the definition of AcquiredResource( f1, id1,V ) predi-
cate:

• idu1 = id2

• idu1 6= id2
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Case 11.1.1. idu1 = id2

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
odd( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id2, id1),release(id2, id1)}))

[idu1 = id2]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
∧ odd( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id2, id1),release(id2, id1)})
∧ odd( f2.s |̀ {acquire(id2, id1),release(id2, id1)})

[ f1.s |̀ {acquire(id2, id1),release(id2, id1)}= f2.s |̀ {acquire(id2, id1),release(id2, id1)]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
g(id1) = id1 ∧ id1 ∈ r(id2, f2.s)

[P and r def]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
g(id1) = id1 ∧ id1 >RA g(id2)

[>RA def]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[PC and >∗RA′ def]

Case 11.1.2. idu 6= id2

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(∃ idu : users • idu 6= id2 ∧ (A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {release(idu, id1)})

[idu 6= id2 holds]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R)∩A(id2) = /0

[A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ) = {acquire(id2, id1),release(id2, id1)}]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
¬request(σ , id1, id2,V )

[request def]
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=⇒
f alse

[ungranted request def and PC]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[PC]

Case 11.2 (ReleasedResource( f1, id1,V ) holds).

id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
even( f1.s)

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
g(σ , id1) = big

[g def]

=⇒
id1 ∈ resources ∧ id2 ∈ users ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
g(σ , id1) = big ∧ big >RA g(σ , id2)

[>RA def and g def]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[PC and >∗RA′ def]

Case 12. id1 ∈ user ∧ id2 ∈ resource

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V )

[id1 ∈ user ∧ id2 ∈ resource holds]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
userProperty(id1,V )

[Theorem 19]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
UserAcquiring( f1, id1,V ) ∨UserReleasing( f1, id1,V )

[Definition 45]

Here we consider two cases for idr in UserAcquiring and UserReleasing definitions:

• either one idr = id2
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• both idr 6= id2

Case 12.1. idr 6= id2

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(∃ idr : ranresources(id) • idr 6= id2 ∧
(((A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {acquire(id1, idr)}) ∨
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {release(id1, idr)})))

[userProperty(id1,V ) and idr 6= id2]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(∃ idr : ranresources(id) • idr 6= id2 ∧
(((A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {acquire(id1, idr)}) ∨
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {release(id1, idr)})) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R)∩A(id2,V ) = /0)

[A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V ) = {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}) and ST and PC]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R)∩A(id2,V ) = /0 ∧
(∃ idr : ranresources(id) • idr 6= id2 ∧
(((A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {acquire(id1, idr)}) ∨
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {release(id1, idr)})))

[PC]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R)∩A(id2,V ) = /0

[PC]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
¬request(σ , id1, id2,V )

[request def]

=⇒
f alse

[ungranted request def and PC]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[PC]

Case 12.2 (idr = id2). For this case, we consider all the cases that can occur between a process
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conforms to the userProperty and another conforms to the resourceProperty. These are:

• UserAcquiring( f1, id1,V ) and AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V )

• UserAcquiring( f1, id1,V ) and ReleaseResource( f2, id2,V )

• UserReleasing( f1, id1,V ) and AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V )

• UserReleasing( f1, id1,V ) and ReleasedResource( f2, id2,V )

Case 12.2.1 (UserAcquiring( f1, id1,V ) ∧ AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V ) holds).

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
min(r( f1.s, id1)∪{big})′ >RA id2 ∧ odd( f2.s)

[UserAcquiring( f1, id1,V ) ∧ AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V ) holds]

=⇒
min(r( f1.s, id1)∪{big})′ >RA id2 ∧ g(σ , id2) = id2 ∧
g(σ , id1) = min(r( f1.s, id1)∪{big})′

[PC and g def]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>RA g(σ , id2)

[PC]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[>∗RA′ def]

Case 12.2.2 (UserAcquiring( f1, id1,V ) ∧ ReleaseResource( f2, id2,V )).

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {acquire(id1, id2)} ∧
(∀ idu : users(id2) • acquire(idu, id2) ∈ (A(id2,V )\ f2.R))

[UserAcquiring( f1, id1,V ) ∧ ReleaseResource( f2, id2,V ) holds]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {acquire(id1, id2)} ∧
acquire(id1, id2) ∈ (A(id2,V )\ f2.R)

[PC]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R)∩ (A(id2,V )\ f2.R) = {acquire(id1, id2)}

[PC and ST]
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=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R)∩ (A(id2,V )\ f2.R) 6= /0

[PC and ST]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
¬ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V )

[ungrantedness def]

=⇒
f alse

[ungranted request def and PC]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[PC]

For the sub case UserReleasing( f1, id1,V )∧ AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V ) we consider two
cases for the idu1 quantified variable of the AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V ) definition:

• idu1 = id1

• idu1 6= id1

Case 12.2.3 (UserReleasing( f1, id1,V ) ∧ AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V ) ∧ idu1 = id1).

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R) = {release(id1, id2)} ∧
(A(id2,V )\ f2.R) = {release(id1, id2)}

[UserReleasing( f1, id1,V ) ∧ AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V ) ∧ idu1 = id1 holds]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R)∩ (A(id2,V )\ f2.R) = {release(id1, id2)}

[ST and PC]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
(A(id1,V )\ f1.R)∩ (A(id2,V )\ f2.R) 6= /0

[ST and PC]

=⇒
id1 ∈ users ∧ id2 ∈ resources ∧
state(σ ,V ) ∧ maxS(σ ,V ) ∧
id1 6= id2 ∧ ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
¬ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V )

[ungrantedness def and PC]
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=⇒
f alse

[ungranted request def and PC]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[PC]

Case 12.2.4 (UserReleasing( f1, id1,V ) ∧ AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V ) ∧ idu1 6= id1).

=⇒
idu1 6= id1 ∧
(∃ idu1 : users(id) • odd( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)}) ∧
∀ idu2 : users(id) • idu1 6= idu2⇒
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)})) ∧
odd( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)})

[UserReleasing( f1, id1,V ) ∧ AcquiredResource( f2, id2,V ) ∧ idu1 6= id1 holds]

=⇒
even( f2.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}) ∧
odd( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)})

[PC]

=⇒
even( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}) ∧
odd( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)})

[ f2.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}= f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}]

=⇒
f alse

[PC]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[PC]

Case 12.2.5 (UserReleasing( f1, id1,V ) ∧ ReleasedResource( f2, id2,V )).

=⇒
odd( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}) ∧
even( f2.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}) ∧

[UserReleasing( f1, id1,V ) ∧ ReleasedResource( f2, id2,V )]

=⇒
odd( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}) ∧
even( f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)})

[ f2.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}= f1.s |̀ {acquire(id1, id2),release(id1, id2)}]

=⇒
f alse

[PC]

=⇒
g(σ , id1)>

∗
RA′ g(σ , id2)

[PC]

Lemma 2 (failures(F(P))). Let F be the functional representing the body of the ResourceSpec(id,V ).
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f ailures(F(P)) =
{(〈〉,X)|X ⊆ Σ\{acquire(idU, id)|idU : users(id)}}
∪{〈acquire(idU, id)〉,X)|idU ∈ users(id) ∧ X ⊆ Σ\{release(idU, id)}
∪{〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^s,X)|(s,X) ∈ f ailures(P)}

Proof. Calculated with failures clauses.

Lemma 3 (maxCandidatesfailures(F(P))). Let F be the functional representing the body of the
ResourceSpec(id,V ).

MC f ailures(Fn+1(P)) =
{(〈〉,X)|X = Σ\{acquire(idU, id)|idU : users(id)}}
∪{〈acquire(idU, id)〉,X)|idU ∈ users(id) ∧ X = Σ\{release(idU, id)}
∪{〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^s,X)|(s,X) ∈MC f ailures(Fn(P))}

Proof. Calculated with Lemma 2 and initials of F(P).

Lemma 4. Let V be an arbitrary network and id an arbitrary id of such a network.

∀ f : MC f ailures(ResourceSpec(id,V )) •
ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V )

Proof. The failures of a recursive term are calculated, as the least fixed point in the subset
order with the following theorem. f ailures(P) =̂

⋃
n∈N f ailures(Fn(div)) The MCfailures can

be calculated using this result being then MC f ailures(P) =̂
⋃n∈N

0 MC f ailures(Fn(div)). We
prove our theorem then by induction of n.
Case 13. Base case: f ∈MC f ailures(F0(div))

a ∈MCFailures(div) [Assumption]

=⇒
a ∈ /0

[ f ailures(div) = /0]

=⇒
f alse

[ST and PC]

=⇒
ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 14. Inductive case:

f ∈MC f ailures(Fn(div))⇒ ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V ) (IH)
=⇒
f ∈MC f ailures(Fn+1(div))⇒ ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V )
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From Lemma 3, we know that the f ∈MC f ailures(Fn(div)) it must belong to one of the three
sets described in this lemma. Lets call the sets (i),(ii) and (iii) respecting the order in which they
appear in aforementioned lemma. Then we prove that for each membership case the property
holds.
Case 14.1. f ∈ (i)

f ∈ (i) [ f ∈ (i) holds]

=⇒
f = (〈〉,X = Σ\{acquire(idU, id)|idU : users(id)})

[(i) def]

=⇒
(even( f .s) ∧ (∀ idu : users(id) • acquire(idu, id) ∈ (A(id,V )\ f .R) ∧
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu, id),release(idu, id)})))

[PC and ST]

=⇒
ReleasedResource( f , id,V )

[ReleasedResource def]

=⇒
ReleasedResource( f , id,V ) ∨ AcquiredResource( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 14.2. f ∈ (ii)

f ∈ (ii) [ f ∈ (ii)]

=⇒
f ∈ {〈acquire(idU, id)〉,X)|idU ∈ users(id) ∧ X = Σ\{release(idU, id)}

[(ii) def]

=⇒
(odd( f .s) ∧
(∃ idu1 : users(id) • odd( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)}) ∧
∀ idu2 : users(id) • idu1 6= idu2⇒
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)})))

[(ii) def]

=⇒
AcquiredResource( f , id,V )

[AcquiredResource def]

=⇒
ReleasedResource( f , id,V ) ∨ AcquiredResource( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 14.3. f ∈ (iii)

f ∈ (iii) [ f ∈ (iii) holds]

=⇒
f ∈ {〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^s,X)|(s,X) ∈ f ailures(P)}

[(iii) def]

=⇒
f ∈ {〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^ f ′.s, f ′.X)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(P))}

[(s,X) = f’]

=⇒
f ∈ {〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^ f ′.s, f ′.X)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(P))} ∧
(ReleasedResource( f ′, id,V ) ∨ AcquiredResource( f ′, id,V ))

[IH]
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Case 14.3.1. (ReleasedResource( f ′, id,V ) holds

=⇒
f ∈ {〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^ f ′.s, f ′.X)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(P))} ∧
ReleasedResource( f ′, id,V )

[(ReleasedResource( f ′, id,V ) holds]

=⇒
f ∈ {(〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^ f ′.s, f ′.R)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(P))} ∧
(even( f ′.s) ∧ (∀ idu : users(id) • acquire(idu, id) ∈ (A(id,V )\ f ′.R) ∧
even( f ′.s |̀ {acquire(idu, id),release(idu, id)})))

[(ReleasedResource( f ′, id,V ) def]

=⇒
(even( f .s) ∧ (∀ idu : users(id) • acquire(idu, id) ∈ (A(id,V )\ f .R) ∧
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu, id),release(idu, id)})))

[PC and SQT and ST]

=⇒
ReleasedResource( f , id,V )

[(ReleasedResource( f ′, id,V ) def]

=⇒
ReleasedResource( f , id,V ) ∨ AcquiredResource( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 14.3.2 (AcquiredResource( f ′, id,V ) holds).

=⇒
f ∈ {〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^ f ′.s, f ′.X)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(P))} ∧
AcquiredResource( f ′, id,V )

[AcquiredResource( f ′, id,V ) holds]

=⇒
f ∈ {〈acquire(idU, id),release(idU, id)〉^ f ′.s, f ′.X)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(P))} ∧
(odd( f ′.s) ∧
(∃ idu1 : users(id) • odd( f ′.s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)}) ∧
∀ idu2 : users(id) • idu1 6= idu2⇒
even( f ′.s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)})))

[AcquiredResource( f ′, id,V ) def]

=⇒
(odd( f .s) ∧
(∃ idu1 : users(id) • odd( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)}) ∧
∀ idu2 : users(id) • idu1 6= idu2⇒
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(idu1, id),release(idu1, id)})))

[PC and SQT and ST]

=⇒
AcquiredResource( f , id,V )

[PC]

=⇒
AcquiredResource( f , id,V ) ∨ ReleasedResource( f , id,V )

[PC]

Lemma 5 (failures(F(P))). Let F be the functional representing the body of the UserSpec(id,V ),
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AS = acquireSeq(resources(id)) and RS = releaseSeq(resources(id)).

f ailures(F(P)) =
{(s,X)|s < AS ∧ X ⊆ Σ\{AS(#s)}}
∪{(AS^s,X)|s < RS ∧ X ⊆ Σ\{RS(#s)}}
∪{(AS^RS^s,X)|(s,X) ∈ f ailures(P)}

where:

• acquireSeq(id,s) =̂ acquire(id,head(s))^acquireSeq(id, tail(s))

• acquireSeq(id,〈〉) =̂ 〈〉

• releaseSeq(id,s) =̂ release(id,head(s))^releaseSeq(id, tail(s))

• releaseSeq(id,〈〉) =̂ 〈〉

Proof. Calculated with the failures clauses.

Lemma 6 (MCfailures(F(P))). Let F be the functional representing the body of the UserSpec(id,V ),
AS = acquireSeq(resources(id)) and RS = releaseSeq(resources(id)).

MC f ailures(F(P)) =
{(s,X)|s < AS ∧ X = Σ\{AS(#s)}}
∪{(AS^s,X)|s < RS ∧ X = Σ\{RS(#s)}}
∪{(AS^RS^s,X)|(s,X) ∈MC f ailures(P)}

Proof. Calculated with MCFailures definition and Lemma 5.

Lemma 7. Let V be an arbitrary network and id an arbitrary id of such a network.

∀ f : MC f ailures(UserSpec(id,V )) •UserReleasing( f , id,V ) ∨UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

Proof. The failures of a recursive are calculated as the least fixed point in the subset order with
the following theorem. f ailures(P) =̂

⋃
n∈N f ailures(Fn(div)) The MCfailures can be calcu-

lated using this result being then MC f ailures(P) =̂
⋃n∈N

0 MC f ailures(Fn(div)). We prove our
theorem then by induction of n.
Case 15. Base case: f ∈MC f ailures(F0(div))

a ∈MC f ailures(div)

=⇒
a ∈ /0

[ f ailures(div) = /0]

=⇒
f alse

[ST]

=⇒
UserAcquiring( f , id,V ) ∨UserReleasing( f , id,V )

[PC]
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Case 16. Inductive case:

f ∈MC f ailures(Fn(div))⇒ ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V )

=⇒
f ∈MC f ailures(Fn+1(div))⇒ ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V )

(IH)

From Lemma 6, we know that the f ∈MC f ailures(Fn(div)) it must belong to one of the three
sets described in this lemma. Lets call the sets (i),(ii) and (iii) respecting the order in which they
appear in aforementioned lemma. Then we prove that for each membership case the property
holds.
Case 16.1 ( f ∈ (i)).

=⇒
f ∈ (i)

[ f ∈ (i) holds]

=⇒
f ∈ {(s,X)|s < AS ∧ X = Σ\{AS(#s)}}

[(i) def]

=⇒
∃ idr : resources • ((A(id,V )\ f .R) = {acquire(id, idr)} ∧
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)}) ∧
min(r( f .s, id)∪{big}))>∗RA′ idr

[STandSQTandPC]

=⇒
UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

[UserAcquiring def]

=⇒
UserAcquiring( f , id,V ) ∨UserReleasing( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 16.2 ( f ∈ (ii)).

f ∈ (ii)

=⇒
f ∈ {(AS^s,X)|s < RS ∧ X = Σ\{RS(#s)}}

[(ii) def]

=⇒
∃ idr : resources •
((A(id,V )\ f .R) = {release(id, idr)} ∧
odd( f .s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)}))

[PC and SQT and ST]

=⇒
UserReleasing( f , id,V )

[UserReleasing def]

=⇒
UserReleasing( f , id,V ) ∨UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 16.3 ( f ∈ (iii)).

=⇒
f ∈ (iii)

[ f ∈ (iii) holds]
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=⇒
f ∈ {(AS^RS^s,X)|(s,X) ∈MC f ailures(P)}

[(iii) def]

=⇒
f ∈ {(AS^RS^ f ′.s, f ′.R)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(P)}

[f = (s,X)]

=⇒
f ∈ {(AS^RS^ f ′.s, f ′.R)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(P)} ∧
UserReleasing( f ′, id,V ) ∨UserAcquiring( f ′, id,V )

[IH]

Case 16.3.1 (UserReleasing( f ′, id,V )).

=⇒
f ∈ {(AS^RS^ f ′.s, f ′.R)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(P)} ∧
UserReleasing( f ′, id,V )

[UserReleasing( f ′, id,V ) holds]

=⇒
f ∈ {(AS^RS^ f ′.s, f ′.R)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(P)} ∧
∃ idr : resources •
((A(id,V )\ f ′.R) = {release(id, idr)} ∧
odd( f ′.s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)}))

[UserReleasing( f ′, id,V ) def]

=⇒
∃ idr : resources •
((A(id,V )\ f .R) = {release(id, idr)} ∧
odd( f .s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)}))

[ST and SQT and PC]

=⇒
UserReleasing( f , id,V )

[UserReleasing def]

=⇒
UserReleasing( f , id,V ) ∨UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 16.3.2 (UserAcquiring( f ′, id,V )).

=⇒
f ∈ {(AS^RS^ f ′.s, f ′.R)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(P)} ∧
UserAcquiring( f ′, id,V )

[UserAcquiring( f ′, id,V ) holds]

=⇒
f ∈ {(AS^RS^ f ′.s, f ′.R)| f ′ ∈MC f ailures(P)} ∧
(∃ idr : resources • ((A(id,V )\ f ′.R) = {acquire(id, idr)} ∧
even( f ′.s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)}) ∧
min(r( f ′.s, id)∪{big}))>RA idr)

[UserAcquiring( f ′, id,V ) def]

=⇒
∃ idr : resources • ((A(id,V )\ f .R) = {acquire(id, idr)} ∧
even( f .s |̀ {acquire(id, idr),release(id, idr)}) ∧
min(r( f .s, id)∪{big}))>RA idr

[ST and SQT and PC]

=⇒
UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

[UserAcquiring( f , id,V ) def]
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=⇒
UserAcquiring( f , id,V ) ∨UserReleasing( f , id,V )

[PC]

Theorem 18 (Resources have resourceProperty). Let resources be the partition of the network
V corresponding to the resources.

∀ id : resources • resourceProperty(id,V )

Proof.

id ∈ resources [Assumption]

=⇒
id ∈ resources ∧
ResourceSpec(id,V)[F=Abs(id,V )

[BehaviourRA restriction]

=⇒
id ∈ resources ∧
M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))⊆MC f ailures(ResourceSpec(id,V ))

[Theorem 12]

=⇒
id ∈ resources ∧
M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))⊆MC f ailures(ResourceSpec(id,V )) ∧
∀ f : MC f ailures(ResourceSpec(id,V )) •
ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V )

[Lemma 4]

=⇒
id ∈ resources ∧
M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))⊆MC f ailures(ResourceSpec(id,V )) ∧
∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) •
ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V )

[PC and ST]

=⇒
∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) •
ResourceAcquired( f , id,V ) ∨ ResourceRelease( f , id,V )

[PC]

=⇒
resourceProperty(id,V )

[resourceProperty(id,V ) def]

Theorem 19 (Users have userProperty). Let users be the partition of the network V corre-
sponding to the resources.

∀ id : users • userProperty(id,V )

Proof.

id ∈ users [Assumption 1]
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=⇒
id ∈ users ∧
UserSpec(id,V)[F=Abs(id,V )

[BehaviourRA restriction]

=⇒
id ∈ users ∧
M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))⊆MC f ailures(UserSpec(id,V ))

[Theorem 12]

=⇒
id ∈ users ∧
M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))⊆MC f ailures(UserSpec(id,V )) ∧
∀ f : MC f ailures(UserSpec(id,V )) •UserReleasing( f , id,V ) ∨UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

[Lemma 7]

=⇒
id ∈ users ∧
M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))⊆MC f ailures(UserSpec(id,V )) ∧
∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) •UserReleasing( f , id,V ) ∨UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

[PC and ST]

=⇒
∀ f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) •UserReleasing( f , id,V ) ∨UserAcquiring( f , id,V )

[PC]

=⇒
userProperty(id,V )

[userProperty(id,V ) def]
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Client/server auxiliary lemmas

In this appendix, we present some theorems used for arguing the soundness of the client/server
pattern.

Lemma 8. Let f (id) = ρ(σ , id,V ) and let (C,σ) be a cycle of the network V such that:

• ∀ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V )

Hence, in such a cycle the following lemma holds.

∀σ ,C •Cycle(C,σ) ∧
(∃ i, i′ : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V ))⇒
∃ i : domV •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i⊕1)),C(i⊕1),V )

Proof. We can prove this lemma by induction in the size of the cycle. The base case being the
cycle with size 2.
Case 1 (Base case). Here, we consider the base case when the size of the cycle is zero. This is
vacuously true since the predicate cycle(C,σ) is false, therefore we can deduce that the desired
conclusion.
Case 2 (Inductive case). In the inductive case, we prove that if our lemma work for the case
where the size of the cycle is equal to n, it also works to the case when the size equals to n+1.
Let (C,σ) be a cycle where #C = n, and a (C′,σ), another cycle where, C′ = C^〈idn+1〉 and
n+1 indicates the last position of the cycle.

((∃ i, i′ : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V ))⇒
(I.H.)

∃ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i⊕1)),C(i⊕1),V ))

=⇒
((∃ i, i′ : domC′ •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(i′)),C′(i′),V ))⇒
∃ i : domC′ •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(i⊕1)),C′(i⊕1),V ))

Hence, we begin our reasoning by assuming the following:

(∃ i, i′ : domC′ •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(i′)),C′(i′),V )
[Assumption 1]

Here, we consider 3 cases for the for the cycle C: the case when all the participants of the cycle
behave as requesting clients, the case when all the participants behave as requesting server and
when there is both a client and a server requesting in the cycle.

141
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• ∀ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V )

• ∀ i : domC • ServerRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V )

• (∃ i, i′ : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V )∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V )

Case 2.1 (∀ i : domC • ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V )). This represents the case where
the C part of the cycle C′ has only client requesting atoms.

=⇒
∀ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V )

=⇒
∀ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(n+1)),C′(n+1),V )

[From Assumption 1 and Case 1.1]

=⇒
ClientRequesting( f (C′(n)),C′(n),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(n+1)),C′(n+1),V )

[PC]

=⇒
∃ i : domC′ •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(i⊕1)),C′(i⊕1),V ))

[PC]

Case 2.2 (∀ i : domC • ServerRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V )). This represents the case where
the C part of the cycle C′ has only server requesting atoms.

=⇒
∀ i : domC • ServerRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V )

=⇒
∀ i : domC • ServerRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V ) ∧ClientRequesting( f (C′(n+1)),C′(n+1),V )

[From Assumption 1 and Case 1.1]

=⇒
ClientRequesting( f (C′(n+1)),C′(n+1),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(1)),C′(1),V )

[PC]

=⇒
∃ i : domC′ •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(i⊕1)),C′(i⊕1),V ))

[PC]

Case 2.3 ((∃ i, i′ : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V )∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V )).
This represents the case where there are both a client requesting atom and a server requesting
one in C.

=⇒
∃ i, i′ : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i′)),C(i′),V )

=⇒
∃ i : domC •ClientRequesting( f (C(i)),C(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C(i⊕1)),C(i⊕1),V ))

[I.H.]

=⇒
∃ i : domC′ •ClientRequesting( f (C′(i)),C′(i),V ) ∧ ServerRequesting( f (C′(i⊕1)),C′(i⊕1),V ))

[domC ⊆ domC′]
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Lemma 9 (S body failures).

f ailures(F(id,V )(N)) =

{(〈〉,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ req 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ resp 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉^s,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ responses(req) = /0 ∧ (s,X) ∈ f ailures(S(id,V ))}∪
{(〈req,resp〉^s,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ (s,X) ∈ f ailures(S(id,V ))}

Proof. Calculated with the failures clauses.

Lemma 10 (C body failures).

f ailures(C(id,V )) =

{(〈〉,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ req 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ X ∩ responses(req) = /0}∪
{(〈req〉^s,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ responses(req) = /0 ∧ (s,X) ∈ f ailures(C(id,V ))}∪
{(〈req,resp〉^s,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ (s,X) ∈ f ailures(C(id,V ))}

Proof. Calculated with the failures clauses.

Lemma 11 (S MCfailures).

MC f ailures(S(id,V )) =

{(〈〉,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ req 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ resp 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉^s,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ responses(req) = /0 ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(S(id,V ))}∪
{(〈req,resp〉^s,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(S(id,V ))}

Proof. Calculated with the failures clauses plus the definition of MC f ailures.

Lemma 12 (C MCfailures).

MC f ailures(C(id,V )) =

{(〈〉,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ req 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ X ∩ responses(req) = /0}∪
{(〈req〉^s,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ responses(req) = /0 ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(C(id,V ))}∪
{(〈req,resp〉^s,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(C(id,V ))}

Proof. Calculated with the failures clauses plus the definition of MC f ailures.
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Theorem 20 (S MCfailures imply CS disjunction).

∀ f : MC f ailures(S(id,V )) •ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ SReq( f , id,V )

Proof. Let F(P) be the recursive process where, F is the body of S(id,V ) and P is S(id,V ).
We prove this by induction.
Case 1 (Base case).

f ∈MC f ailures(F0(div))

=⇒
f ∈MC f ailures(div)

[F0 def]

=⇒
f ∈ /0

[ f ailures(div) def]

=⇒
f alse

[ST]

=⇒
ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨
SReq( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerResponding( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 2 (Inductive case).

f ∈MC f ailures(Fn+1(div))

Here we split the proof since f ∈MC f ailures(Fn+1(div)) implies that f must belong to one
of the composing set. We denote the composing sets appearing in the definition of its failures
by (i),(ii),(iii) and (iiii) respecting the order in which they appear. Hence:

• f ∈ (i)

• f ∈ (ii)

• f ∈ (iii)

• f ∈ (iiii)

Case 2.1 ((i)).

=⇒
f ∈ (i)

=⇒
f ∈ {(〈〉,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ req 6∈ X}

[(i) def]

=⇒
( f .s = 〈〉 ∨ last( f .s) ∈
responses(id) ∨ last( f .s) ∈ requests(id) ∧
responses(last( f .s)) = /0) ∧ SRq(id) 6⊆ f .R

[ST and PC]
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=⇒
SReq( f , id,V )

[SReq( f , id,V ) def]

=⇒
ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨
SReq( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerResponding( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 2.2 ((ii)).

=⇒
f ∈ (ii)

=⇒
f ∈ {(〈req〉,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ resp 6∈ X}

[(ii) def]

=⇒
SResp( f , id,V ) ∧ ∃ev : responses(last( f .s)) • ev ∈ (A(id,V )\ f .R)

[ST and PC]

=⇒
ServerResponding( f , id,V )

[ServerResponding( f , id,V ) def]

=⇒
ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨
SReq( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerResponding( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 2.3 ((iii)).

=⇒
f ∈ (iii)

=⇒
f ∈ {(〈req〉^ f ′.s, f ′.R)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ responses(req) = /0 ∧
f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(div))}

[(iii) def]

=⇒
f ∈ {(〈req〉^ f ′.s, f ′.R)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ responses(req) = /0 ∧
f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(div))} ∧
ClientRequesting( f ′, id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f ′, id,V ) ∨
SReq( f ′, id,V ) ∨ ServerResponding( f ′, id,V )

[I.H.]

Here, we have to split in 4 cases when each of the predicate holds for f ′. In each case, when
the predicate holds for f ′, it is quite straightforward to prove that it holds also to f , hence we
only present the final conclusion.

=⇒
ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨
SReq( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerResponding( f , id,V )

[PC]

Case 2.4 ((iiii)).

=⇒
f ∈ (iiii)
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=⇒
f ∈ {(〈req,resp〉^s,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧
resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(Fn(div))}

[(iiii) def]

=⇒
f ∈ {(〈req,resp〉^ f ′.s, f ′.R)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧
resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ f ′ ∈MC f ailures(Fn(div))} ∧
ClientRequesting( f ′, id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f ′, id,V ) ∨
SReq( f ′, id,V ) ∨ ServerResponding( f ′, id,V )

[I.H.]

Here in the same way as in the previous case, we have to split in 4 cases when each of the
predicate holds for f ′. In each case, when the predicate holds for f ′, it is quite straightforward
to prove that it holds also to f , hence we only present the final conclusion.

=⇒
ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨
SReq( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerResponding( f , id,V )

[PC]

Theorem 21 (C MCfailures imply CS disjunction).

∀ f : MC f ailures(C(id,V )) •ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ SReq( f , id,V )

Proof. The reasoning presented here is very similar to the one present for demonstrating that
the MC f ailures of S.

Lemma 13 (CS Mfailures).

MC f ailures(CS(id,V )) =

{(〈〉,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ req 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ X ∩ responses(req) = /0}∪
{(〈req〉^s,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ responses(req) = /0 ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(CS(id,V ))}∪
{(〈req,resp〉,X)|req ∈CRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(CS(id,V ))}∪
{(〈〉,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ req 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ resp 6∈ X}∪
{(〈req〉^s,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ responses(req) = /0 ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(CS(id,V ))}∪
{(〈req,resp〉^s,X)|req ∈ SRq(id) ∧ resp ∈ responses(req) ∧ (s,X) ∈MC f ailures(CS(id,V ))}

Proof. Calculated with the failures clauses plus the definition of MC f ailures.

Lemma 14.

∀ f : MC f ailures(CS(id,V )) •ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ SReq( f , id,V )
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Proof. The reasoning for this proof is very similar to the steps adopted for the two lemmas
concerning processes S and C.

Lemma 15.

∀ f : MC f ailures(RequestResponseSpec(id,V )) •ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ SReq( f , id,V )

Proof. This follows easily from lemmas 21, 20 and 14

Lemma 16 (Revivals of ServerRequestsSpec).
Let F(P) = ServerRequestsSpec(id,V ).

revivals(Fn+1(P)) =
{(〈〉,X ,a)|a ∈ Σ\SRq(id) ∧ a 6∈ X}∪
{(〈〉,X ,a)|a ∈ SRq(id) ∧ SRq(id)∩X = 〈〉}∪
{(〈ev〉^s,X ,a)|ev ∈ A(id,V ) ∧ (s,X ,a) ∈ revivals(Fn(P))}

Proof. From revivals clauses.

Lemma 17 (MCrevivals of ServerRequestsSpec).
Let F(P) = ServerRequestsSpec(id,V ).

MCrevivals(Fn+1(P)) =
{(〈〉,X ,a)|a ∈ Σ\SRq(id) ∧ a 6∈ X ∧ (SRq(id)∩X 6= /0⇒ X ⊇ SRq(id))}∪
{(〈〉,X ,a)|a ∈ SRq(id) ∧ SRq(id)∩X = 〈〉}∪
{(〈ev〉^s,X ,a)|ev ∈ A(id,V ) ∧ (s,X ,a) ∈MCrevivals(Fn(P))

Proof. From revivals clauses together with MCrevivals definition.

Lemma 18.

∀r : MCrevivals(ServerRequestSpec(id,V )) •
ServerRequesting( f ailure(r), id,V ) ∨ SRq(id)⊆ f ailure(r).R

Proof. Can be proved using fixpoint indunction, as used in Lemma 20

Theorem 22 (CS predicate ensures clientServerProperty). Let V be a network such that CS(V )
holds.

∀ id : domV • clientServerProperty(id,V )
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Proof. Let id be an arbitrary id of V .

CS(V ) ∧ id ∈ domV [Assumption]

=⇒
(∀m f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))) •ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ SReq( f , id,V ))

[BehaviourCS(V ) and Lemma 15]

=⇒
(∀m f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))) •ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ SReq( f , id,V )) ∧
(∀m f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) • ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∧ SRq(id)⊆ m f .R)

[BehaviourCS(V ) and Lemma 18]

=⇒
(∀m f : M f ailures(Abs(id,V ))) •ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ SReq( f , id,V )) ∧
(ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨ SRq(id)⊆ m f .R)

[PC]

Using predicate calculus we can distribute one clause into another. As ServerRequesting in
conjunction with any predicate other than SReq( f , id,V ) is false, and with SReq( f , id,V ) this
last is absorbed by ServerRequesting. Also, the SReq( f , id,V ) in conjunction with SReq is
false, but with any other predicate it is absorbed by the predicate.We end up with:

=⇒
∀M f ailures(Abs(id,V )) •ClientRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ClientResponding( f , id,V ) ∨ ServerRequesting( f , id,V ) ∨
ServerRequesting( f , id,V )

[clientServerProperty def]

=⇒
clientServerProperty(id,V )
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List of symbols

Behaviour of given atom B(id,V )
Alphabet of given atom A(id,V )
Behaviour of network B(V ) = || id : domV @ [A(id,V )] B(id,V )

Network busy ∀ id : domV • deadlock f ree(B(id,V ))
Network non-terminating ∀ id : domV • termination f ree(B(id,V ))

Network triple-disjoint
∀ id1, id2, id3 : domV • id1 6= id2 ∧ id2 6= id3 ∧ id1 6= id3

⇒ A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V )∩A(id3,V ) = /0
Alphabet of a network ΣV =̂

⋃
{A(id,V )|id ∈ domV}

Vocabulary of the network VocV =̂
⋃
{A(id1,V )∩A(id2,V )|id1, id2 : domV ∧ id1 6= id2}

State of a network
state(σ ,V ) =̂ σ .s ∈ Σ

∗
V ∧

(∀ id : domV • ρ(σ , id,V ) ∈ failures(B(id,V )))
Projection of a state for an atom ρ(σ , id,V ) =̂ (σ .s |̀ A(id,V ),σ .R(id))

Trace of a state σ .s
Refusals vector of a state σ .R

Refusals of a network Re f usals(σ ,V ) =̂
⋃
{A(id,V )∩σ .R(id)|id ∈ domV}

Complement of a set of Events X = Σ\X

Request
request(σ , id1, id2,V ) =̂

(A(id1,V )\σ .R(id1))∩A(id2,V ) 6= /0

Ungranted request

ungranted request(σ , id1, id2,V ) =̂

request(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V ) ∧
in vocabulary(σ , id1, id2,V )

Ungratedness
ungrantedness(σ , id1, id2,V ) =̂

(A(id1,V )\σ .R(id1))∩ (A(id2,V )\σ .R(id2)) = /0

In vocabulary
in vocabulary(σ , id1, id2,V ) =̂

(A(id1,V )\σ .R(id1))∩ (A(id2,V )\σ .R(id2))⊆VocV
Maximal state maxS(σ ,V ) =̂ ∀ id : V • maxF(ρ(σ , id,V ),B(id,V ))

Abstract network function Abs(V ) = {Abs((id,B,A),V )|(id,B,A) ∈V}
Abstract atom Abs((id,B,A),V ) =̂ (id,B |̀ VocV ,A |̀ VocV )

Abstract behaviour B |̀ VocV =̂ B \VocV
Abstract alphabet A |̀ VocV =̂ A∩VocV

Abstract state function Abs(σ ,V ) = (σ .s |̀ VocV ,σ .R)
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Network refinement V vNet V ′⇔ states(V )⊇ states(V ′) ∧ domV = domV ′

Atom refinement avAtom a′⇔ id = id′ ∧ B [F= B′ ∧ A = A′

Abstract behaviour implementation Abs(id,V)≡ B(id,V ) |̀ VocV
Maximal failures M f ailures(P) =̂ { f : f ailures(P)|maxF( f ,P)}

Maximal candidate failures MC f ailures(P) =̂ { f : f ailures(P)| f .R⊇ initials(P/ f .s)}
Maximal revival Mrevivals(Q) =̂ {r|r ∈ revivals(Q) ∧ max(r,Q)}

Maximal candidate revival

MCrevivals(P) =̂

{r|r ∈ revivals(P) ∧ r.R⊇ initials(P, f ailure(r)) ∧
r.R⊇ initials(P/r.s)}
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